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ABSTRACT 

The present investigation examines the roles of women in the 

rapidly changing society of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and attempts 

to quantify and optimize their role as active contributions to the 

development of the country. 

The study starts out with a review of earlier work on women's 

roles in the Kingdom and then throws a more recent light on the sub

ject by analyzing the current writings and comments in the popular 

press. Those findings are supplemented by direct interviews with 

samples from various segments of the Saudi population; answers are 

compared with similar inquiries by earlier researchers as well as with 

opinions expressed in the media. 

Since these results are primarily of a subjective nature the 

study then ~roceeds to quantify the role Saudi women playas educated 

and productive contributors to the development of the Kingdom. From 

published data a numerical framework is described, which is followed 

by a modelling effort, using the goal programming algorithm, aimed at 

optimizing the use of the female labor force in Saudi Arabia. Under 

present policies and as a result of social and traditional attitudes 

many of the labor market positions are now available for occupancy by 

Saudi women but they are filled by female or male imported labor. The 

impacts of selected changes in current manpower policies are analyzed. 

xii 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

In the course of only a few decades the international role of 

Saudi Arabia has changed considerably. Buoyed by its large oil income 

the Kingdom has begun to occupy a leading role in world affairs, and 

nowhere has this change had a greater impact than in the Saudi home, 

and particularly on the Saudi women. From almost complete isolation in 

primitive desert surroundings the Saudi woman has been transposed into 

a modern, urban society, with all the advantages and problems normally 

associated with such a change. 

The Saudi educational system has tried to adapt to this social 

revolution, without ignoring the stric~ures of Islam. More and more 

Saudi women are now being trained and educated, but due to social and 

religious impediments most of them find that they have no place to 

utilize their hard-won qualifications. The current social preference 

structure in effect creates a serious condition of unemployment for 

Saudi women, which is largely being corrected by the importation of 

(male and female) expatriates, thereby further distorting Saudi society. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze how the future role of 

the Saudi woman is perceived by various members of society, how the 

1 



education.;;;.l system is creating conflicts, and hOH Sandi women may 

participate in the Saudiization of the local labor force. 

Significance of the Study 

2 

Although there is a wide divergence of opinion among experts on 

Saudi Arabia's future, there is a general consensus that oil income 

will continue to solve many financial problems for several more decades. 

The major concern of the authorities appears to be, therefore, to con

solidate progress achieved in many spheres, Now that the days of 

tumultuous growth have passed things are returning to normal~ albeit on 

a much higher technological level; there is a shrinking demand for 

foreign manpower and gradually the expatriate workforce is leaving the 

country. The question now arises: Will the Saudis themselves, perhaps 

8 to 10 million of them, be able to manage the economic and high-tech 

society they have just created? It seems reasonable to postulate that 

the long range success of this consolidation will depend on the educa

tion and the skill of all Saudis, men and women alike, and therefore 

the evolution of the woman's role is very significant. For planning 

and manpower utilization an analysis of the present status of females 

as perceived by selected subcultures and groups of the total Saudi 

population is important. 

Methodological Approach 

The status of women in Saudi Arabia has been a subject of 

intense interest for several years, primarily for female and male 

Saudis pursuing their graduate studies in the Kingdom or abroad. 
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Consequently, a number of relevant dissertations and theses have been 

written, and on occasion these have been supplemented by other writings. 

Thefirst step in this research was to expand the methods used in the 

study in a separate chapter followed by a review of the earlier scholar

ly works in order to set the stage for an assessment of the current 

role of the Saudi woman. 

In order to update these findings in the framework of a dynamic 

society two sources were utilized: 

1. representative members of groups of local residents, both Saudi 

and expatriate, were asked to formulate their opinions of 

related issues, 

2. current writings in the local media dealing with women were 

analyzed according to major topics. 

It became. clear from those sources that the results of the study 

would be very subjective and descriptive, in line with much of the 

earlier work. Therefore, it was decided to attempt a more objective 

and numerical analysis of the consequences and impacts of various poli

cies concerning women's education and employment. The model selected 

for this exercise was Goal Programming, a multiobjective linear program

ming technique which has frequently been used for manpower allocation 

studies. The modelling phase was necessarily preceded by the compila

tion of a numerical data base from the published literature, as 

presented in a separate Chapter. 



Organization 

The organization of this study closely follows the steps 

detailed in the Methodological Approach section in this chapter and 

schematically illustrated in Figure 1. 

The stage is set in Chapter 2, the Research Methodology, \l1hich 

describes the logic and rationale of the methods used in this study. 

This is followed by Chapter 3, the Literature Review, which 

briefly analyzes the scholarly writings on the roles of women in Saudi 

Arabia to date. 

4 

Chapter 4 is devoted to past and current writings in the popular 

press, updates the works referred to in the Literature Review. 

Chapter 5, Current Views, consists of informal interviews that 

were conducted with residents of Saudi Arabia, who could be considered 

to represent a reasonably valid cross-section of Saudi society with the 

purpose of updating or confirming the findings from other researchers 

and to obtain first-hand impressions on their perceptions of present 

and future roles of women in Saudi Arabia. 

Chapter 6, the female Saudi workforce, seeks to quantify the 

findings of ea.rlier phases, primarily for the purpose of creating a 

data base for Chapter 7, it sets the stage by quantifying the parameters, 

the demand, supply and cost of female labor that constrain the economic 

role that the Saudi woman may be able to play. The data base in this 

chapter allows for an effort to test the consequences of various man

power policies with regard to the Saudi female labor force. 
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Ll. Introduction 

H 2. Review of the Literature r-

H 3. Methodology ~ 

r--;; 4. Topical Analysis of Past I-
and Current Writings 

~ 5. Survey Data r-
~. 

~ The Female Saudi 
Workforce 

\ II 

7. Optimizing the Use of 
the Female Labor Force 

\ II 

8. Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

Figure 1. Organization of the Study. 
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Chapter 7, Optimizing the use of the female labor force, a 

modelling chapter, attempts to simulate the role of women in the labor 

market under different scenarios of governmental policies. The alloca

tion of manpower, funds in Saudi Arabia, as in any other country comes 

down to a multiobjective-multicriteria problem, once all the con

straints were quantified in Chapter 6, a decision-maker attempts to 

reach as many objectives as possible, these objectives have been ranked 

according to priorities set up in established policies. With the use 

of Goal Programming, a computer program and a technique of linear pro

gramming, optimization of reaching the objectives sequentially in a 

descending order of importance is achieved, and the consequences of 

various female manpower policies can better be studied and analyzed. 

The final chapter, 8, the conclusions and recommendations 

chapter, integrates the subjective observations and the results of 

the study. 

Limitations of the Study 

a. The changing role of women in Saudi Arabia is only reluc

tantly accepted by a segment of the popUlation, including some highly 

placed officials. In a hierarchical governmental system such concepts 

tend to filter down to lower levels of the bureaucracy, and the net 

effect frequently is a reluctant attitude even by low-ranking officials. 

Informal or off-the-record dialogues were difficult to establish. 

b. Officially released statistics, e.g., on educational enroll

ments, were relatively easy to obtain through libraries. However, such 

-------- ---------



statistical summaries usually lacked any kind of interpretation, and 

they were invariably 3 to 5 years old. This made it necessary to try 

to double-check the reliability of statistics, and sometimes to 

extrapolate values. 

c. Physical access to many data sources was difficult. 

7 

Women are not permitted to drive a car in Saudi Arabia, so the services 

of a male driver were always required to visit an office or agency. 

The presence of a woman in a governmental office is always treated with 

much curiosity, and she is usually made to feel unwelcome and uncom

fortable, thus making access to data almost impossible. 

d. The total number of persons interviewed in Chapter 5, was 

84, a number too small to make the results of these interviews truly 

representative of the population, but large enough to serve as an 

indicator whether the results of these interviews confirmed the feel

ings and attitudes of people evidenced in the earlier, larger studies, 

and to give a sense of what the Saudis" feelings, attitudes and opinions 

were at present. 

e. The samples of the different populations interviewed in this 

study were opportunity samples rather than representative ones, the 

persons interviewed were persons within reach of the interviewer, their 

number was fairly small, their views represented only ~hose of people 

living in Saudi Arabia's Eastern Province and their middle-upper income 

and high educational levels and not representative of the whole Saudi 

Arabian society, therefore, no valid generalizations should be made on 

the basis of the interviews alone. 



Definitions of Terms 

Role Conflict--P~y condition of common or attributed polarized 

dissensus which poses problems for object persons. 

National Society--A population of persons who share a culture 

and a common location for many or most of the unique elements of the 

culture. 

Occupation--A social position whose foundation is a role that 

is performed to obtain money from the environment. 

Profession--An occupation whose roles involve interaction with 

human beings, whose performance is based on a long period of training 

and is accounted "expert" for which associated roles tend to be per

formed in private, and for which an explicit code of conduct is set 

and enforced by its members. 

Socialization--Environmentally induced changes in the behavior 

or conceptual state of the person that lead to greater ability to 

participate in a social system. 

Islam--(Arabic: Submission to God). A major world religion, 

founded by Mohammed in the 7th century A.D.: a monotheistic faith, it 

incorporates elements of Judaic and Christian belief. 

Mohammed--A merchant of Mecca in the early 7th century; on his 

journeys he came into contact with Jews and Christians. Inspired by a 

vision of the archangel Gabriel, he began to preach the worship of the 

one true God (Arabic: Allah) and to denounce idolatry. In his life

time Mecca was converted to Islam. In the century after his death 

8 



(632 AD) Muslim armies forged an Arab Empire extending from Spain to 

India. 

9 

Koran--The holy book of Islam sets forth the fundamental tenets 

of Islam as revealed by God to Mohammed. These include the five basic 

duties of Muslims and also rules for their social and moral behavior. 

Muslims also study the prophet's teachings, or Sunna, collected in the 

Hadith (traditions). A legal system, the Shari'a, based on the Koran 

and the Sunna, is the law for many Muslim countries. 

Cu1ture--A common definition, is: the transmission of learned 

behavior, attitudes, values and beliefs over time. 

Belief--An attitude which incorporates a large amount of cogni

tive structuring. Belief connotes an attitude which involves or identi

fies the subject deeply with the object. The individual uses his 

belief as a basis for predicting what will happen in the future. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY 

Chapter I outlined the organization of the study. This chapter 

describes the logic and rationale of the research methodology used in 

the study. 

Background 

An investigation of the likely or desired future role of any 

population group would logically and to a large extent depend on the 

experiences of the members of such a group and on their formulation of 

a range of aspirations and goals. It is not uncommon to ascertain most 

of the opinions of group members from direct contacts with a population 

sample, which is large and varied enough to be considered "representa

tive." Moreover, if the group members may reasonably be expected to 

have a major say in the determination of their future roles, the results 

of such contacts will provide a framework for reasonable future plan of 

action. In Saudi Arabia, however, those conditions do not apply to 

women as a group and therefore the methodology of this study required 

a broader basis. Besides gathering data of the group members in the 

review of literature, the local press in informal interviews, the study 

required data provided by the nation's planners, to be able to better 

assess what the future role of women in Saudi Arabia will be. 

10 
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Written Data Base 

The current role of women in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has 

been studied by various scholars, some Saudi and some foreign. ,Until 

the recent coming of age of graduate schools in the Kingdom most Saudi 

advanced deg:l'ee candidates pursued their studies overseas, primarily in 

Egypt, Europe or the U.S.A. Their output consists of a number of 

theses and dissertations, largely written "in absentia," i.e., outside 

Saudi Arabia, and frequently based on research among expatriate Saudi 

cOIllIllunities. 

This literature has over the years been supplemented by non

Saudi authors who visi.ted the country for a variety of reasons. Some 

came for shorter visits, as anthropologists, historians, or business

men; others were, and are, locally employed and several years of 

exposure and experience sparked writing efforts which, although based 

on a foreign culture and language, sometimes proved to be very 

illuminating. 

In spite of the occasional high quality of these writings they 

frequently were distant from what is happening in Saudi society today. 

Several years may have elapsed between university-sponsored research 

and the publication of the results, and in a rapidly changing social 

environment such findings may be outdated very quickly. Foreign writ

ers, moreover, were not always successful in correctly assessing the 

true feelings and aspirations of the people. Therefore, the subject 

matter of most relevance to Saudi women was brcadly categorized in a 

few topics, marriage and family, traditional attitudes, education and 

~-----------.-----.-----.-.----.-.---.--.--. 
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training, women at work, and for the duration of this research past 

and current writings in the local press were studied and analyzed. The 

results of the study of the written data base are presented in Chap

ters 3 and 4. 

Verbal Data Base 

Conducting interviews and sampling opinions are not routine 

undertakings in Saudi Arabia. Nevertheless, it was felt that the writ

ten expressions of views should be supplemented by more current comments 

in order to detect whether there had been any recent changes in feelings 

or preferences, which had not been adequately reflected in the liter

ature or the media. To this end several members of subgroups of local 

residents, both Saudi and expatriate, .,were asked to formulate opinions 

and views on topics relevant to the future role of women in Saudi 

Arabia. The population and sample are detailed in Chapter 5. The 

sample thus interviewed was considered to be adequate to serve as an 

indicator whether the "current writings" were still current. Moreover, 

a determined effort was made to compare the latest responses with 

those solicited by other recent researchers. Most of the questions 

used were identical to those asked by other interviewers, thus making 

the answers more nearly comparable, as detailed in Chapter 5. 

Projections 

Most writers and interviewees were unable or unwilling to 

express precise projections, a plan for a future course of action, with 

paramters, limits, bounds that might describe the future status ot' 
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women in the Kingdom. Admittedly, in some cases this is very 

difficult, and assessing ''happiness,'' "satisfaction" or "fulfillment" 

on some numerical scale is still a subjective exercise in disguise. 

However. this problem is more tractable when economic aspects of 

women's roles are considered, such as the number of women being trained 

and graduated, the size of the labor market, or the costs and benefits 

of female employment. Even in some of those areas most individuals 

were only vaguely aware of the magnitudes of relevant numbers, but this 

gap .could usually be filled by using published governmental statistics. 

A more serious problem arose when the future of the Saudi woman 

became a matter of discussion. The groups most directly affected, 

Saudi women with various levels of training, did not have clear-cut 

ideas concerning a quantifiable role for themselves. In response to 

inquiries about how many women should be employed in selected segments 

of the labor market the customary response was to refer to "the govern

ment" or some distant decision-maker. In practice this reflects an 

acknowledgment that others, rather than the women themselves, will 

determine at least for the forseeable future what women's roles in 

Saudi Arabia will be. 

As suggested earlier, the value of direct inquiries among a 

given population is directly related to the degree to which that 

population has a major say in the determination of its own future 

role. Most Saudi women feel they have very little influence. 

As an alternative to providing a basis for projections of a 

future role extensive references were made to the series of National 

----_ .. _-- _._-----
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Development Plans, which chart the economic development of the Kingdom. 

Saudi Arabia has adopted a formal and centralized planning process, and 

a separate Ministry of Planning coordinates the effort. Periodic 

5-year plans are publish.ed, with the latest one covering the period 

1985-1990. Although the role of women is only touched upon in a few 

relevant paragraphs, the current 5-year plan, together with reports 

from other Ministries, provides a numerical basis for projecting the 

consequences of particular policies that would enlarge the role of 

women in the Saudi labor market. 

Chapter 6 brings together the relevant parameters, demand, 

supply of female labor and their costs in a numerical framework, which 

is then used in Chapter 7 to conduct several modelling experiments, 

aimed at projecting the likely consequences of a few feasible manpower 

policies. The main purpose of those chapters is to illustrate a 

readily available, and comprehensible, methodology for allocating 

Saudi womanpower to various segments of the Saudi labor market, taking 

into account a variety of social and economic constraints. The benefit 

of such '~hat-if" modelling exercises is that a decision-maker, whether 

real or hypothetical, can see and analyze the consequences of a 

particular policy before any formal steps are taken. 

--.-----------------



CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This review of the literature covers earlier scientific 

writings dealing with the development of Saudi Arabia, and with the 

religious, social and traditional constraints imposed on women's con-

tribution to that development. The review is arranged in a chronologi-

cal order. 

Islam and Its Contributions to the Development of 
Saudi Arabia 

At age 40 Prophet Muhammed (570-632), "the Praised One" and 

founder of Islam, had a vision of the archangel Gabriel who bade him 

to go forth and preach; this vision and many others were recorded in 

the Qur'an, the Muslim sacred book. Muhammed proclaimed himself God's 

messenger and begun his mission. Among his earliest converts were his 

first wife Khadija, his daughter Fatima and her husband, his cousin 

Ali, and his friend Abu Bakr. His followers increased, both men and 

women, and they accepted Allah as the only God. 

Some of the Prophet's other wives, Hafsa, Ayesha and Umm 

Salamah, converts to Islam, were educated women and helped propagate 

Islam. Muslim historians state that the houses of the Prophet's wives 

served as public schools. The Qur'an contains 'a verse ordering the 

wives to teach what they have learned: "And recite what is rehearsed 
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to you in your Homes, or the Signs of God and His wisdom" (al-Manea, 

1984, p. 40). 
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The Prophet enhanced the women's roles and increased their 

participation in building an Islamic society. Women worked in trade, 

medicine and animal husbandry, and they participated in Islamic battles 

against the infidels (al-Manea, 1984). 

The acceptance of Islam helped to unify the semitic-nomadic 

tribes of Saudi Arabia. Islam freed women from the old traditions and 

customs that prevailed in pre-Islamic times, such as being regarded as 

an inferior sex, where their birth was seen as a disgrace and a finan

cial burden; girls, in many instances, were buried alive at birth, and 

polygamy was common. The Prophet, in his teachings, changed the prac

tices of these tribal societies to a society where men and women had 

complimentary roles (Almana, 1981). Polygamy was restricted to four 

wives. Nevertheless not all the reforms were favorable to women, such 

as the right to bear witness. A woman.' s testimony is worthy in weight 

half that of a man, and men have economic and moral responsibilities 

towards women; men as protectors, had the right to demand obedience 

and loyalty from their wives; if the husband had fear that the wife was 

not complying, he was expected to first warn her of the danger, second

ly not to share her bed, and last to beat her lightly (Almana, 1981). 

The early times of Islam are consj.dered the golden period for Muslim 

women (609-846). Islam had g:iven the right to women to discuss, argue 

and refuse whatever women felt was injust (al-Manea, 1984). 
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The end of the golden period for Muslim women came during the 

rule of the Abbasids, a dynasty of Arab caliphs descendent of Abbas, an 

uncle of the Prophet, who ruled the IElam empire foll~]ing the Omayyads 

from 750; under their rule, the sciences and the arts flourished, as 

well as slave trade from Europe and Africa. For women, however, this 

was a period when seclusion and segregation of the sexes became part of 

the system and women came to be treated as an inferior sex. 

The explanation for the view of women as inferior in Islam, was 

possibly due to the political rivalry between the Abbasids, the follow

ers of Abbad, and the Alids, who were descendants of Fatima, the 

daughter of the Prophet. To defeat their rivals the Ahbasidis started 

a campaign against women; they made their poets, intellectuals and 

religious scholars fabricate stories and poems showing women as 

inferior (al-Manea, 1984). 

The stories and poems the Abbasids wrote contained pleas for 

keeping women away from studying and from learning to read the Qur'an; 

women became ignorant, illiterate, secluded, ignored, and their roles 

resembled those of slaves. The Abbasid's rule began to decline in 

the 9th century and it was replaced by many dynasties and semi

dynasties that ruled the Arabs. These dynasties were mainly Persian 

and Turkish in origin, things continued to decline until several re

form movements took hold in different Arab countries in the 18th 

century. 

A leader of one reform movement (Wahhabiism) was Muhammad B. 

Abdel-wahhab (1703-1787) in Saudi Arabia. His aim was to restore Islam 
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to its primitive simplicity. His work in Saudi Arabia begun in 1740, 

he believed that the sad state of affairs in society was caused by 

ignorance of the Islam practiced by the.first Muslims, and the way to 

improve things would be fore people, both men and women, to be educated 

in the real Islam. Wahhabiism, as conveyed in the writings of Ibn 

Abdul-Wahhab, believes in the oneness of God, the rejection of all 

intermediaries between humans and God, abolition of all saint-

worship, conformity to the Qur'an and Sunn'ah (the compiled sayings 

and practices of the Prophet), and the emphasis of Islam as a poli

tical ideology on Muslims as political beings (Al-Baadi, 1982). 

This reform movement affected women in many ways. The most 

significant were: It allowed them to worship God, just like men, they 

had to fulfill this requirement and even though men and women could 

not mix, women were entitled to religious and literary education. 

Secondly, to enforce Islam under ~ahhabiism, a vigilant religious 

police was created to see that everyone prayed f.ive times a day, to 

supervise public behavior, to insure that women did not venture outside 

the house unless it was of utmost necessity. They also were to make 

sure that every female over eleven years old who did venture outside 

was fully covered from the top of her head to her heels with an "abat." 

a black cloak worn on top of her clothes; under the abat her face was 

to be covered with a light porous piece of black material called the 

shailah. Thirdly, Wahhabiism abolished customary laws that conflicted 

with the Sharia (Islamic law). One of the laws that was abolished 



dealt with female inheritance; under Wahhabiism a women would be 

entitled to half of what a male would inherit. Another law that was 

abolished dealt with forcing a girl to marry her cousin; sometimes 

girls had to wait for a long time before a male cousin was old enough 

to marry her (Al-Baadi, 1982). 
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Wahhabiism could not have succeeded if it had not been for the 

support Ibn Abdel-Wahhab found in the governor of Dar'iyyah, Ibn Sa'ud 

in 1765. With this powerful ally, Wahhabiism was able to propagate its 

religious reforms, under the protection of the governor. This religious 

movement was very useful to Ibn Sa'ud in unifying the Peninsula. 

The speed with which Wahhabiism spread to neighboring countries 

became a threat to the Ottomah Caliph, who commissioned Muhammad Ali 

to put a stop to this movement and in 1818 Wahhabiism, was destroyed 

(Al-Manea, 1984). Hohammed Abdul Wahab died in 1787 and his ally, Ibn 

Sa'ud went to exile from Riyadh to Kuwait after his loss of power in 

1890 to the House of Rashid (Almana, 1981). 

The Birth of Saudi Arabia 

By the year 1901, the Ottoman Turks controlled the east coast 

of Saudi Arabia (Al-Hasa, The Eastern Province) and the southwest 

(Hijaz) with the cities of Mecca, Medina and Jeddah. The central area 

of the peninsula was controlled by a tribal leader Ibn Rashid who 

controlled the city of Riyadh (Najd) and various tribes in this 

area (Al-Manea, 1984). 

------------------- ._----- --_. __ . __ . 
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It was in this year that the twenty year old Abdul Aziz Ibn 

Sa'ud, son of Ibn Sa'ud, set out from Kuwait with 40 men to recapture 

the city of Riyadh from Ibn Rashid. Once in Riyadh, he managed to de

feat Ibn. Rashid and take Riyadh, and from there he began to conquer the 

tribes around the capital. His objectives were to settle the nomads 

into agricultural communities, loyal to God and to himself (Alman a , 

1981). To ensure their loyalty, he married several women belonging to 

the warring tribes. 

Abdul Aziz Ibn Sa'ud, like his father, remained faithful to 

the teachings of Mohamed Abdul Wahhab, and gradually, all these settled 

agricultural communities became strong supporters of the Wahhabi or the 

Ikwan (the Brethren) movement; with this support Ibn Sa'ud was able to 

control other tribes and defeat the Ottoman Turks on the east coast in 

1914, and in the southwest (Hijaz) in 1924. Some tribes continued to 

fight with each other, but Abdul Aziz Ibn Sa'ud spread his influence 

until they were brought under his control and peace was imposed; in 

1932, he declared himself King of Saudi Arabia (Almana, 1981). 

Life in the New Kingdom 

Life in Saudi Arabia in 1932 was pretty bleak. It was a poor 

country, with few resources an an illiterate population, run by a 

King who was supported by tolls and levies imposed on tribal sheikhs 

and merchants. The country's exports consisted of dates, camels and 

horses, and the revenues were used to import rice, coffee, textiles 
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and other necessities; the existence was one of near-starvation 

(Almana, 1981). People in those days fought common enemies such as 

heat, sand, famine, slaughter, ignorance, and superstition. Survival 

was the most important need to be satisfied and intellectual lif(;~ was 

virtually non-existent. 

The Kingdom's government was headed by the King, who ruled 

the country through the tribal sheikhs in the settlements and in the 

nomadic tribes. Every subject had access to the King; he could enter 

freely into the majlis (the reception room or tent), where the King 

sat with his advisors, and then present his case to the King. The 

King was the ruler and the judge, and he adhered to Islamic Law. The 

Ulema, a religious counselor, was present to correct him in case he 

erred (Almana, 1981). 

Life changed dramatically in 1936 when oil was discovered in 

the Kingdom. The increase of income to the country, the creation of 

jobs, for local inhabitants as well as for foreigners with different 

cultures and practices, have had a tremendous impact on the Kingdom. 

In a relatively short time (Anonymous, 1979), the role of every in

dividual in the Kingdom changed so dramatically that Lebkicher 

(Ibrahim, 1983) described them as "being more intense than the transi

tion which took place in the lives of Americans and Europeans between 

the American Revolution and the Twent'ieth century." 

With the enormous economic growth, changes were made in the 

government of the country. The King, unable to handle all the 

problems by himself, established by Royal Decree a Council of 

---- ----- - --- --



Ministers (Majlis Al-Wazara) in 1953, which had executive and 

legislative powers subject to final approval by the King. The powers 

of the King and those of his Council, at present made up of 20 mem

bers, are stated in the Sharia, the Islamic law derived from the 

Qu'ran, and the teachings of Mohammad, the Hadiths (Ibrahim, 1983). 

A penetrating study by Quandt (Al-Bandi, 1982) describes the 

framework of Saudi foreign policy decision-making in the current 

decade, and he points out that foreign policy is intimately related 

to domestic stabili.ty. The latter is being endangered by many pres

sures for change including demands for political participation by 

the increasingly educated citizens and for relaxation of many ultra

conservative strictures by the younger generation and by women who 

are most directly affected by the. However, until progress is made 

in these areas it is likely that "a pervasive lethargy and passivity" 

will continue to characterize Saudi society and bureaucracy since 

"delegation is difficult to institute, . and as a result, decisions 

are virtually all channeled to the top of the bureaucratic pyramid" 

(Quandt, 1981, p. 34). This also means that there are at present 

few incentives for the younger generation, and for women, to learn 

skills or to acquire academic knowledge; there are few rewarding 

positions above they could use that knowledge. 

Hammad Muhammad Al-Baadi wrote a dissertation in 1982 in 

which he studied extensively the roles of women before the discovery 

of oil in Saudi Arabia. He found, through a survey and an analysis 

of women-related writings in five newspapers in Saudi Arabia, that 
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women in pre-oil Arabia {a period of time covering the rise of 

Wahhabiism, an Islamic fundamentalist movement until the beginning of 

commercial production of oil in 1938 were heavily involved in agri

cultural activities, they were less affected by puritanical seclusion 

and were unveiled; with the acceptance of Wahhabiism, women became 

secluded, not from the econo.mic life of their communities, but se

cluded by sex. This required women workers to provide certain ser

vices to female customers only; womens' legal status also changed. 

A male guardianship (father or husband) over them was prescribed to 

provide physical protection and financial support, and to insure that 

they never went hungry. Women were able to retain their maiden 

family name and return to their family if divorced or widowed. Moth

erhood was greatly venerated and rewarded, the family was the insti

tution through which the woman's power and position was achieved. 

She derived her prestige and identified from it, and through this 

institution she exerted influence. She provided counsel to her hus

band and children and by her conduct she created and preserved a 

good reputation for the family (Al-Baadi, 1982). 
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In 1938 when oil was discovered in Saudi Arabia the country 

was so poor that the revenues did not bring instant relief to the 

problems of the country; during the Second World War the demand for 

oil dropped and it was not until 1945 that oil revenues increased and 

demand for oil continued, thus benefitting the economy and the society. 

The oil revenues were directly paid to the King and the funds were 

spent according to his discretion; in the first years those revenues 



went largely to the enlargement of the Court. A class of slaves, 

servants, guards, consultants, aides, etc., soon formed and so did 

a class of merchants, soldiers, profiteers, skilled and unskilled 

laborers, bureaucrats and clergymen in the larger cities (A1Baadi, 

1982). 
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Oil revenues increased and so did government expenditures on 

public services and public work. Thousands of bedouins and peasants 

left desert and poverty to come for the cities looking for prosperity. 

Prosperity was found by those who capitalized on the needs of the 

country to modernize and who were clever, skilled, intelligent and 

ambitious. They became the new social classes in Saudi Arabia: those 

who ascribed position became the new aristocracy, those who had skills 

and intelligence or both became the middle class. 

In the 1950's the need to modernize could not be carried on 

with the limited skills of the local population, the need to train 

its citizens became apparent. In 1957 it opened its first university 

and it brought foreigners from neighboring Arab countries as well as 

from far-away non-Arab countries to teach the needed new skills. Those 

foreigners constituted the majority of the country's teachers, doc

tors, engineers, consultants, administrators and consultants (AI-Baadi, 

1982). 

Against this background of rapid economic change and hurried 

class formation womens' roles changed from a nomadic existence to a 

wage-earning urbanized society; this change brought about a decreas~ 

of the role of the household. Production took place in the office and 



not in the home, women found themselves unemployed. Their role was 

now that of a full-time housewife, totally dependent on a guardian; 
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men compVlined about the ignorance of Saudi women and many married 

foreign brides. In 1960 with the establishment of the Girl's Schools 

the beginning of a f i,3W era for women arrived. Their roles changed as 

well as their self-perception; however, the potential for large-scale 

participation in the labor force was hampered by two serious diffi

culties, opposition by the Ulema (clergy) to the relaxation of sex

segregation rules that large-scale employment might bring about and 

opposition to well-to-do husbands who felt that the financial return of 

women's employment did not compensate for the loss of children and 

family would suffer. 

AI-Baadi concludes by stating that education has been the most 

direct and effective means by which the roles of women have changed 

(AI-Baadi, 1982). Almana pointed out in a 1981 study that even though 

educational opportunities for females ·and enrollments increased, 

budget appropriations for educating females were 18% of those of the 

appropriations of males. Higher education was limited for females and 

that vocational education was non-existent thus reducing the quantity 

and quality of facilities available and restricting their ability to 

enter the market force. Schools were located in urban areas, thus 

ignoring rural areas. 

Almana concluded that Saudi Arabia's modernization policies 

included some benefits for women but her findings show that there is 

a resistance to grant women rights that would increase their autonomy 



and reduce their dependence on men. Even though women have gained 

somewhat from the developmental process in education, health, job 

opportunities, and improved communications and transportation, the 

benefits that women are receiving are less in quality and quantity 

than those of men (Almana, 1981). 
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Whatever benefits women have gained have been tied to the 

consent, permission and cooperation of a male guardian, thereby making 

women more dependent on men (Almana, 1981). In 1983 Akkad observed 

that females in Saudi Arabia constituted 48.6% of the population but 

their participation in the general labor force was only 1% (three 

percent of the potential labor force of the women's sector) (Akkad, 

1983). 

Akkad points out in. his study that in keeping up with the 

development of the country Saudi Arabia has at present three alterna

tives. One is to continue with the developmental activities at the 

same rate, with increasing reliance on foreign labor and with an 

increase in socio-cultural and economic impacts. A second is to con

trol the pace of development by expanding its time frame, thus allowing 

time for indigenous labor to grow and mature and adjust to the new 

circumstances. This will allow development to continue and adjust to 

changing conditions as oil reserves are depleted. A third choice is 

to stop all phases of development and ge:t rid of the foreign workers. 

Akkad observes that the second alternative is the one at present con

sidered best by the Saudi Government, an approach that is most prac

tical and easier to justify, which enables the economy to maintain the 
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desired objectives and permits initiating policies and programs 

more realistic and congruent with the goals of society in Saudi 

Arabia. TM.s approach will also enable researchers to understand the 

behavior and structure of the indigenous behavior and suggest possible 

actions and strategies to foster the participation of the indigenous 

labor force. That would meet the country's demand for manpower, which 

would in turn result in a decrease of the impact of foreign workers 

the culture and provide the ground for an autonomous economy. It 

will allow the continuation of a homogenous culture and the achieve

ment of the larger goals of an independent and strong Saudi society 

that combines a future modern outlook in the context of cherished 

traditional Islamic values (Akkad, 1983). Almana's study on the his

torical and contemporary policies of women's education in Saudi Arabia 

will be referred to in more detail in Chapter 5. 

The Kingdom's Development Plans 

The Kingdom is guided by the Sharia law and Decree Law (legal 

provisions enacted by Royal Decree, laws enacted to compliment Is

lamic Law), which take care of situations that come up with becoming 

a modern country (Ibrahim, 1983). The Ulema administers justice 

under the Sharia; Islamic Law and Decree Law is enforced by the 

regional governors, the Emirs. Sharia Law prevails over Decree Law 

when they are in conflict (Ibrahim, 1983). 

W:i.th these changes in government, the Kingdom began planning 

the objectives for the country in a series of Development Plans. 



In 1965, the Central Planning Organization, was created by 

Royal Decree, and entrusted with the following responsibilities 

(Ibrahim, 1983): 

1. To prepare a periodic economic report about the Kingdom. 

2. To prepare the first economic Development Plan for a five

year period. 

3. To project the total capital needed for carrying out develop

ment plans to be approved by the Countil of Ministers. These 

projections would be used as a basis for preparing the na

tional budget, and supplementary budgets for independent 

departments. 

4. To prepare economic studies on special subjects. 

5. To assist the Ministries and related departments in planning 

their affairs. 

6. To submit technical advice on matters referred to it by the 

King. 
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The basic purpose of creating this organization, was to diver

sify the economy, and des crease the dependence on oil. To date (1986) 

Fou~ Plans for Economic Development have been written. 

The First Development Plan was written for the period 1970-75 

and the following objectives were set: 

1. To raise the rate of growth of the Gross Domestic Product; 

2. To diversify the economy and to reduce the country's 

dependence on oil by increasing the contribution of the other 

productive sectors to the gross national product; 

---_ .. _-- - -_ .. -- --_.-_ .. _----- -----_.--
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3. To lay the foundations for sustained economic growth; and 

4. To develop human resources so as to enable different elements 

of society to contribute more effectively to the growth of the 

economy and to participate fully in the process of development. 

For the First Development Plan 41.3 billion riyals (in 1970 

1 U.S. $ = 3.33 Saudi Riyals) were allocated but due to the oil embargo 

of the 70's and the increase of oil prices, the revenues accrued dur

ing 1971-75 were about S.R. 180 billion, therefore, additional money 

was put into the country's economic development bringing total expendi

tures to S.R. 86.5 billion (Ibrahim, 1983). 

For the Second Development Plan (1975-1980) the goals set were: 

1. To maintain the religious and moral values of Islam; 

2. To assure the defense and internal security of the Kingdom; 

3. To maintain a high rate of economic growth by developing 

economic resources, maximizing earnings from oil over the long 

term, and conserving depletable resources; 

4. To reduce economic dependence on exports of crude oil; 

5. To develop human resources by education, training, and raising 

standards of health; 

6. To increase the well-being of all groups within the society 

and foster social stability under circumstances of rapid social 

change; . 

7. To develop the physical infrastructure to support the achieve

ment of the above goals. 



The total expenditure for the second development plan was 

estimated at about S.R. 498 billion (Ibrahim, 1983). 
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The goals set for the Third Development Plan (1980-1985) were: 

I. Structural change of the economy. This will be induced by: 

A. Adopting oil and gas production levels which ensure the maximum 

sustainable lifetime for these resources, while generating 

sufficient revenue which, together with available monetary 

reserves, will be sufficient to cover the financial require

ments for domestic development; 

B. Directing a major proportion of the Kingdom's capital and man

power to the producing sectors, such as agriculture, industry 

and mining, to ensure diversification of the economic base. 

A key element will be the maximization of domestic value-added 

from crude oil production through hydrocarbon industries; 

C. Reducing the percentage share of physical infrastructure in 

total investment after completion of the continuing commitments 

from the Second Plan period, except when needed support pro

ductive activities. New investments will be concentrated in 

those areas with proven potential for growth of productive 

activities; 

D. Adopting sound yet flexible fiscal and monetary policies which 

permit the attainment of development goals without incurring 

excessive rates of inflation. 

II. Participation and social welfare in development. These will be 

attained through: 
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A. Promoting among the Saudi population an awareness of the King

dom's development goals and needs, provid~ng guidance for their 

'contribution to the achievement of these goals, and supporting 

Saudi society to deal with the problems of rapid economic and 

social change; 

B. Stimulating the potential of all regions through a system of 

national, regional and district development service centers. 

III. Economic and administrative efficiency. These will be increased 

through: 

A. Improving the administrative organization and procedures of the 

Government in order both to utilize manpower more efficiently 

and to improve individual performance and responsibility; 

B. Adopting incisive manpower development policies with the objec

tive of replacing foreign manpower by Saudis to the maximum 

possible extent, through increasing the number and the skills 

of the Saudi labor force and raising its productivity, both by 

greater efficiency within sectors and by intersectoral 

mobility; 

C. Preserving national fixed capital by improving routine repair 

and maintenance programs; 

D. Ensuring sufficient allocations of manpower and finance to 

operate infrastructural plant and machinery at full capacity; 

E. Limiting the level of government civilian expenditures so that 

it should not exceed a total of S.R. 783 billion, including 

inflation, and allocating expenditure levels to sectors in 



accordance with the priorities of the strategy (Ministry of 

Planning, 1980). 

The current, Fourth Development Plan (1985-1990) contains the 

following goals: 
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1. To safeguard Islamic values, duly observing, disseminating and 

confirming Allah's Sharia (God's Divine Law); 

2. To defend the Faith and the Nation; and to uphold security and 

social stability; 

3. To form productive citizen-workers by providing them with 

education and health services, ensuring their livelihood, and 

rewarding them on the basis of their work; 

4. To develop human resources, thus ensuring a constant supply of 

manpower, and to upgrade and improve its efficiency to serve 

all sectors; 

5. To raise cultural standards to keep pace with the Kingdom's 

developmen t; 

6. To reduce dependence on the production and export of crude oil 

as the main source national income; 

7. To continue with real structural changes in the Kingdom's 

economy to produce a diversified economic base with due empha

sis on industry and agriculture; 

8. To develop mineral resources and to encourage discovery and 

utilization thereof; 
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9. To concentrate on qualitative development through improving 

the performance of the utilities and facilities already estab

lished during the three previous Plan periods; 

10. To complete the infrastructural projects necessary to achieve 

overall development; 

11. To achieve economic and social integration between the Arab 

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries (Ministry of Planning, 

1985) • 

Reviewing studies, dissertations and other scientific works, 

makes it possible to understand in larger detail important events and 

issues that provide explanations for certain trends. However, the 

views expressed do not show the day to day concern of the people as 

indicated in popular literature, newspapers and magazines. Therefore, 

to provide the missing gap between the historical review and popular 

views, Chapter 4 is devoted to an analysis of the literature appearing 

in the local press. 



CHAPTER 4 

TOPICAL ANALYSIS OF PAST AND CURRENT WRITINGS 
DEALING WITH WOMEN 

In order to better understand the role of women in Saudi 

Arabia it is useful to review the major writing of the past as well as 

the present. The first part of this chapter deals with a major compre-

hensive study conducted by Al-Baadi in 1982. The second part deals 

with current writings relating to marriage and the family, traditional 

attitudes, education and training and woman at work. 

Writings of the Past 

The Al-Baadi study investigated the relationship between social 

change, education, and the roles of women in Saudi Arabia. The study 

was organized in two parts, the first set written between 1955-1963, 

and the second from 1975-1981). 

The first set of articles was written between 1955 and 1963, 

soon after the first newspaper was born in 1952. The articles were 

written by modern j educated, middle class men, the clergy and women, 

and they dealt with such topics as: 

1. The ignorance of Saudi womep 

2. Expensive dowries 

3. Foreign wives 

4. The need to educate females 
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AI-Baadi (1982) believes that, because the first daily in Saudi 

Arabia reflected an optimistic and progressive spirit, it encouraged 

the Saudis to bring into the open all social problems for the purposes 

of discussion and of finding solutions. This prompted contributions 

from the public to the newspapers. 

From the brief historical review in Chapter 2, it is known 

that during the time when these articles appeared the country was be

ginning to develop, men were being educated at home and abroad, but 

women stayed home. This condition prompted many articles, 29 (35%) of 

84 collected, to be written on the ignorance of Saudi women. Young 

educated men felt that they could no longer marry Saudi women for they 

were not suitable partners for their new levels of education. They 

were not compatible, which explained why 75% of the young generation's 

marriages ended in divorce. Lack of compatibility between the partners 

in marriage also resulted in unhappiness for the children and for the 

family. The ignorance of the Saudi woman was also responsible for many 

young Saudis to marry foreign wives, apart from the fact that by doing 

so they did not have to pay an expensive dowry. 

The costliness of dowries was the second most common topic dis

cussed in this collection of articles; 17 (20%) of the 84 articles 

dealt with "the source of many problems." The articles complained 

about the extravagant dowries, pleading to have the amounts reduced, 

or to return part of the dowry to the husband. They reminded their 

readers of the small dowries that the Prophet had taken for his 

daughters, or had paid for his wife Aishah. This did not impress 
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parents who wanted to move up socially and had attractive daughters; 

they still insisted on expensive dowries, and used them as a means to 

advance socially and financially. 

The topic of foreign wives was brought up frequently in 15 

(18%) of the articles; it was sometimes argued that each foreign wife 

occupied the legitimate place of a Saudi woman, and that, as the 

number of the foreign wives increased, more and more Saudi women would 

remain unmarried. Also divorce would increase since more than 100 

foreign brides came to Saudi Arabia every year. Al-Baadi found that 

most of the brides came from the neighboring Arab countries of Egypt, 

Syria, Jordan, Palestine, Lebanon and Iraq, and only a very tiny 

minority from Europe and U.S.A. 

The topic of not being able to see the bride prior to the 

marriage was brought up in 3 (4%) of the 84 articles. These articles 

complained that the groom should be allowed to see his bride before 

making such a serious commitment. They reminded the readers that 

under Islam it is permitted for prospective husband and wife to meet 

before marriage. Problems with marriage across racial lines and 

other related topics such as the ned to educate Saudi females were of 

most concern in the balance of this first set of articles. 

The articles in this first set were mainly written by modern

ized middle-class men; the articles reflect their tastes, needs, 

concerns, values, and the changes therein. Corning from an under

developed society, they had acquired new tastes in food, clothes, 

---- --- ----- ---
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comfort and education and those new tastes required more 

sophistication. People needed to iron clothes, they brought in new 

home furnishings, as they attempted to maintain their new standards. 

Childcare also changed from a collective function in the pre-oil times 

to a more self-reliant wife supervising the children's education. 

According to Al-Baadi (1982), the middle class man wanted a full-time 

housewife, a woman who dressed well, cooked well, took good care of 

the children and the house, and intelligent and understood his concerns 

and complaints. 

Clergymen wrote 7 of the 84 articles. In pre-oil Arabia the 

mosque was the dispensary of mass communication and through the fifties 

and sixties the:;; clergy did not feel thrt!atoaned by the modern press, 

which dealt with secular topics. However, when the effectiveness of 

the mosque weakened because of decreased attendance and popularity of 

other media of information, TV, radio, press, the clergy gradually 

became users of the same media. 

The Ulema's job is to keep public and personal practices in 

accordance with the Prophet's prescriptions. The Ulema felt that the 

rising status of secular intellectuals was a threat to their own status 

and they took issue with respect to female education. Clergymen had 

been discouraging girls' education, which modern intellectuals called 

for; now, with a more sophisticated audience in the newspapers, it was 

impossible to deny that women had an Islamically prescribed right to 

education. Though at first opposing and then reconfirming women's 
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right to education, they subsequently paved the way for women's schools 

to be opened. The remaining six articles were written by women in 

support 6f education for Saudi women. 

The second set of 116 articles, from the period 1975-1981, were 

written by women (75 or 65%), by clergymen, development planners and 

technocrats (29 or 25%), and anonymous writers (12 or 10%). The 

. topics had changed to: 

1. Labor-related issues: 36 (31%), (labor shortages, foreign 

labor, women's participation in the labor force). 

2. Affluence-related issues: 31 (26.7%), (employment of women, 

women's societies, polygamy, expensive dowries). 

3. Consciousness-related issues: 27 (23.3%), (woman as a full 

person, knowing a man before marrying him, cross-racial mar

riages, rejecting men's domination, marrying foreign men). 

4. Issues raised by opponents of change and women's roles: 22 

(19.0%), (unfitness of educated working women as wives and 

mothers, polygamy, birth control, travel without guardian, 

equality with men, employment). 

This set of articles seems to be more representative of the 

wealthy, the elite, and the highly educated women of Saudi Arabia and, 

therefore, it is not representative of the concerns of all Saudi women. 

This second set of articles was mainly written by women, a major change 

from the first set, showing the progress of literacy. It also reveals 
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an increase in the level of consciousness illustrated by the recurrent 

questioni.ng and evaluating of issues and matters dealing with women's 

happiness, identity, roles in the society and in the family, work, 

polygamy, participation in the development of the country, voluntary 

work, relations with men and traditions. 

The products of the girl's schools seem not to have met the 

expectations of the middle class men that campaigned for those schools. 

Women wanted to be equal partners rather than junior wives. They 

expected a husband to share life's responsibilities with, and to have 

a job, rather than just being a wife to raise children and care for the 

home. Even as a full-time wife, they wanted an equally educated 

husband. Their goals included finrulcial independence, more freedom of 

movement and decision, and self realization through family life and 

work. 

The economic conditions of Saudi Arabia at this time could 

accomodate the educated women's expectations as well as those of the 

middle class man. With the acute labor shortage educated women could 

find jobs and thus finrulcial independence. However, the Ulema per

ceived the changes in women's roles in a negative fashion, and they 

saw the chrulge of women's role from full-time mothers and wives as a 

threat to family integrity and as a violation of Koranic and prophetic 

prescriptions. The government's position was that of a spectator. 

It saw the need for women's work, but it also wanted to respect tradi

tions. Thus, in the area of employment, women continue to be barred 

.. 



from finding employment in areas other than teaching, nursing and 

health •. 
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The Al-Baadi (1982) study concluded that if women were unable 

to find jobs as secretaries and clerks because of tradition-related 

restrictions, they would go back to school and stay there until they 

became professionals. Their pressure of employment and other role 

changes would then become even greater and more sophisticated. Edu

cation has helped changing the roles of women; more and deeper changes 

will take place affected by the quantity and quality of education, 

provided that no major changes take place in the economic and polit

ical conditions of the country. 

Current Writings 

Saudi Arabia is in the throes of very rapid development, at 

a pace probably not witnessed anywhere else in the world. Consequent

ly, the "literature" on this country is likely to be outdated by the 

time it is in print. 

The local press is quite prolific, with about 15 newspapers in 

Arabic, and 6 in the English language. Even though the Ministry of 

Information exercises censorship over all printed matter to insure 

conformity with religious and political standards of acceptability, 

there remains a wide latitude to the populace to express its opinion 

about many subjects they desire to comment on. Although the same rules 

apply to the Arabic and the English press, the tone of the reader's 

comments differs in several ways. The English speakers tend to be 
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more cosmopolitan and liberal, usually as a result of prolonged stays 

abroad. Nevertheless, since most newspapers are published by organiza

tions with interests in both language circles, they tend to insure a 

frequent ~change between the outlets in Arabic and English, and hence 

either source provides a reasonably clear window on what concerns the 

readers. 

The following sections provide a chronologie overview and an 

analysis of current opinions as they may be perceived from writings in 

the local popular press. Those writings WEre subdivided into 4 sub

divisions: Marriage and the family, Traditional Attitude, Education 

and Training, and Women at work. The writings frequently concern sev

eral related topics and hence it was impossible to make a clear sub

division without inviting some overlap. 

Since in the opinion of many Saudis a woman's role should be 

confined to marriage and family, this will be the topic of the first 

section. The next section tries to reflect current, mostly traditional, 

attitudes towards the place of women in general. One of the major 

tools to improve the lot of Saudi women is education and training, the 

subject of the next subsection. Employment and a place in the job 

market is the objective of many women so the experiences and oppor

tunities are discussed in the last subsection. 

Marriage and Family 

In Saudi Arabia the wife is usually referred to as "the fam

ily," with the implication that her primary role is that of the manager 
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of the family unit, a role which traditionally and biologically 

followed from the institution of marriage. The aspect of recent eco

nomic development that has probably put the greatest strains on her 

talents in this regard is the greatly enhanced mobility of the family 

members. There has been a major influx of the rural population into 

the cities where the fruits of imported technology were easiest to en

joy. For the males there are motor vehicles and inexpensive fuel, for 

the women chauffeur-driven cars or telephones. Even the nomadic fam

ily units in the desert usually have access to a pick-up truck, and 

thanks to a modern road network a cross-country trip which used to be 

an undertaking of several weeks, can now be accomplished in two days. 

The woman's role in the family has thus been transformed drastically, 

and in the following paragraphs several aspects will be considered in 

more detail under the headings: Marriage, Dowry an.d Servants. 

Marriage 

The International Herald Tribune (p. 100) of 10 Sept. 1981 

featured a supplement on the State of Qatar, a neighbor of Saudi Arabia. 

In the course of an interview with several Qatari women it became evi

dent that they recognized and defended Islamic teachings, but they also 

pointed out that times are changing and that adjustments need to be 

made; "Our women are becoming educated. They want to do things. Our 

religion says half of society is for women and half for men. At the 

moment society is for men, not for women. Women constitute only a 

small part of society, but the men's share.is large." Thinking of 

this time is typical of that in educated circles in the Arab world. 
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Women are constantly justifying an expanded role for themselves in 

society by citing the Koran, which does not limit the:i.r role in society, 

nor does it specify the veil or really advocate polygamy. One girl, 

when questioned about her marriage plans replied that, after complet

ing her graduate studies, she would like to marry a Qatari man, but at 

the moment neither she nor her friends appeared to be very much taken 

with young Qatari men. 

The issue of educated wives was the subject of a survey among 

100 male Saudi university graduates (AI Riyadh, 21 Dec. 1983). About 

65 of them either had married a university educated girl, or they 

planned to do so, primarily because they valued an educated and cul

tured partner in establishing a happy home. On the other hand, argu

ments against marrying an educated woman were: 

- She will diminish my superiority and authority. 

She is likely to ignore her duties. 

- She is likely to be several years older, after spending four or 

more years at a university. 

- She may not truly believe that she will be provided with a life 

commensurate with her degree. 

In the same paper Salwa Al Hassan (AI Riyadh, Aug. 1984) responded to 

an article by Ibrahim Al Majed wherein the latter urged girls to 

abandon their studies and accept any marriage proposal offered them. 

Salwa disagrees and blames men's selfishness for not encouraging and 

accepting women's education. Rather she suggests that men should be 
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advised "to abandon their self-deception and to help girls to continue 

with their studies in order to achieve their hopes to serve their 

country." 

Muneera Fahad Al-Dossary (AI Yom, 4 Nov. 1984) points out that 

society is the conglomerate of married life, of which woman is half. 

Therefore, the woman "should be given complete freedom in choosing her 

life partner without any influence being exercised by parents or even 

social pressure being brought to bear on her in the framework of 

Islamic Sharia. Islam has permitted both the woman and the man to 

choose each other." 

However, she then reminds the reader that this right of the 

woman "has in practice been converted into just the opposite, since 

the father confiscates the rights of his daughter by choosing her hus

band according to his own standards." The latter statement is perhaps 

too sweeping an indictment at this point in time, but it is interesting 

to note the reliance on Islam in support of the liberal point of view. 

Mansour Al Joudi (Okaz, 12 Nov. 1984) reasons along similar 

lines, stressing the importance of education in the girl to better 

qualify her for contributing to a happy family and thereby to a happy 

society. He also points out that it "is wrong and selfish for men (to 

dominate and control their wives) because the Islamic concept of mar

riage stresses partnership and demands respect for each other. Islam 

rejects this attitude of complete domination of the wife by the 

husband. " 
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Earlier writers pointed out a preference of many Saudi men for 

a younger (and by necessity uneducated) wife, down to the age of 

thirteen. Tulaihan Mubarak Al Shamri (AI Riyadh, 18 Nov. 1984) ex

plains that most Saudi girls are brought up exclusively by their 

mothers, with unlimited love and no responsibilities. The transition 

to married life thus requires a major adaptation to a new environment, 

and although Islam urges Muslims to get married early, the writer urges 

a reasonable delay to give the girl a chance to mature and get 

educated. 

Noor A1 Huda Turkestani (AI Riyadh, 24 Dec. 1984) describes 

how, far from neglecting her household chores, the educated women will 

search for recreation and spiritual renewal, which in turn will benefit 

her family. The temporary absence of the working women together with 

her work experience is more stimulating to her performance as a mother 

than the full-time chores of a housewife. That observation has a 

similarity to the sentiments expressed by some University professors 

who profess to feel more inspired when talking to their students about 

their practical work experiences than about the next chapter in the 

textbook. 

Susan Mustapha (AI Riyadh, 1 Febr. 1985) does not discuss any 

particular issue, but calls for the establishment of a Saudi magazine 

for and by Saudi women. At present women's issues are discussed, 

openly but sporadically, by mostly male writers in the Saudi press, 

or by foreigners in foreign magazines. No comprehensive coverage is 
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conditions. 
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Returning to the general problem of getting successful mar

riag.es started, Nourah Muhammad Al Zamil (Al Riyadh, 3 Febr. 1985) 

observes that Saudi men do not marry foreign women because of the 

threat of high dowry payments, but rather becau.se of their circum

stances, such as prolonged stays in a foreign university environment. 

She also expresses concern about publications highlighting Saudi men's 

aversions to marrying an educated girl: I~enever I hear a group of 

educated men calling for girls' schools and universities to be closed 

to keep the woman at a lower plane than themselves I wonder if their 

minds have not gone berserk." 

The children's education is a joint responsibility of the 

parents and Nadia Al Sa'eedi (AI Riyadh, 11 February 1985) suggests 

that too many husbands leave all of the housework as well as all of the 

education to the (often uneducated) wife. She appeals to fathers to 

stop blaming their wives and to take an active interest in their 

family. 

Jordan is widely regarded as the most advanced and best educat

ed of the Arab countries and it is interesting to note a report by 

Musa Keilani (Jordan Times, 20 Febr. 1985" p. 3) on a seminar in Amman, 

Jordan where the main issue turned out to be Islam and the status of 

women. Reportedly "all the participants admitted the miserable suffer

ings of Arab women and the need to readdress the injustice they have 

been enduring for centuries." The same writer points out that the 
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humiliation of Arab women has nothing to do with Islam, which gave 

women their rights as an equal human partner since the 6th century. 

However, socio-economic factors reduced both men and women to a low 

plane of existence and to the extent that women are still being 

oppressed, the solution will lie in reinvigorating Koranic principles. 

Thamer AI-Miman (Iqra, 5 May 1985) expresses concern about the 

abundance of unmarried girls over the age of 30 and refers to (uniden

tified) statistics showing a 20% male, 80% female population composi

tion; the Ministry of Finance indicated in 1974 a 51% male, 49% female 

distribution. AI Miman contributes the "imbalance" to the aversion of 

Saudi males to support one, let alone two, wives, and to their 

preference to travel overseas. 

Buthania Ramadani (AI Nadwa, 11 May 1985) comes to the defense 

of female university graduates who are frequently being accused of 

being arrogant, eager to receive higher dowries and negligent about 

their traditional duties. She interviewed female university students 

who blamed Saudi men for being indifferent and not knowing how to 

behave or how to bring up children. 

Upon their return from the U.N. Women's Conference to Nairobi, 

Geraldine Bedell interviewed the Bahraini delegation members (Gulf 

Daily News, 25 July 1985) and found strong support for early revision 

of family law in the State of Bahrain because present guidelines are 

open to wide interpretation which in practice works against women. 

Ridha Mohammad Larry (AI Riyadh, 10 August 1985), who is also 

editor-in-chief of the English language Saudi Gazette, draws attention 
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to the rather recent phenomenon of divorce. He starts out with a 

quotation that includes: "The age in which you are living is occupied 

and moral values are no more observed because people have lost princi

ples and values which prevailed in 'our' time." This quote from the 

mother of Pharaoh Cheeps is about 7000 years old and shows that con

flicts between generations are as old as life on 'earth. Nevertheless, 

the increase of the divorce rate illustrates increa.sing failure in 

marriages and Ridha Larry urges an examination in depth of the causes. 

He wonders whether it is the unability of young men to shoulder 

responsibility, or the lack of similarities between the partners in 

age, education, social status, financial ability and cultural back

ground, all of which may have been observed because the young people 

did not have adequate opportunity to get to know each other. 

Ahmad Al Khinini (Al Riyadh, 14 August 1985) comes to the 

defense of polygamy. He uses as a basis an unsupported claim that 

women far outnumber men which leaves them only the choice of marriage 

or spinsterhood. Other supporting arguments are that a woman's child

bearing years cease at around 50 thus wasting a man's opportunity to 

increase his progeny; polygamy also allows man to satisfy his desires 

legally when one wife has her period. Also, a second wife may make 

the first one look more attractive. 

Dowry 

It is the perception of this author that the Saudi woman is 

eager, or at least willing, to playa contributory role in the 
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development of the Kingdom, and within the current social context the 

most expedient way to playa significant role is through the institu

tion of marriage. In many societies it is customary that a bride 

brings into the marriage property or capital, known as her dowry. 

However, in Saudi Arabia the practice is the reverse, and frequently 

at variance with the teachings of Islam. The Prophet Mohammed has 

siad: "Women of least dowry are most blessed." The Saudi bridegroom 

finds himself obliged to pay his bride, or her family, a specific 

amount in cash, or kind, before the marraige is consummated. In addi

tion, considerable expenses are generated for wedding expenses and 

gifts. 

A feature article in the Saudi Gazette (9 January 1984) cov

ered many aspects of the current status of marriage and family. It is 

pointed out that in rural areas the dowries tend to be high, thus pre

se;nting a major stumbling block. In urban areas the dowries are more 

modest, but the high expenses incidental to a marriage may still put 

the undertaking beyond the means of many young men. There appears to 

be a trend to keep up with the Joneses, and social imitation is lead

ing to an accelerating spiral. Schemes for delegated dowry payments, 

or installment plans, are being incorporated in some marraige con

tracts. The issue of dowry and wedding bills (rather than bells) has 

stirred up enough interest to prompt King Saud University to have its 

Social Studies Department conduct a country-wide study (Saudi Gazette, 

19 Febr. 1984). 
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Yusuf A1 Daqfag (A1 Yom, 13 August 1984) observes that dowries 

as high as SR 500,000 ($135,000) have been demanded, naturally leading 

to spinsterhood and corruption of boys: A soldier or employee suffer-

ing from sex-hunger or deviation cannot perform his duty as desired and 

so cannot become a useful citizen. He suggests that a possible solu

tion might be a system of spinsterhood taxes, which would entice the 

greedy parents to lower their dowry demands. He further concludes 

that if a husband were able to marry his wife only after paying a large 

dowry with 'borrowed money, she would be a nuisance to him for he will 

be forced to associate her with his financial difficulties as a result 

of the high dowry. 

Mohammad Umar Al-Arnoudi noticed (Okaz, 6 Jan. 1985) that the 

Sheikhs and dignitaries of the .Al-l1ajersha tribe of Jizan' sAl-Harth 

village have submitted to the local Sharia Court the following quota

tion: "SR 599,000 ($140,000) for a virgin, SR 35,000 ($10,000) for a 

childless widow and SR 25,000 ($7,000) for a widow with children." 

The writer points out the resemblance between marketing a marriageable 

woman, and an automobile at an auction, or a plot of land in a new 

housing layout. He emphasizes that the amounts are terribly high, 

since a majority of Saudi youths, especi~lly in their early stages of 

life, cannot afford this, and he admiringly quotes Umar Al-Faruq, the 

second Caliph, as using in his sermon on limiting the dowry this 

famous statement from the pUlpit of the Prophet's mosque: '~mar has 

gone wrong, whereas a woman has come up with the right interpretation." 



Muna Ahmad points out (Al-Bilad, Aug. 1985) that, after an 

expensive engagement, the fixation of the dowrY amounts to a process 
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of bargaining and competition, using the status and honor of the 

bride's family as a subjective yardstick of her worth. He also notes 

that although according to Islamic law the dowry belongs to the bride, 

in practice some parents take part or all of it for their own benefit. 

Expenses associated with the wedding ceremony do not normally 

benefit the bride, but since they add another burden on the bridegroom 

they become another disincentive to marriage. It is traditional to 

have two parallel ceremonies, one for women, and one for men, which 

may be held at a hotel or restaurant or more commonly at one of many 

wedding halls. The expenses vary over a wide range, but are frequently 

in excess of SR 40,000 ($10,000). 

Abdullah Al-Razeen advocates (in AI-Riyadh, 8 August 1985) 

that the municipalities step into this situation and operate public 

facilities charging standard fees for them, for instance SR 3,000 

($1,000) if no food service is involved and SR 8,000 ($2,000) if 

drinks, fruits and other refreshments are included. Such arrangements 

would ward off back-breaking expenses in the early stages of the mar

riage, and the misery and strain derived therefrom. 

An alternative solution to the problem is for the Saudi man to 

marry a foreign woman not encumbered by the high dowry requirements 

and the mandatory gifts. This approach was highlighted in a tongue

in-cheek manner in a cartoon (Saudi Gazette, 10 August 1985) where a 

younger Saudi shows off his newly acquired wife to an older 
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25% of the dowry you demanded." 
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'In some of the other Gulf States the local 'population has been 

reduced to a small minority of the current residents, due to the in

flux of temporary expatriate workers. The government of the United 

Arab Emirates has undertaken to counter the trend to marry foreigners, 

by enticing men with soft loans and outright grants to marry local 

girls. The going rate in Abu Dhabi (1985) was SR 150,000 ( $40,000), 

of which SR 50,000 (± $14,000) was for the dowry and SR 100,000 

(± $26,000) for miscellaneous wedding expenses and mandatory gifts. 

A brief article in Al Riyadh (16 Nov. 1985) reports that a 

bridegroom indicated willingness to pay SR 50,000, but the bride-to-be 

insisted that it should be nor more than SR 5,000 to avoid any un

necessary burden on her husband; she also volunteered to share the 

expenses for furnishing the home thus proving to be a true better

half. Again by means of a cartoon (S~udi Gazette, 19 Oct. 1985), the 

financial problem is highlighted as the father of the bride informs 

the eager suitor: The dowry is only SR 1,000, but you know marriage 

expenses have gone up; that will be another SR 90,000. To put those 

numbers in perspective it should be pointed out that a young Saudi 

university graduate who is lucky enough to find a job most likely will 

end up with about SR 4,OOO-SR 6,000 per month net. 

Maha Gothami, one of the more prolific writers on current 

events in Saudi Arabia prepared a cover story dealing primarily with 

------- ------ ----
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the dowry problem (Saudi Gazette, 16 April 1986). The dowry burden 

affects both partners in the proposed marriage, and frequently they 

would both be happy to do away with it. One girl in her early thirties 

confided in Maha: Just bring me the bridegroom and I will pay the 

dowry for him. Some women called for the enforcement of polygamy as 

a cure for spinsterhood. 

In practice much of the dowry is put at the disposal of the 

bride's father who then furnishes the young couple's home; several 

girls indicated they would rather spend the money themselves, in 

installments, to grdaually create surroundings that would reflect the 

couple's own tastes and preferences. A fringe benefit of that approach 

would be a decrease in what is perceived as excessive interference by 

the parents in the young couple's married life. 

An interview with four male university students (Okaz, 4 May 

1986) brought out similar points. Skyrocketing dowries, up to SR 

150,000, are scaring youths away from marriage. They felt that mar

riage should be a way of life that is vurtuous and stable, and not a 

source of pride and of boasting of a high dowry. They called their 

elders' attention to the tolerance and open-mindedness of their 

ancestors, and to Islam which tries to facilitate marriage and keeps 

it as simple as possible. 

Servants 

Everyone has his or her own ideas on how to spend an unexpected 

bonus, a tax-refund, or perhaps a lottery prize. Many Saudi families 
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found themselves in similar circumstances, and since spending on 

housing, cars, electronic household goods and travel rather quickly 

reaches a saturation level the hiring of household servants has gained 

in popularity. 

Saudi Arabia is an absolute monarchy with power concentrated 

at the top, and the hierarchical structure of authority is found not 

only in governmental agencies, but also in business enterprises and of 

course in the family unit. Power and influence are subconsciously 

gaged by the number of people in one's entourage and, as a corollary, 

the ease with which an individual is capable of enlarging his staff 

is an indication of wealth. Hiring servants is one way to satisfy 

this temptation. 

Obviously, the availability of servants to take over house

work chorse frees the woman to undertake employment, for profit or 

entertainment, but this argument does not carry much weight in Saudi 

Arabia where employment of the female half of the population is very 

much discriminated againt. The immediate practical problem in ac

quiring servants is that their supply in the region is extremely lim

ited. Saudi Arabia's population is relatively small, and few Saudis 

are willing to place themselves voluntarily in the servant position 

of a master-servant relationship. 

Several neighboring nations on the Arabian peninsula found 

themselves in similar circumstances as Saudi Arabia, i.e., ample funds 

and very few people. The major exception was North Yemen, which has 
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very little oil and a relatively large population for its small size. 

Hence Yemeni nationals are the largest group of expatriates in the 

Kingdom, but this does not satisfy the demand for servants. It is 

difficult to find interested candidates in the Arabic-speaking coun

tries at the Eastern end of the Mediterranean; most of their nationals 

are well-educated and they have had, and have, frequent contacts with 

the outside world. 

Almost any position in Saudi Arabia, particularly in a ser

vant classification, would be a major step down the social ladder, 

even though many middle-level management personnel and technicians do 

accept employment in the Kingdom. For many Saudis the practical solu

tion to solving a perceived need for a servant girl, or for a driver/ 

houseboy is to import them from Thailand or the Philippines; this 

rules out an Arabic language ability, but at least many servants ad

here to the Muslim religion. Unfortunately, this solution of the 

manpower problem frequently creates undesirable side-effects as an 

immediate result. 

The influx of large numbers of Asian laborers was decried by 

Al Hashami Banoni (AI Itihad, 27 December 1983) because they pose a 

threat to the employability of Arab labor. He suggested that the move

ment of Arab manpower be facilitated and that local vocational train

ing should be encouraged. As a footnote to this it should be pointed 

out Saudi males are very reluctant to do manual labor, and Asians are 

usually satisfied with much lower wages than fellow Arabs. Hence, 

economics favor important from the Far East. 
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An article referred to earlier (Saudi Gazette, 9 January 1984) 

relates same survey results dealing with imported domestic labor. Male 

respondents listed as important criteria: middle-aged and educated 

(30%), Arab-Muslim (20%), beautiful (13%~, and from Sri Lanka or the 

Philippines. Wives responded that 50% of the servants were negligent 

in their duties, 27% generated feelings of jealousy, and 37% displayed 

a lack of kindness to children. 

Badriya Al Bishir (AI Riyadh, 5 January 1985) brings at a 

different aspect of the foreign maid problem; it is becoming rather 

common that school-age children pass their scholastic homework on to 

them for processing. Teachers sometimes observe remarkable ups and 

downs, related to the presence of domestic staff. 

A! Ghamdi (AI Madina, 14 March 1985) observes the difficulties 

in hiring servants from abroad through usual channels, and he proposes 

to drop the visa-requirement. He suggests that perhaps three offices 

can centralize and coordinate the importation procedures. This would 

save money and time, eliminate individual recruitment trips and the 

local black market, and through lower costs give the Saudi lower 

classes access to servants. 

Abdullah Saleh (AI Riyadh, 16 March 1985) states that "the 

problem (of imported drivers and housemaids) is still very much 

rampant." He observes that the presence of those servants in Saudi 

homes means that married couples feel the lack of services they used 

to render to each other, which leads to a rise in the divorce rate. 
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Somewhat surprisingly he then concludes: Of course, this is practiced 

only by the Westerners. Other problems are t~at girls no longer 

learn the basics of homemaking since the maids cater to all their 

wishes. A big hazard is also posed by foreign drivers being brought 

together with young girls when they are taken to school or the market. 

Faten Abdullah (AI Riyadh, 3 July 1985) draws attention to 

another aspect of the servant problem. Many Saudi families leave 

the Kingdom during the summer months, particularly when they include 

Ramadan. The question then arises: "What shall we do with the 

servants. Leaving them at home without supervision may encourage 

them to hold gatherings which may result in losing part of the prop

erty, or in them indluging in questionable behavior. Taking them 

along abroad may give the family a luxurious appearance, thus possibly 

attracting muggers. Leaving them with relatives or friends may see 

them exploited through financial temptations leading to rebellion when 

the original master returns. 

Abdul Qader Sharim (A1 Bi1ad, 4 July 1985) shares various con

cerns about the importation of foreign servants, but he is concerned 

about the Arab cultural identity which may suffer. He recommends the 

transfer of Arab laborers from Europe (i.e., nationals from Morocco, 

Algeria or Tunis), obviously ignoring the fact that Arab workers in 

Europe enjoy considerably better working conditions than those offered 

to Asian servants. 

Saleh Al Tawiki (Al Riyadh, 12 November 1985) argues that the 

importation of servants is not so much a response to a proven need as 
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it is an effort to impress friends and neighbors. He estimates wages 

at about SR 24,000 plus SR 3,000 annual round-trip fares and SR 10,000 

for the recruitment agent. In addition there are increased expenses 

for housing, utilities and medical care. 

An exchange of viewpoints (Saudi Gazette, 26 February 1986) 

also stresses the status symbol role, but the other side points out 

the advantage to the children of being exposed_to, a foreign culture, 

thus making them more cosmopolitan. 

Traditional Attitudes 

The history of Saudi Arabia has been closely intertwined with 

the history of Islam, and even today the Kingdom is the guardian of 

the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina. It is therefore not surprising 

that many Saudis see the words traditional and Islamic as virtual 

synonyms. Consequently, many attempts to break with Saudi traditions 

are seen as antireligious. Conversely, any innovator seeks to insure 

that all new ideas are somehow supported, or tolerated, by selected 

quotations from the Koran. Many of the discussions and debates about 

the role of women in today's Saudi society have an unfortunate ten

dency of drifting away from social, economic or psychological issues 

into religion, and since there frequently are as many interpretations 

of the Koran as there are participants to the discussion, arriving at 

clear conclusions or agreements are hard. 
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This section will attempt to highlight some broad viewpoints 

on the role of women in different circumstances and locations, in 

order to stake the limits of the territory for future discussions. 

The Saudi Gazette (17 September 1983) quoted the Muslim World 

League Journal and provided the salient features of Islam, the most 

relevant one for this study being: The position of wome in Islam: 

Men and women come from the same essence, possess the same soul, and 

have been equipped with equal capabilities for intellectual, spiritual 

and moral attainments. Islam places man and woman under the like 

obligation, the one to the other. The appearance in this short 

passage of four words meaning equal makes it clear that a tradition 

of apartheid and oppression, as many women describe their current lot, 

can hardly be defended on the basis of Islam. 

Oman, like Saudi Ar'abia, is essentially 100% Islamic. The 

Times of Oman (18 November 1983, p. 4) featured an article entitled 

"Women--Active Participation" from which the following quotations are 

taken: 

With the far-sighted encouragement of His Hajest Sultan 
Qaboos the number of women in Oman's labor force is increas-' 
in year by year. His Majesty has suggested traini~g for 
girls in a whole range of occupations and professions, 
including many traditionally filled by men. 

Compared with some of their Arabian sisters Omani women 
are considerably liberated--actively encouraged to partici
pate in the building of the nation. 

Two relevant comments appear to be in order. First, although there 

are strong similarities between the recent economic, oil-based 
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developments in Oman and in Saudi Arabia, there was also a major change 

in Oman in 1970. -The present Sultan took over the government from his 

aging father, who had made it a policy to keep Oman insulated from the 

world. Many Omanis had left their country and stayed away, until the 

new Sultan invited them to come back and share in the building of 

the nation. This meant that, although Oman experienced an influx of 

manpower just as happened in other nations in the region, in Oman most 

of those workers were in fact Omani nationals. Secondly, in both 

countries the advancement of women had support on the highest level, 

from Sultan Qaboos in Oman, and from King Faisal in Saudi Arabia. 

Hind Jeathin Al-Fahad (AI Riyadh, 31 December 1983) writes 

under the heading The Tragedy of Tradition, and relates how many girls 

are still victims of pre-an'anged marraiges, one of the lingering 

remnants of tradition and she asks: How can this happen when we are 

living under the protection of Islam. 

Susan Mustafa (AI Riyadh, 14 January 1984) acknowledges that 

Saudi women are already participating in the development of the 

country, but she feels that discussion and dialogue takes place too 

much on a theoretical, uncoordinated level. She calls for one central 

organization by and for women. 

Iman Al-Dabbagh (Al Riyadh, 23 February 1983) urges husbands 

to get over the selfishness of their traditional mothers, and to let 

their wives devote time to other activities than household chores. 

She specifically calls for the formation of intellectual clubs to 

discuss books, literature or science. 
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A counterpoint in this dialogue is provided by Saleh Mohammad 

Jamal (Okaz, 15 August 1984) who agrees that women have the right to 

work in accordance with Islamic law. He warns that some men want to 

mislead women by convincing them that work is a right which cannot be 

objected to by the father or husband; There is the woman, who has the 

right to work without argument, while there is the woman, who is not 

allowed to work, and another who is strictly forbiciden. In other 

words, the writer places the authority of a (traditional) father or 

husband above Islamic law. 

A brief report in The Economist (18 August 1984) refers to 

recent efforts in Pakistan to enforce the performance of the 5 daily 

prayers by means of appointing prayer wardens using persuasion and 

suggestion. The writer points out that even the Saudi religious 

police limits itself to checking on the closure of shops and bazaars. 

Two Koranic injunctions have relevance to this issue: Allah does not 

value a prayer in which the heart does not accompany the body (Sayings 

of the Prophet in the Hadith), and There is no compulsion in 

religion (Sura II, verse 256) • 

Mohammad Ahmad A1 Hasani (Okaz, 14 January 1985) talks about a 

girl in a newly-rich family who complains about the liberal attitudes 

of her relatives. She wears her veil and refuses to meet marriageable 

relatives and friends, and she urges others to do the same and thus 

avoid leading Muslim society to corruption and decadence like other 

societies. 
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In a wide-ranging article A. A. Hashem (Arab News, 18 January 

1985) reiterates the familiar statements about the alleged quality of 

women in Islam. He rationalizes the fact that a sister receives only 

1/3 of an inheritance against 2/3 for her brother by stating that the 

brother will spend part of his share on her. Polygamy is defended on 

the grounds thatit is more respectable for a woman to be a second wife 

than a mistress; hence, the author concludes, polygamy is actually a 

remedy to the woman's benefit. Modesty in dress is acknowledged to be 

a tenet of Islam (as it is in most religions), but Muslim women are 

required to cover their hair and body (except for their hands and 

feet, and possibly their face) out of respect and care for her beauty. 

Hamad Bakr Al-Olayan (AI Riyadh, 21 February 1985) reports how 

an English lady concluded that local women live in paradise after he 

had pointed out to her several local traditions: Our women are not 

allowed to drive, but a car door is held open in great courtesy to get 

in and ride in peace and comfort. (This is, in fact, customary on the 

part of family chauffers). 

A woman in other societies has to go out to earn a living, 

mixing with men, serving them and obeying their commands, whereas here 

women work only in cadres most congenial to her, to serve her fellow 

women. 

A woman in other societies unveils her face and exposes the 

attractions of her body, thereby becoming a cheap commodity of 

declining value and of little esteem, whereas here woman conceals her 



beauty, thus preserving her dignity and bringing happiness to herself 

and her society. 
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Judith Miller (Int. Herald Tribune, 111 June 1985) writes about 

Jihan Sadat, the widow of a former President of Egypt, who returned to 

Cairo after several months and was shocked by the changes. Mrs. Sadat 

had championed a women's rights law which required a man to tell his 

wife when he married a second wife, a fact which gave the first wife 

the option to get a divorce together with custody of her children, as 

well as the right of continued occupancy of the couple's home. Short

ly after President Sadat's death the law was declared unconstitutional. 

An opinion survey for Al Tijarah magazine (reported in Saudi 

Gazette, 4 July 1985) indicates that many husbands resent their wives 

working because they cannot dominate the salary-earning wives. One 

female respondent stated that in the early days of ecor.omic develop

ment women stood by the menfolk and sided with them for the benefit of 

all, but now that it is man's turn to support women's progress he finds 

it difficult to understand her needs and all help is considered a 

charity. A male respondent states that a woman's rights of equality 

in work and honor within the limits of values and religion are enough 

for her. 

Laila Al Hilali (AI Riyadh, l~ July 1985) notes that dealings 

with girls and boys in many communities does not stop at the limit of 

unequal treatment. Girls are rarely asked to participate in family 

discussions, or to formulate opinions. This is attributed to the . 



concept that girls have no opinions, or are neither mentally capable 

or far-sighted enough to evaluate matters wisely. She urges parents 

to prepare girls better for later life by widening their mental 

horizons. 

In an article in the Saudi Gazette (12 July 1985, p. 6) Dr. 

Aisha Al Mana, a respected and well known sociologist, is quoted as 

saying: 

We are presently conducting studies on the types of work 
that women can do within the limitations of our society, 
culture and customs • • . Until recently 75% of the popu
lation were nomads and farmers, and the women always worked 
side by side with men. What is new is the new stereotype, 
an attitude imported from the West (sic): 'Women stay at 
home, they are veiled'. 

Dr. Ibrahim bin Hubarak Al Jawair (AI Jazira, 16 July 1985) 

takes the women's side, under the heading of idle women, as he 

points out that there are many cures for idleness of young men, be-

cause they can go anywhere, practice any hobby, or attend Koran study 

centers, libraries, typing schools, etc. Girls are confined to their 
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homes; they are educated and want to learn more, and they feel insult-

ed by allegations that they are only interested in fashions, perfumes 

and gossip. 

The Saudi Gazette (10 August 1985) carried a simple photograph 

of a picnic under the banner Pleasant time in Dalghan. and the fol-

lowing explanation is added: "This is a group of picnickers in a corner 

of the Dalghan side of Asir National Park. Many things are attractive 



in the photograph. The picture shows three male generations in a 

family, avoiding its female members." 
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Ali Umar Asiri (AI Bilad, 11 August 1985) writes, under the 

title "Beyond the domination," about the prominent roles of women in 

the West. He notes that Western man has ended up unemployed because 

of women working, that in arranging a business deal you may find your

self obliged to deal with a woman, that the advertisement and public 

media fields are mostly operated by women, that seats of education 

(primary at the preparatory and elementary levels) are relying on 

women, and that neither husbands nor sons seem to care about "their 

relatives being in such unhonorable situations. 

The Gulf Daily News from Bahrain (7 September 1985) carried 

interviews with several working women. One 34-year old confesses to 

be unhappily married, saying that her husband looks upon her as his 

possession and will not tolerate any discussion. The idea of divorce 

is discouraging because it would mean the loss of her children, her 

horne and her position. A 27-year old single university graduate was 

struck by a discrepancy in male attitudes; on the one hand they encour

age women to work but on the other they do not grant women the same 

social status, and this is a very prominent feature in the Gulf. 

Maha Al Gothami (Saudi Gazette, 12 October 1985), in one of her 

many essays, observes that many girls "have not been taught to accept 

responsibility. Living in their parental horne is much like living in a 

hotel: they have not even a rudimentary knowledge of preparing a 



family budget, of interior decorating, of handling problem children, 

of cooking, tailoring and setting a dining table. 
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Samira Abdul Hakim (Saudi Gazette, 26 October 1985). In com

ment on an earlier debate about working women in the same paper, 

accuses both participants in the debate as well as the newspaper of 

chauvinistic and patronizing views. Why, she wonders, should the home, 

or running the household, always be the center of a woman's life. 

Women can run the U. S. White House and leave the kitchen for the 

robot. 

It may be of little solace to today's Saudi women, but the 

Saudi Gazette (8 December 1985) reports that more than 50 years after 

the revolution Soviet women find that after a day of hard work they 

still have to queue for food, cook and take care of the children, with

out much help from their conservative-minded men. Officials acknowl

edge that equality has not yet completely developed. 

Maha Al-Gathani reports on an "interview with Ahmad Jamal, a 

Saudi scholar and Professor of Islamic Culture (Saudi Gazette, 26 

February 1986) on the role of women. After the customary citations 

of the Koran the Professor states that nowadays false (sic) accusa

tions are made against man that he is the oppressor of woman and that 

the \.;roman i s position in society is inferior to that of man. If mis-

takes are committed in society, those are human. The interesting 

point is that the human perpetrators of mistakes (such as oppression 

and domination) invariably rely on religious support for their 

(traditional) attitudes. 
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Jennifer Cababe (Saudi Gazette, 2 April 1986) reports on a 

conversation with Marianne Alireza who, although being an American, 

has become a renowned authority on women's roles in the Kingdom. Her 

book At the Drop of a Veil, published in 1971, is currently in its 

16th printing, and she is currently leading a team to research an 

article on Saudi women for the National Geographic. From this vantage 

point it is encouraging to learn of her conclusion that the future of 

Saudiisation (of the work force) is within the power of women. 

Education and Training 

Education and economic advancement are automatically associated 

in most people's minds. There are several reasons why this association 

does not hold true in Saudi Arabia, either for men or women. The 

following references will attempt to put the role of Education and 

Training in proper focus. 

Dr. Ali Abdulaziz Gadir (Al Yom, 24 May 1984) observes that 

many Arabs (read Saudis) have been trained at great public expense but 

are not returning to their homeland. This forces the government to 

spend even more money to hire trained expatriates to perform in the 

necessary duties. Reasons for not returning reportedly include: 

- Lack of conducive working conditions. 

- Lack of appreciation, financial rewards or other job incentives. 

- Enforced placement in wrong positions. 

- Personality conflicts with other, traditional and non-educated 

co-workers. 
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- Lack of equipment. 

Mohammed AI Isaimi (AI Riyadh, 16 September 1984) observes 

with satisfaction that opposition to education for girls has largely 

disappeared. However, he wonders what good education will do if soci

ety then erects obstacles to stop women from participating in building 

the nation side by side with men. 

Abdullah Ahmad Al Shabat's (AI Yom, January 1985) claims that 

women's education was an idea he lived with for about a third of a 

century, but now he realizes that his ancestors were right when they 

decided that women's education should not exceed religious instruction 

and training to run the household. He then lists the following 

allegations against graduate girls: 

- They dispense with cheerful and innocent morning and evening 

greetings, 

- They do not participate in family talks and get-togethers, 

- They treat their families as servants, 

- They cannot do any housework, 

- They do not add touches of beauty to the house, 

- They become independent. 

The previous writer's preference for religious education suf

fered a setback in Turkey where women are now barried from studying 

religion in Muslim theology departments, reportedly because there 

would be "no jobs available" (Saudi Gazette, 3 March 1985). 
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A brief item in the Saudi Gazette (26 Sept. 1985) announces 

Varsities offer to Saudi lady doctors. Unfortunately, the first sen-

tence quickly clarifies the situation: Saudi lady doctors working in 

government hospitals will no longer be granted government scholarships 

for higher studies abroad to specialize. The article fails to ration

alize why lady doctors had been specifically exempted. 

Dr. Mahmood M. Kessinawi (Okaz, 25 October 1985) refers to the 

ambitious objective of the current 5-year plan to reduce dependence on 

foreign labor by training 600,000 Saudis but he reminds the reader 

that this may not be realistic objective because of the way Saudi 

people look at some trades. There is a need for specialized skilled 

workers, and for a restoration of respect and prestige to vocational 

education. 

A cover story in the Saudi Gazette (4 December 1985) by Maha 

A1 Gotham! has a leader: Certificates in kitchens. The writer 

reviews the general problem of unemployed educated women, and expresses 

disappointment with the lack of results from a high level committee 

set up several years ago to propose solutions. She also contacted the 

organizations responsible for all women's education in the Kingdom, 

and she was told that they only deal with education and not with 

employment. Consequently, there is no pre-conceived matching of the 

supply of, and the demand for, educated women. The writer also points 

out that sexual apartheid could easily be practiced in government 

ministries by allocating separate sections or floors to women employees, 

which in fact is the case in at least one Ministry. 

---- ------ --------
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Mohammad Jameel Fadl (AI Bilad, 17 December 1985) acknowledges 

that Saudiisation and replacing foreign labor go hand in hand, but he 

identifies two problems: The Saudi work ethic needs to be raised, and 

the Saudi labor force needs qualitative upgrading. The writer recom

mends a more active role of the private sector to accomplish the 

latter, rather than reliance on the output of the educational 

establishment. 

Women at Work 

Once a woman has managed to make suitable arrangements for 

her household duties, overcome the traditional prejudices, and obtained 

a good education, there still remains the important stumbling block of 

finding a job. The following pages will survey opinions on women in 

the work place. 

Generally the stage is set by a directive from H.M. The King 

who re-instructed all governmental departments and private establish

ments not to employ Saudi or foreign women in jobs where they can work 

with men (AI Nadwa, 27 April 1982). The same directive explains that 

this is an Islamic law, which forbids employment of women in jobs not 

suiting their feminine nature; the latter phrase is usually inter

preted in Saudi Arabia as a ban on mixing or mingling with men. 

An article in the Arab News (10 June 1982) discusses the use 

of woman power in Asian states; it found that participation rates for 

females were in the 30% to 40% range, including in Indonesia (33.7%) 



which is a 91% muslim nation. In Saudi Arabia the participation rate 

is about 5%. 
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Susan Mustafa (Al. Riyadh, 12 January 1984) foresees a growth 

in work-opportunities for women, but she points out that better provi

sions for children day-care need to be made. Most women cannot afford 

to import servants and drivers to care for their pre-school children. 

Fahani Saeed (AI Riyadh, 27 May 1985) feels that intelligent 

women should be able to successfully organize their time between work 

and home. She also refers to the restriction that there should be no 

intermingling with males in contravention of the teaching of Islam. 

It is noteworthy that a Saudi interpretation is raised to the level of 

'the teaching in Islam.' 

Madi Al Zahrani (Al Riyadh, 30 September 1984) advocates not 

only all-female training institutes but also all-female factories and 

industrial establishments where they can practice their newly acquired 

skills and become economically independent. 

Dr. Aisha Al Mana (Saudi Gazette, 10 January 1985) throws some 

light on the history of working women by relating how Bedouin society 

provided a different role for women. They have always accepted 

participation, and because of their continuously changing environment 

they are much more ready to accept changes of any kind. Bedouin soci

ety gave women a position superior to that of women in town, but most 

modern development is centered on the urban areas. 

Kari Sayers (Saudi Gazette, 10 February 1985) surveyed the 

for-women-only banking sector in the Kingdom and found that the nine 



branches are very popular; all records and transactions are 

computerized. 

Saudi manager: 

Do Saudi women like to work there. Says one female 

Of course, we are bored sitting·at home. The pay 

is not always too good, but there are always many applicants for 

every opening. 
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Mustafa Katoa (AI Yom, 27 February 1985) reminds his readers 

that the ambitious development process by necessity will require 

expatriate labor for a certain period, but nationals should be employed 

primarily in positions dealing with long-range planning and direction. 

Iyad Madani (Okaz, 18 April 1985) urges that the government 

relinquishes the requirement that all university graduates should work 

at least four years for the government, since their 4-year study had 

been paid for the government. lbis requirement has indeed recently 

(June 1985) been abolished, and both public and private employers now 

have equal access to the labor market. 

Muhammad Al Arnoudi (Okaz, 29 April 1985) notes that many young 

graduates fail to find a job due to lack of experience. Since they 

nevertheless demand high salaries, potential employers such as banks, 

prefer experienced expatriates. The writer urges that the local 

graduates be placed in their d.£htful place so that those graduates 

can assume an appropriate job without losing face in order to get a 

job or be haunted by the rumor and the' lie of incompetence or 

pamperedness. 

In the course of an interview Muhammad Al Khalifa, Director of 

the Labor Office in the Eastern Province indicated (AI Yom, 14 May 



1985) that vacancies surpass applicants. His offices see to it that 

employment requirements are reasonable, but beyond that they cannot 

favor applicants who are lazy or not bright. 
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The Al Riyadh newspaper (3 July 1985) notes that during the 

summer months, when almost all expatriate women are out of the Kingdom, 

the idle capacity of Saudi girls could be used. However, in contrast 

to their male counterparts they are unable to find opportunities to 

gain some experience in their chosen field of study. 

In a report on a discussion of the women's role in the labor 

market (Saudi Gazette, 4 July 1985) it was pointed out that women could 

find work in scientific research, social affairs, computer marketing, 

banking and journalism, in addition to teaching and medicine. The 

deputy director of girls' education would limit work to teaching and 

medicine, and he pointed out the need for more local nurses; out of 

5,000 employees in the National Guard Hospital there are only two Saudi 

nurses. 

The president of the Civil Service Bureau disclosed (Saudi 

Gazette, 30 July 1985) that the number of women employees had crossed 

25,000 (0.94% of the female labor force). The current Fourth Develop

ment Plan puts that number at 136,800 (5.1% of the female labor force). 

Hussein Ali Hussein (AI Bilad, 31 July 1985) refers to a 

recent interview on television with four unnamed newspaper journalists. 

He observes that it was obvious that those four Saudi professionals 

were ignorant and amateurish, and their only reason for being in their 
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positions was the implementation of Saudiisation disregarding proper 

qualifications. 

Abdullah Khayyat (Okaz, 19 September 1985) makes a plea for 

employing more Saudi graduates. However, he acknowledges the handicaps 

of lack of experience, and of an advance payment of SR 50,000 to 

Saudis, a sum many establishments cannot afford. 

In an open dialogue with studeut:s H.M. King Fahd stressed 

(22 September 1985) that employment opportunities will be created for 

female graduates. He also promised an educational planning study to 

insure that the educational system will match the requirements of 

the country. 

Husati (Okaz, 28 September 1985) writes that as a Saudi 

employer he would prefer to contribute to Saudiisation by hiring his 

fellow citizens. However, he finds that they do not deserve his con-

fidence, they do not prove their efficiency, they are not s.eriously 

pursing a high performance standard, and they are not punctual, 

interested or responsible. 

One of the practical problems. facing working women in Saudi 

Arabia is. the fact that the traditional establishment does not allow 

them to drive, which is sometimes rationalized on religious grounds. 

The following tongue-in-cheek solution was suggested in the Letters to 

the Editor section of the Saudi Gazette (20 October 1985): 

We agree that according to Islam a man is of more value than 
a woman. It is he who is the head of the family; it is he 
who provides for the family. 



We also agree that driving can be very dangerous, 
particularly in Saudi Arabia. 

Therefore, we suggest, for their protection, that men 
should not be allowed to drive in the Kingdom. Driving is 
more properly left to women. If a woman is killed in an 
accident, her role can easily be filled by another woman. 
But imagine the terrible loss to a family if its leader and 
provider is killedJ 

If men were not allowed to drive, there would be no 
danger of a woman driver having to IDeet one in a traffic 
accident. 

Insurance companies. in much of the rest of the world 
recognize that women drivers have a much lower accident 
rate than men. Perhaps the unusually high accident rate 
in Saudi Arabia could be best lowered by allowing only 
women to drive. 

Sexual apartheid may soon penetrate the Saudi industrial 
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sector (Newsweek, 18 November 1985). The Saudi Cable Co. has announced 

plans to set up a women only electronics plant which will employ 

several hundred women, who will communicate with male supervisors 

through video screens. 

Hushati (Okaz, 12 December 1985) does some soul-searching and 

finds that his compatriots appear to be unimaginative, indolent, pre-

tentious and afraid to let their sons become plumbers, carpenters or 

machinists. He calls on his readers to wake up and be sincere with 

thems.elves so they can all change for the better. 

A cover story by Andrew Craig (Saudi Gazette, 5 February 1986) 

investigates unemployment among Saudis. Officials of the Labor Bureau 

and the Civil Service tend to feel that employment can be found within 

days or at most a month for all applicants. Interviewed idle youths, 

on the other hand, report that they have been looking for months or 

-------- ----- ----
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even years for suitable jobs but without much success or encouragement. 

The discrepancy may be largely explained by the word suitable; where

as the Labor Bureau has many openings to be filled, most candidates 

have rather strong preferences in terms of location, salaY)1 and type 

of work. Also, many applicants prefer a secure government job, 

whereas the Civil Service is actively pursuing a shrinkage of the 

public sector. 

Maha Al Gothami (Saudi Gazette, 19 February 1986) reports on 

an interview 'with Dr. Aisha Al Huss.eini, who just completed her dis

sertation in Educational Administration. Her topic dealt with the 

capability of Saudi women to fill top managerial positions. The author 

commented that Saudi women have amply proven their abilities, but she 

expressed concern about the fact that many new students do not appear 

serious enough. She warns that new graduates should realize that call

ing for new opportunities to be made available to them entails that 

they will have to shoulder major new responsibilities, such as taking 

their chances seriously and having respect for work. 

While forthrightly addressing the issue of unemployment Dr. 

Abdul Rahman Al Shibaili (AI Riyadh, 7 March 1986) blames the private 

sector for the continued hiring of expatriates. He sees particular 

opportunities in translation and secretarial work, as well as in 

pharmaceutical and accountancy positions. Moreover the 5,000 openings 

available in nursing every year are practically all filled by expatri

ates, because Saudi girls do not specialize in this area. 



Osman Al Ahmad (AI Riyadh, 30 March 1986), the vice-president 

of the Civil Services Bureau, comment~d on work prospects for women. 
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He indicated that there are more than 19,000 educational jobs to be 

filled by women. At present more than 20% of government employees are 

women, with 50,000 Saudis working in education, health, social services 

and training. 

Ahmad Al Shammat (Al Riyadh, 4 May 1986) notes that the cur

rent Development Plan projects 50,000 new jobs for Saudi women in the 

next five years. Without making suggestions for new areas of work, 

the writer stresses the attitude of women which is becoming increas

ingly positive and socially-oriented, and he states that this attitude 

will open some new horizons for them. 

Summary 

The newspaper articles reviewed by this author were compiled 

in the period 1982-1986 for the purpose of finding out whether the 

concerns of the Saudis were the same or had changed, and to determine 

new trends in the society. Ninety articles were reviewed, 48 written by 

males and 42 by females, broken down as shown in Table 1 by topics. 

Of the 15 articles written on the topic of marriage, 7 were 

written by men and 8 by women; the latter were more concerned with 

items such as having a say in choosing a partner, and with husbands 

helping women get more education. The men wrote on topics such as 

educated women not making good wives, or not blaming Islam for poor 
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Table 1. Newspaper articles reviewed 

Topic Number Percentage 

Marriage 15 16 

Dowries 11 12 

Servants 9 10 

Traditional attitudes 23 26 

Education and training 9 10 

Women at work 23 26 

Total 90 100 



attitude& toward women, on divorce, and on polygamy as a necessary 

institution. 

Concerning dowries all the articles reflected a very negative 

attitude on th~ part of the men to their high cost. This suggested 

solutions to reduce them in order to alleviate the burden put on the 

prospective groom. On this subject 9 contributions were written by 

men and only 2 by women who also favored reducing the amount of the 

dowries. 

Of the articles that dealt with the problems of servants 9 

were written by males, who were generally against the employment of 

foreign maids and s,ervants, in view of the negative effects they had 

on the Saudi society. 

Of the articles dealing with traditional attitudes 13 were 

written by men and 10 by women; the topics included the need for a 

central organization for women to participate in the development of 

the country, the need for a magazine for women, a plea for women's 

rights, a plea for parents to help widen a girl's horizons, and the 

need to develop the other half of the population. The men's 

articles stressed that men and women were created equal, how women 

could participate in the development of their country, how parents 

are not listening to pleas of their daughters by allowing marriages 
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to unwanted partners, how work destroys the happy home, how liberation 

leads to corruption, how Islam is good for women, the elimination of 

idleness in young women and of women's domination of men. 

----, --- -,--- --- --- ---"'-- - '-''''---- --,- ,- - ---
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On education and training, middle class males write 19 out of 

23 articles and their positions were ab~ut evenly split between favor

ing women working and stres~ing the negative effects of women's 

employment, primarily their having less time to spend with family and 

children, and their tiredness resulting from doing two jobs at once. 

These articles continue to address social problems that remain 

unresolved: marriage, dowry, education and work for women, all of 

which continue to be major concerns. These articles, just as the ones 

of Al-Baadi's second set continue to indicate the high degree of con

sciousness of those problems. Issues of happiness, self-realization, 

achievement and contribution to development are addressed in almost 

every article. The authors try to find solutions or compromises to 

those concerns. 

The Ulema continue to favor the position that the most impor

tant role of women is in the home, and they insir;t that women remain 

faithful to Qur'anic principles and prophetic practices. They urge 

strict implementation of sexual apartheid, usually referred to in 

English as "non-mingling of the sexes," and modesty in dress for women, 

positions which have not changed very much recently. The government, 

on the other hand, appears to be taking some positive steps to solve 

the problem of education and employment for women; it has employed more 

women in the Civil Service, and in an address to the Umm Ul-Qura Uni

versity of Makkah (Arab News, May 1986, p. 1), the King of Saudi Arabia 

assured the girl students that employment opportunities will be made 

available to them, provided that they will not be at the expense of the 
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teachings of Islam. He also said that the Supreme Educational Council 

will prepare a study for educational planning and that it will try to 

reach a positive outcome in this connection. He concluded by stating 

that the educational system should match the requirements of the coun

try; the awareness of this problem thus exists with the highest auth

ority of the country. 

The years 1985-86 have been difficult for Saudi Arabia, the 

drop of oil revenues has emphasized the need to re-assess policies and 

allocation of resources. The idea of Saudi women replacing the large 

expatriate work force seems to be a topic being considered much more 

seriously than in the 1973-1981 articles. However, suggestions are 

vague as to how women could fill the gaps and still satisfy the 

religious objections. One of the most serious shortcomings is the lack 

of facts about the number of women needed, the types of jobs available, 

the number of trained women, etc. The articles provide some good 

ideas, but they lack reliable statistics as a basis to implement them. 

The articles provided good insight into the concerns of the 

citizens, and a feel for the perception of the issues by the govern

ment, the clergy, the women and the men of Saudi Arabia. As such they 

also form a good framework for this dissertation the aim of which is 

to introduce a quantitative method to solve some of these problems. 



CHAPTER 5 

CURRENT VIEWS 

This chapter updates the findings of the Saudi researchers, 

Al Manes, Al Baudi, Hallowoni, hulhates to determine if any changes 

or trends affecting women's roles have taken place in Saudi Arabia 

to date. A number of informal interviews are conducted with eight 

samples drawn from the population of Saudi Arabia, considered to rep

resent a reasonably valid cross section of society within the frame

work of the current study. 

The interviews included questions related to the topics of 

marriage and family, traditional attitudes, education and training and 

women at work, and the responses, therefore were also summarized ac

cording to the topics adopted earlier. 

An outstanding feature of Saudi society in the mid-eighties is 

change. The Kingdom has been forced to condense centuries of develop

ment into a few decades and this presents any researcher with a 

peculiar problem: How does one identify recent or current views? 

Some nomadic, tribal communities have hardly been touched by 

economic development; few material benefits have reached them, and 

their lifestyles are still very much as they were centuries ago. In 

the urban areas, however, many changes have had profound effects on 

various segments of the population, primarily the younger males. The 
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term generation gaE has taken on a different meaning, and it is no 

longer measured in choosing the size of the camel herd, or in deciding 

whether to grow dates for own consumption or for export. Many young 

Saudis do not concern themselves with camels or dates but rather with 

petrochemicals, agri-business, stocks and bonds, holding companies 

and money markets. 

In order to get a feeling 0% the current views of the Saudis 

it is not sufficient to read scholarly works that are several years 

old, or to analyze the popular press with contributions written months 

ago. Several aspects of Saudi society have an "ad hoc" flavor, to a 

large extent supported by two forces beyond the control of the aver

age citizen. 

The economic strength and. the buying power of the Saudis is 

largely determined by the value of crude oil, by the money outsiders 

feel like paying for the only significant economic resource Saudi 

Arabia can mobilize. Events in 1985 and 1986 have clearly illustrated 

how extremely unstable this one parameter may be, and in many respects 

the current vi ews of many Saudis :fluctuate accordingly. 

The second "ad hoc" force relates to the Saudi form of govern

ment. Whereas in a democracy governmental activities can be traced, 

predicted or explained by references to party manifestos, opinion sur

veys and election outcomes, in Saudi Arabia the absolute powers of the 

Royal family determine to a large extent the day-to-day direction of 

the economy. It should be stressed that stability and continuity 

are words frequently invoked in connection with royal pronouncements. 
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Moreover, the use of the holy Quran as a guiding document reinforces 

the image of stability. Nevertheless, the knowledge that the King, or 

some other higher authority, may at any time and at will, issue 

change or revoke a regulation creates a temporary atmosphere, and 

many Saudis prefer not to have too many current views because they 

do not know whether today's view would still be acceptable tomorrow. 

Population of the Sample 

For this study, eight different samples were drawn from the 

population of Saudi Arabia: 

Description Sample Size N 

a. Young Saudi female students (YSF) 18 

b. Young Saudi male students (YSM) 12 

c. Professional/working Saudi females (PSF) 8 

d. Professional/working Saudi males (PSM) 8 

e. Traditional Saudi females (TSF) 7 

f. Traditional Saudi males (TSM) 8 

g. Expatriates females (EF) 13 

h. Expatriates males (EM) 10 

Total sample size 84 

84 
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a. Young Saudi Female Students (YSF) 

The sample consisted of 12 students who were in their last year 

of Secondary school seeking admission to college, and 6 were students 

attending the college of Education of ~ng Faisal University in Rofuf. 

All were full-time Muslim students., and their ages ranged from 16 to 

21 years. 

b. Young Saudi Male Students. (YSM) 

Included were 10 University students majoring in Engineering 

and 2 in Industrial Management at the University of Petroleum and 

Minerals in Dhahran; their ages ranged from 18 to 24, they were all 

Moslem and all cw~e from upper-middle to high income level families. 

c. Professional/~rking Saudi Females (PSF) 

This sample of 8 working women was made up of 1 secondary 

school teacher, 3 school administrators (two Principals and an 

Inspector), 2 ARAMCO personnel trainers, 1 bank employee, and 1 Soci

ologist. Six were married and two were single; they all came from 

middle and high income backgrounds, and they were all Moslem. The 

average number of children for the married women was 2.8; all had 

college degrees, 1 Doctorate, 2 Masters, 5 Bachelors. 

d. Professional/Working Saudi Males (PSM) 

Of the 8 men that made up this sample, 5 were married and 3 

were single; 4 were University Professors at the University of Petrole

um and Minerals, 2 had their own businesses, 1 worked for ARAMCO, 

...... 
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one for the national airline SAUDIA. Their ages ranged from 24 to 45 

years. They were all N:oslems and Saudi citizens; 4 enj oyed a high 

income level, 3 came from a middle and 1 from a lower level. Four had 

children, the average being 2.25. 

e. Traditional Saudi Females (TSF) 

This sample was composed of 7 women, thei~ ages ranging from 

36 to 55 years. They were all Saudi citizens, but 2 were born in 

Lebanon. They were all Moslem, 6 were married and 1 was widowed, and 
i 

all had children going to secondary school, college or graduate school. 

The average number of children of this sample was 2.8. Their economic 

backgrounds varied from low (2), middle (3), to high (2) levels of 

income. Three women were working: 2 made baskets in Hofuf, 1 worked 

for the Presidency of Girl's Education. 

f. Traditional Saudi Males (TSM) 

The sample consisted of 8 men aged from 38 to 60; all were 

Saudi citizens, 4 with their own businesses, 2 were University adminis-

trators and 2 were employed by ARAMCO. All were Moslem, married with 

an average number of 1.25 wives, and an average number of 2.5 children. 

All had middle to high incomes, and they had children attending schools 

from elementary to graduate school. 

g. Expatriate Females (EF) 

Women of this sample included 13 married expatriates, 5 from 

the U.S.A., 2 from Germany, 1 from Ireland~ 1 from Jordan, 2 from 
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Turkey, 1 from Japan, 1 from Hungary, and 1 from England. Of those 

5 were locally employed in schools for expatriates, and 1 in a library. 

Their ages ranged from 23-56. Their religions were Protestant (5), 

Catholic (3), Moslem (3), Buddhist (1), and Mormon (1). All had a 

middle to high level income, 11 with college degrees, 2 with some col

lege; 11 had children, their average number being 2.27; 2 had no 

children. 

h. Expatriate Males (EM) 

Ten expatriate males made up this sample, including 8 Univer

sity faculty members in Architecture (4), Engineering (1), Physical 

Education (1), Geomorphology (1) and English (1). Two were laboratory 

assistants. All were married, 6 had children with an average of 2.0. 

The Interviews 

Purpose 

The interviews were condu~ted to determine what changes had 

taken place in Saudi Arabia affecting women's roles, and to identify 

any new trends. With this purpose in mind, the majority of the 

questions were the same as those asked by other researchers in similar 

recent studies. The new responses were compared to the earlier find

ings in order to make this research more reliable and replicable. 
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The questions posed by the different researchers, identified 

at the beginning of the chapter, were addressed to specific samples of 

the population. In this study, the same procedure was followed. 

Conducting the Interviews 

Conducting interviews is a difficult experience for an expa

triate. It took time to find people willing to be interviewed, parti

cularly the first candidate of every population. Most first candidates 

turned out to be very helpful and provided names of friends that could 

be potential interviewees. The language barrier was a smaller obstac

le than imagined, thanks to the help of a good female interpreter and 

he fact that so that people in the population speak and understand English. 

All the persons interviewed were informed that most of the 

questions being asked had been asked by other Saudi researchers before; 

this seemed to make the interviews easier. An advantage was that most 

of the population had no objection to an expatriate female conducting 

the interviews. The hospitality and generous nature of the Saudis 

was hard to ignore; most interviews were conducted in private homes, 

and delicious sweets, pastries, and other delicates were served with 

tea or coffee. 

Interview Questions and Answers 

The questions used in this study were adapted from instruments 

used by other researchers (Al-Baddi, 1982; AI-Manea, 1984; Hallawani, 

1982; and Khuthalia, 1981) and are found to be appropriate for this 

study. 
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In this section various generalized intel\dew questions (Q) are 

fo~ulated, followed by a capsule discussion of the answers (A), and 

by distribution statistics. The topics are reflected in the sub

headings Marriage and Family, Traditional Attitudes, Education and 

Training and Women at Work. 

Marriage and Family 

Q.l The young Saudi male sample (YSM) was asked about the minimum 

level of education they would like their future wife to have. 

A.l The preferences of Al-Manea's (1984) sample responses, the 

original researcher, indicate that the majority of the young 

Saudi males prefer a wife with a secondary education. Even 

though some young men avoid marrying educated women, the cur

rent majority showed that a preference for educated wives 

still holds true (Table 2). 

Q.2 Single YSF and PSF were asked: How many servants work in 

your house? 

A.2 Both studies show a simple correlation between income of the 

respondents and the number of servants; the samples in this 

study represented mainly higher income respondents, and there 

were no surprises in the responses (Table 3). 

Q.3 YSF and YSM were asked: Wllat is your preference regarding 

seeing your future spouses before marriage? 

A.3 The studies show that the preference of the groups is to see 

their partner before marriage; the tendency of the group in 
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Table 2. Minimal education which Saudi men insist that their 
prospective wives would have 

Educational Level Al-Manea Study* This Study 

Elementary 5.8% 0% 

Intermediate 16.5% 16.7% 

Secondary 58.3% 58.3% 

Higher education 19.4% 25.0% 

Sample size (N) 140 12 

*Al-Manea, 1984, p. 174 

Table 3. Number of domestic servants employed by father 

Number of Servants Al-Baadi Study* This Study 

No servants 53.5% 23.1% 

One or more servants 46.5% 76.9% 

Sample size 172 26 

*Al-Baadi, 1982, p. 155 



this study seems. to prefer this even more than the 1980 

study (Table 4). 

Q.4 Young Saudi males living in Saudi Arabia and outside, were 

asked: Do you agree that married women should work? 
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A.4 A majority of the samples in both studies agreed that married 

women should work; there is even less resistance in Hallawani's 

study (1982), from males outside Saudi Arabia, for married 

women to work, than from the local sample in this study 

(Table 5). 

Q.5 The same samples as under question 4 were asked: If your 

wife is working and she needs your help with some of the house

work, would you help her? 

A.5 The Saudi young men living in Saudi Arabia in this study were 

slightly less eager to help their wives in housework (Table 6). 

Q.6 Young Saudi female students, were asked: How likely is it you 

will drop out of school to get married? 

A.6 Both studies indicate the seriousness of the commitment to 

education on the part of the young Saudi female students; the 

majorities would not give up their studies in order to get 

married (Table 7). 

_ Q.7 Parents were asked the question: If someone asked for the 

hand of your daughter while she was still in college, how 

likely is it you would make her drop out to marry? 

A.7 Parents in both studies were found to be more in favor of 

seeing their daughters get married if the opportunity would 

-------- ---------------- ------ ---
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Table 4. Knowing spouse before marriage 

Al-Baadi Study* This Study 

YSM YSF YSM YSF 

Seeing in person is essential 86.1% 93.8% 91.6% 94.4% 

Seeing a picture is enough 6.1% 3.1% 8.4% 5.6% 

The issue is important 4.6% 3.1% 

No response 3.1% 0.0% 

Sample size 65 65 12 18 

*Al-Baadi, 1982, p. 120 

Table 5. Young Saudi males' opinions about married women joining the 
workforce 

Hallawani Study* This Study 

YSMSA YSMOSA YSMSA 

Yes 57% 73% 66.7% 

No 39% 25% 33.3% 

No response 4% 2% 

Sample size 28 60 12 

*Ha11awani, 1982, p. 85 



Table 6. Young Saudi males commitment to assist working spouse with 
housework 
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Hallawani Study* This Study 

YSMSA YSMOSA YSMSA 

Yes 89% 97% 83.3% 

No 11% 3% 16.7% 

Sample size 28 60 12 

*Hallawani, 1982, p. 86-87 

Table 7. Young Saudi females' op1n1ons about the probability of 
leaving school to marry 

Al-Manea Study* This Study 

YSF YSF 

Very likely 2.2% 5% 

Somewhat likely 16.9% 6% 

Moderately likely 20.6% 22% 

Unlikely 60.3% 67% 

Sample size 136 18 

*Al-Manea, 1984, p. 177 



present itself, even if this would lessen the chances of 

their daughters finishing college (Table 8). 

Q.8 Unmarried young Saudi men, living in (YSMA) an outside 

(YSMOSA) Saudi Arabia, were asked: If you met a very nice 

girl who really wanted to marry you, and you found that she 

had an educational degree higher than yours, would you marry 

her? 
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A.8 The response to this question was surprising; the local sample 

in this study turned out to be more conservative than the 

Saudis living in Saudi Arabia in 1982 (Table 9). 

Q.9 The same young men that responded "no" to question 8 were 

asked: What level of education would you want your wives to 

attain? 

A.9 The trend continues to be in favor of wives: with the same, or 

less, education than the male (Table 10). 

Traditional Attitudes 

Q.I Traditional Saudi males (TSM), traditional Saudi females (TSF), 

were asked: In your opinion, what is more important in secur

ing your daughter's financial security? 

a. To have a good education as a preparation for a good 

career. 

b. To have a husband who will take care of her. 

A.I The responses indicate that all groups felt strongly that 

through education their daughters would find financial security. 
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Table 8. Choice of parents between their daughters' education or 
marriage 

Al-Manea Study* This Study 

YSF YSF 

Very likely 66.3% 60% 

Somewhat likely 7.9% 13% 

Moderately likely 14.6% 20% 

Unlikely 14.6% 20% 

Sample size 89 15 

*Al-Manea, 1984, p. 130 

Table 9. Young Saudi males' op~n~ons about the probability of marrying 
a partner that possesses higher educational degree 

Ha11awani's Study* This Study 

YSMSA YSMOSA YSHSA 

Yes 75% 73% 50% 

No 25% :L2% 50% 

Sample size 28 60 12 

*Ha11awani, 1982, p. 89 

----------------------- ------- ----- - ----



Table 10. Educational levels preferred by young Saudi males of their 
future wives 
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Ha11awani's Study* This Study 

YSMSA YSMOSA YSMSA 

Same level 57% 62% 67% 

A degree lower 43% 38% 33% 

*Ha11awani, 1982, p. 90-91 



The degree of awareness of education in both studies shows how 

important an issue women's education has become (Table 11). 

Q.2 Married working women, were asked: How can a Saudi married 

woman serve Saudi society better? 

A.2 Both studies agree that the best way for women to serve Saudi 

society is through concentration on her family (Table 12). 

Q.3 TSM, YSM, TSF, YSF, PSM, and PSF were asked: Should Saudi 

women wear a facial veil and an abayah? 

A.3 The great majority of the male respondents to this question 

seems to favor the practice whereas a majority of the females 

oppose it. AI-Baadi (p. 188) in 1982, observed that most 

females in his study also opposed this practice (Table 13). 

Q.4 The same samples as used in question 3 were asked: Should the 

practice of having a mahram when a woman travels overnight be 

continued? 

A.4 The overwhelming majority of the males in the sample agree 

with this practice, contrasting with the views of the women 

respondents. This agrees with Al-Baadi's findings in 1982 

(p. 188) (Table 14) • 

Q.5 The same samples were asked: In your opinion, should men and 

women be segregated in a working environment. 

A.5 Again the men seemed to favor the practice of separating women 

and men in the work environment more than the women. The 

majority of women again opposed this practice, agreeing with 

Al-Baadi's findings in 1982 (Table 15). 
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Table 11. Parents' opinions about what is the best means of ensuring 
their daughters' financial future 
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A1-Manea's Study* This Study 

Parents Parents 

Through education 80% 86.7% 

Through marriage 20% 13.3% 

Sample size 140 15 

*A1-Manea, 1984, p. 176 

Table 12. Married working women's opl.nl.on on how can Saudi married 
women serve Saudi society better 

Ha11awani's Study* This Study 

By concentrating on her family 74% 83.3% 

By working 13% 16.7% 

No choice 13% 

Sample size 95 6 

*Ha11awani, 1982, p. 88 

----- -- ----- ---
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Table 13. Opinions of males and females about whether or not women 
should wear a facial veil and an abayah 

All from this Study 

YSM YSF PSM PSF TSM TSF 

Yes 83.3% 5.6% 75% 25% 100% 42.8% 

No 16.7% 94.4% 25% 75% 57.2% 

Sample size 12 18 8 8 8 7 

Table 14. Opinions of males and females over the need of a mahram 
when women travel overnight 

All from this Study 

YSM YSF PSM PSF TSM TSF 

Yes 94.4% 11.2% 75% 37.5% 100% 42.8% 

No 5.6% 88.8% 25% 62.5% 57.2% 

_ .. _-------------
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Table 15. Opinions of males and females about men and women working 
in sex segregated working environment 

YSM 

Yes 83.3% 

No 16.7% 

YSF 

16.7% 

83.3% 

All from this Study 

PSM PSF TSM TSF 

75% 25% 75% 50% 

25% 75% 25% 50% 
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Q.6 The same samples were asked: In your opinion, do you think 

that having banks run and operated "for women only" is a good 

practice? 

A.6 The majority of both men and women felt that women's banks were 

a good practice. This observation agrees with the findings of 

Al-Baadi's (p. 188); support by women for this segregated prac

tice was unexpected in view of the answers given to the past 

3 questions (Table 16). 

Education and Training 

Q.l YSM, Parents and YSF were asked: To what extent do you think 

education is necessary for women? 

A.1. The responses in this study agree with the findings of A1-

Manea's study, concluding that both parents and women felt 

stronger than their young Saudi mQ~e relatives about the neces

sity of education; the trend seems to continue showing even 

stronger feelings today by parents and young women (Table 17). 

Q.2 The same persons were asked: To what extent do you think that 

education is necessary for men? 

A.2 In both studies the responses indicated that both males and 

females consider education for men more essential and necessary 

than education for women (Table 18). 

Q.3 YSF students were asked: In general, are you quite satisfied 

with the state of higher education for women in Saudi Arabia. 
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Table 16. Opinions of males and females about banks run and operated 
by women 

Yes 

No 

YSM 

83.3% 

16.7% 

YSF 

88.9% 

11.1% 

All from this Study 

PSM PSF TSM 

62.5% 87.5% 75% 

37.5% 12.5% 25% 

Table 17. Opinions about the necessity of education for women 

A1-Manea's Study* This Study 

Parents YSF YSM Parents YSF 

Very necessary 50.0% 60.3% 30.9% 64.7% 66.7% 

Somewhat necessary 31.0% 30.9% 37.4% 17.6% 22.2% 

Moderately necessary 19.0% 8.8% 20.1% 17.7% 11.1% 

Sample size 100 136 139 15 18 

*Al-Manea, 1984, p. 121 

TSF 

71.4% 

28.6% 

YSH 

25.0% 

41. 7% 

33.3% 

12 
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Table 18. Opinions about the necessity of education for men 

A1-Manea·' s Study* This Study 

Parents YSF YSM Parents YSF YSM 

Very necessary 77 .0% 89.0% 79.1% 86.6% 83.3% 83.3% 

Somewhat necessary 19.0% 15.0% 18.0% 0 0 0 

Moderately necessary 4.0% 0 4.0% 13.4% 16.7% 16.7% 

*A1-Manea, 1984, p. 121 
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A.3 A great number of respondents to this question in the study by 

Rend (1981), claimed to be dissatisfied with the state of high

er education, but there were no strong feelings of dissatisfac

tion. The sample in this study, showed a stronger feeling of 

dissatisfaction (Table 19) • 

Q.4 Female students and university female faculty.were asked: The 

various curricula being offered help me fulfill my needs; they 

are useful to me. 

A.4 The responses of the young Saudi female students indicate that 

the majority of the students no longer feel that the curricula 

offered in their schools fulfill their needs (Table 20). 

Q.5 Young Saudi female college students were asked: Have the 

school counselors helped you considerably in planning your 

career and in choosing courses? 

A.5 Both studies show student dissatisfaction with the help 

received from school counselors (Table 21). 

Q.6 The same students were asked: Does the campus atmosphere in 

your school emphasize keeping women in their former traditional 

careers? 

A.6 Both groups agreed that campus atmosphere was emphasizing 

keeping women in their traditional roles. The 1986 group 

agrees more with this statement, indicating that no positive 

changes had taken place to improve campus atmosphere since 

1981 (Table 22). 
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Table 19. Satisfaction of female students with the state of higher 
education for women in Saudi Arabia 

Khuthalia's Study* This Study 

Disagree strongly 18% 22.2% 

Disagree 26% 27.8% 

Neutral or undecided 18% 22.2% 

~gree 29% 16.7% 

Strongly agree 9% 11.1% 

Sample size 140 18 

*Khuthalia, 1981, p. 167 

Table 20. Attitudes of students regarding the utility and value of the 
various curricula in meeting the professional needs of the 
Saudi Arabian women students 

Khuthai1a's Study* This Study 

YSFS FM YSFS 

Disagree strongly 12% 7% 16.7% 

Simply disagree 25% 30% 50.0% 

Neutral or undecided 26% 13% 16.6% 

Simply agree 33% 43% 16.7% 

Strongly agree 4% 7% 

Sample size 140 23 6 

*Khuthalia, 1981, p. 168 



Table 21. Attitudes of students regarding the degree of helpfulness 
'of the higher education counselors 
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Khuthalia's Study* This Study 

Disagree strongly 42% 50% 

Simply disagree 36% 33.3% 

Neutral or undecided 9% 16.7% 

Simply agree 11% 

Strongly agree 2% 

Sample size 140 6 

*Khuthalia, 1981, p. 169 

Table 22. Attitudes of students toward the atmosphere prevailing at 
women's institutions of higher learning in Saudi Arabia 
which emphasizes keeping women ,in their traditional, 
past roles 

Khuthalia's Study* This Study 

Disagree strongly 8% 0% 

Simply disagree 21% 0% 

Neutral or undecided 21% 33.3% 

Simply agree 40% 50% 

Strongly agree 10% 16.7% 

*Khuthalia, 1981, p. 177 



Q.7 Again the same samples as those used in question 6. plus 

expatriate males. (EM), were asked: Does your school offer 

curricula which help fulfill the needs of the nation as a 

whole? 
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A.7 The responses show some change. from neutrality to more dis

agreement with this statement in the present study. The 

expatriate males were asked this question because all the men 

worked as faculty or staff at a university and the main reason 

they disagreed with the statement was that according to them 

there is a poor match between availability of jobs and rele

vant training (Table 23). 

Q.8 Young Saudi males were asked: 'Do you think that women. as a 

group, have an appropriate aptitude for all kinds of studies 

provided by the universities? 

A.8 Both studies show that the males feel that women are not able 

to cope with all the studies provided in universities; the 

traditional perception of the role of women and the notion of 

a lower mental ability of women still seem to prevail. Offi

cial statistics of results in examinations of both females and 

males in different fields of studies, that were shown in 

p. 128 of Al-Manea's study. were ignored (Table 24). 

Women at Work 

Q.l Saudi working women were asked: Do you think that Saudi 

society respects a working woman? 
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Table 23. Attitudes of students and expatriate males as to whether or 
not the present curriculum is meeting the needs of the 
nation as a whole 

Khuthalia's Study* This Study 

YSFS YSFS EM 

Disagree strongly 20% 33.3% 40% 

Simply disagree 31% 33.3% 40% 

Neutral or undecided 14% 16.7% 

Simply agree 24% 16.7% 

Strongly agree 11% 

Sample size 139 6 10 

*Khuthalia, 1981, p. 171 

Table 24. Men's opinion about women's aptitudes to cope with all 
programs provided by universities 

Al-Manea's Study* This Study 

YSM YSN 

Yes 38.8% 33.3% 

No 61.2% 66.7% 

Sample size 139 

*Al-Manea, 1984, p. 128 



A.1 The results of Ha11awani and of this study are exactly the 

same (Table 25). 

Q.2 Young Saudi males living in and outside Saudi Arabia, and 

Saudi working women were asked: Do you think that a woman's 

work prohibits her from taking care of her children? 
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A.2 The males in both studies agreed that women's work prohibits 

her from taking care of her children. The young Saudi males' 

views in this study had changed and now showed less opposition 

than the YSM residing in Saudi Arabia in 1982 (Table 26) • 

Q.3 YSM living in Saudi Arabia, YSM living outside Saudi Arabia, 

and working women were asked: What is the reason women work? 

A.3 The findings of Al-Manea's and of this study both point out 

the differences in perception by the male and female samples; 

even though the majority of the males agree with the statement 

that women work to help society, they do not agree with the 

degree of importance. The male samples also suggest that an 

important reason to work is because women do not want to stay 

at home. The female groups imply that they are doing a favor 

more to society than to themselves, whereas the male attitude 

was that working benefitted first the females and then the 

country (Table 27). 

Q.4 Saudi female working women were asked: If transportation is a 

problem facing Saudi working women? 

A.4 There is a slight increase in opinions that transportation is 

causing problems for working women (Table 28). 



Table 25. Opinions of Saudi working women of their perception if 
Saudi society respects a working woman 
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Hallawani's Study* This Study 

Yes 75% 75% 

No 25% 25% 

Sample size 189 8 

*Hallawani, 1982, p. 77 

Table 26. Men's opinion regarding women's work prohibiting her from 
taking care of her children 

Hallawani* This Study 

YSM YSM PSF YSM 

Yes 82% 67% 48% 75% 

No 12% 25% 48% 25% 

Sample size 28 60 260 12 

*Ha11awani, 1982, p. 72 

PSF 

50% 

50% 

8 
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Table 27. Opinions of males and females as to what is the reason 
women work 

Ha11awani 's Study* This Study 

YSMSA YSMO WSF YSM PSF 

Wants to help society 46% 47% 68% 50% 62.5% 

Needs the money 14% 17% 1.5% 16.7% 12.5% 

Doesn't wan t to stay home 21% 30% 7% 33.3% 12.5% 

Likes the job 11.5% 12.5% 

No answer 12% 

Sample size 28 60 260 12 8 

*Ha11awani, 1982, p. 80 

Table 28. Working women's op~n~ons about transportation as a problem 
for working women 

Yes 

No 

Sometimes 

No response 

Sample size 

*Hallawani, 1982, p. 77 

._._-----------_._----- ---------

Hal1awani's 

PSF 

58% 

34% 

6% 

2% 

260 

Study* This Study 

PSF 

62.5% 

25% 

12.5% 

0 

8 
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Q.5 Saudi working women were asked: There are certain facilities 

which support women in working and in maintaining a household 

at the same time. Which do you think are needed most? 

A.S The group sampled in this study preferred servants over good 

nursery schools, and it showed more dissatisfaction with the 

present transportation situation than the Hallawani study 

(Table 29). 

Q.6 Working women were asked: If you are a Principal or a super

visor what is the problem you face most? 

A.6 Both studies identified the same problems for women adminis

trators. Some of the respondents of this study were concerned 

with low productivity of some employees (Table 30). 

Q.7 The same women workers were asked: What effect do you think 

many foreign women working have on Saudi society? 

A.7 The majority of the Saudi working women perceive foreigners 

as having a balanced effect on Saudi Arabia (Table 31). 

Summary 

Using questions posed by earlier researchers, eight samples 

drawn from the population of Saudi Arabia were interviewed on women-related 

issues to determine changes or trends affect ing women 's roles in Saudi Arabia, 

and to see whether the issues perceived earlier by Saudis as being relevant 

were also being addressed in this study. The chapter format grouped the 

interview questions under four topics, Marriage and Family, Traditional 

Attitudes, Education and Training, and Women at Work; in each case it 
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Table 29. Opinions about what facilities aid women in working and 
maintaining a household at the same time 

Maids on hourly wages 

Good nursery schools 

Other good transportation, 
flexible working hours 

No response 

Sample size 

*Hallawani, 1982, p. 76 

Hallawani's 

PSF 

27% 

64% 

4% 

5% 

260 

Study* This Study 

PSF 

50% 

37.5% 

12.5% 

8 

Table 30. Opinions of principals or supervisors as to what is the most 
often encountered problem they face in their work 

Non-conformance with regulations 

Absenteeism 

Inadequate administrative support 

No response 

Miscellaneous 

Sample size 

*Ha11awani, 1982, p. 78 

Hallawani's Study* 

PSF 

32% 

23% 

18% 

17% 

10% 

260 

This Study 

PSF 

37.5% 

25% 

25% 

12.5% 

8 



Table 31. Opinions of the Saudi working women on the effect foreign 
working women have on Saudi society 
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Ha11awani's Study* This Study 

PSF PSF 

Good effect 18% 25% 

Bad effect 20.5% 25% 

Both effects 38% 37.5% 

No effect 20% 12.5% 

No response 3.5% 

*Ha11awani, 1982, p. 78 



listed the questions, showed the responses and then compared the 

results to those found in earlier studies. 

The original aim of the study was to determine how old and 
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young generations of Saudi men and women perceived the role of women in 

Saudi society. However, as the study progressed, it became quickly 

apparent that even with a very large sample of inter~iews the study 

would still have only collected a larger number of opinions and prefer

ence, items which are vague and difficult to quantify. By comparing 

the results of the limited interviews to the earli(~r studies, the 

researcher was able to formulate a basis of ,reference and of comparison 

with 1986 perceptions. The findings are surnrnarizE!d according to the four 

topics mentioned earlier, marriage and family, traditional attitudes, 

education and training and women at work. 

Marriage and Family 

Women are still perceived as being the center of the family. 

They continue to become better educated mainly to teach their own 

children and to take better care of children, husband and home, rather 

than to work outside the horne. There seems to be less resistance to 

women's education and employment, but only if such activities are 

segregated. Married men and young men having lived outside Saudi 

Arabia are more sympathetic to women working than young Saudis living 

in Saudi Arabia. The dowry to be paid for a bride continues to preoccupy 

not only the young men, but also the young women and the parents. Their 

concern is not to get rid of paying a dowry altogether, but rather to 
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pay a smaller amount or to find a solution where a young man can get 

better terms to pay a dowry. Servants continue to dominate conversa

tions; women complain how bad, or lazy they are but they do not seem 

eager to get rid of them. The trend is that parents are marrying their 

daughters older than in pre-oil times; the age seems to have increased 

to 16, and young women themselves want to marry later at around 20 

years of age. 

Although preference is still given to larger families, there 

appears to be a strong inverse correlation between number of children 

and education of the parents. The number of spinsters is on the rise 

and many now advocate increased polygamy and the discouragement of 

foreign wives. 

Traditional Attitudes 

In Saudi Arabia, church and government are one; the government 

runs the country according to Islamic principles and the courts ad

minister justice according to their interpretation of the Holy Quran 

and to the practice and teachings of the Prophet. The laws concerning 

women have not changed. Men and women must comply with all the re

quisites of Islam and be good Hoslims. In addition, women still have 

to wear a veil and the abayah, they are not allowed to drive and they 

need to travel with a mahram. They are segregated from men in educa

tional, working, and entertainment environments, and they must have a 

male guardian. 
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Many respondents expressed preferences to have some of the 

interpretation of the laws changed and to allow women to travel alone, 

to drive, not to have to wear a veil, etc. However, no laws have 

recently been changed to affect women's roles dramatically. 

Education and Training 

WOlDen continue to be trained in ever large numbers and they 

receive higher degrees in still limited fields. Dissatisfaction con

tinues with not being able to major in more fields of study as well as 

with poor career counseling and employment opportunities. The trend 

for the better educated to express dissatisfaction continues; their 

aim is not to be argumentative, but to find solutions and changes that 

will benefit both the women and their country. It is argued that 

participation of women in development will accelerate the replacement 

of expatriates in the labor market; without good education, this would 

be impossible. They feel that the education they are now receiving is 

not always enough to meet their needs or the needs of their country. 

Women at Work 

Saudi women continue to enter the labor force in larger num

bers in the few permitted fields of employment. All positions in 

education could Soon be filled by Saudis, but most Saudi women are 

unable to accept employment even if it is offered and therefore these 

jobs continue to be filled by foreign labor. 

A frequent reason Saudi working women give to explain why they 

work is to serve their country better, and therefore many do not make 

----------- ----------
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careers of their jobs, even though they perceive work as giving them 

some financial independence. Most do not favor se~regation in working 

environments, although they generally like the idea of having banks 

and businesses "for women only." Most working women prefer to work 

full-time, and they feel that nurseries would help them take better 

care of their children; they favor long vacations (one month or more) 

per year and transportation provided by their employer. Preference is 

given to employment in large companies like ARAMCO where opportunities 

for learning different jobs, advancement, and opportunities for self

actualization are more likely to take place than in a smaller company. 

The Ulema are not very happy with women working, but as long as they 

remain segregated they are not campaigning for the abolition of work

ing. The government continues to offer jobs to Saudi \'lomen in the 

permitted fields and it offers higher salaries to Saudi nationals. 

Saudiization, the replacement of foreign labor with Saudi 

national, is on the minds of all Saudfs, and the issue of replacing 

expatriates with women is the major hope for female employment in 

other fields. 

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this study was to assess 

feelings, opinions and attitudes. However, as the study progressed it 

became evident that it would be more beneficial and instructive to try 

to determine what should be done to meet the needs of the country on 

the basis of what people want, taking into account various constraints. 

This finding was carried one step further, leading to an effort to 

---- . __ ._. - .-.- ._-



quantify the problem, thus giving rise to Chapter 6 and the rest of 

the study. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE FEMALE SAUDI WORKFORCE 

The preceding chapters reflect the results of an effort to 

review the perceptions of the current, and likely future roles of 

women in Saudi Arabia. These findings are of necessity subjective, re

lying primarily on the impus1ive reactions and opinions of interviewees 

and writers. As such they provide little insight and guidance to ap

propriate decision-makers about the consequences of implementing 

selected policies that would satisfy women's aspirations, while at the 

same time permitting them to contribute to the Kingdom's economic devel

opment, which in itself is an aspiration of many Saudi women. 

Before any modelling efforts are made to simulate these pol

icies it is necessary to set the stage by quantifying the parameters 

that constrain the economic role that the Saudi woman may be able to 

play. Those parameters consist primarily of supply and demand, the 

educational sector and of the economic aspects or costs associated with 

them. They are discussed in this chapter. 

The Supply of Labor 

Population 

Various estimates are available of Saudi Arabia's population. 

A census was held in 1973 which suggested a local population of 5.9 

million, supplemented by 790,000 foreigners. 
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Most of the foreigners were nationals of North Yemen, and an 

independent survey at the time of the census suggested that many of 

the Yemenis had been counted as Saudis (Duncan, 1986); that survey 

put the 1973 population at 4.3 million Saudis and 1.5 million for

eigners. The population size is as much a matter of political pres

tige as of statistics; when the 1973 census figures were officially 

published the total population was set at 1,012, 642, a figure which 

has not been formally updated and thus was still used in a 1984 pub

lication (Bindagji, 1984). 
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Two recent sources throw some doubt on the above. A survey of 

the Gulf countries (Duncan, 1986) quotes an unidentified 1983 World 

Bank report which gives Saudi Arabia a 10.4 million population and the 

Kingdom's Fourth Development Plan (Ministry of Planning, 1985) sets the 

working age population in 1985 at 5,345,000. Both estimates imply 

that the population growth rate in recent years approached 6%. Since 

the non-Saudi part of the 1974 census was determined to be 792,428 

(11.3%) the 1974 Saudi population would have about 6,220,214. 

Population Growth 

The rate of population growth is also open to many interpreta

tions, partly because of the fact that the population age structure, 

the socia-economic conditions and the ,cultural and religious traditions 

all combine to make Saudi Arabia a rather unique case. Of the many 

case studies performed throughout the world, few are directly 
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applicable. Some of the annual growth rates for Saudi Arabia mentioned 

by earlier researchers are listed below (Akkad, 1983): 

Who (1963) 

Asfour (1965) 

CPO (1970) 

AI-Farsi (1978) 

Akkad (1983) 

1.5% 

2.0% 

3.0% 

2.9% 

2.0-2.5% 

Using the highest figure of 3.0% would yield a 1985 Saudi 

population of about 8.6 million. However, the Fourth Development Plan 

states that "the total Saudi population of working age will grow at an 

average annual rate of 3.8% during the Fourth Plan period" and that 

percentage will be used in this study also for the total Saudi 

population. 

Working Age Population 

The 1974 census found that 48.7% of the population was younger 

than 15 years, and 6.7% was older than 60. Adopting the 15-60 year 

age bracket as our definition of working age population that segment 

would amount to 44.6% of the Saudi nationals. 

The percentage of the working-age population which actually 

constitutes the labor forGe was set in the Plan at a constant 61.4 for 

males, and as a slowly increasing 5.1% in 1985 for females. The dif

ference between those two numbers is of major interest to this study. 

As a result of the above information it is now possible to 

prepare projections for various categories of labor supply, including 
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working age Saudi women. These projections are listed in Table 32, and 

they are also shown for easy comparison in Figure 2; the band between 

''working age" and "employable" population represents those who for 

some reason (sickness, military service, studies, personal preference, 

outside source of income) do not wish to work. 

A major segment of the female working-age population is cur

rently being provided by a seemingly inexhaustible supply of foreign 

women, primarily from neighboring Arabic countries, from the Far East 

(the Philippines, India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Thailand) and to a small 

extent from the Wes t (U. K., C. S. A.). Relat! ve to the sizes of the 

populations of those countries there is no practical constraint on the 

number of workers that could be supplied to fill Saudi vacancies, but 

judging from press releases from the government it may be stated that the 

present (1986) level of foreign employment constitutes an upper limit. 

Therefore, estimated values of the numbers of foreign women presently 

employed in the Kingdom will be used a's the maximum numbers available, 

except in the lower categories for Other Arabic and Eastern women 

because expanded importation of domestic workers is feasible. 

The Educational Sector 

In terms of supplying adequate numbers of properly trained 

employable women the role of the educa,tional sector is crucial. The 

freedom, and even the duty, of women' to seek more knowledge and intel

lectual betterment has been firmly enshrined in the Koran. However, 

it took the wisdom and vision of King Faisal to put theory into 
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Table 32. Projection of Saudi Labor Supply 

Category 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

Total Pop. 9,946 11,984 14,455 17,417 20,989 

Working age feme pop. 2,207 2,659 3,210 3,868 4,661 

Working age male pop. 2,229 2,686 3,237 3,900 4,700 

Total working age pop. 4,436 5,345 6,447 7,768 9,361 

Fem. particip. rate 4.7 5.1 5.5 5.9 6.3 

Fem. labor force 104 137 177 228 294 

Male particip. rate 61.4 61.4 61.4 61.4 61.4 

Male labor force 1,369 1,649 1,984 2,395 2,886 

Total labor force 1,473 1,786 2,161 2,623 3,180 

-----_._-_._. __ .-. __ ._ .. _--- -_.- ---- --
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Figure 2. The Saudi Arabian work force. 
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practice against strenuous opposition from traditional and 

fundamentalist elements. He initiated tbe gradual establishment of 

educational institutions for girls, and a measure of the progress made 

in less than 3 decades may be derived from Figure 3 which is based on 

recent statistics. 

This basic establishment is supplemented by many literacy 

schools, and vocational training centers with thousands more students. 

Higher education is provided by about 20 all-girls colleges 

distributed over the Kingdom, and most of the Universities have special 

sections for women. On occasion women follow courses taught by men, 

using closed circuit television or video tapes. In addition, about 

1,000 Saudi women are pursuing studies abroad. Total University enroll

ment of women, including all post-secondary institutions, probably 

approaches 30,000, at which level an annual production of graduates of 

around 4,000 may be expected. Figures 4 and 5 provide relevant 

projections of the university system's performance. 

Concern with the educational sector is not so much directed at 

the quantity, or the quality, of the graduates, but at the types of 

specialization selected at the University level. 

Figure 6 illustrates in a rather elementary way the incongru

ency of the female labor supply. Many women pursue University studies, 

but in some fields they are creating an oversupply of talent, while in 

others there are urgent shortfalls. The market place responds to this 

primarily by diverting humanities graduates into teaching careers, and 

by importing expatriate females for health related positions and 
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expatriate males in the clerical and commercial areas. The Deputy 

Minister of Higher Education singled out Pharmacy, Accountancy, Nursing, 

Secretarial and Translation skills as fields where insufficient inter

est is shown by women, as compared with future employment opportunities 

(Saudi Gazette, 7 March 1986). USing similar reasoning the University 

of Ankara, Turkey recently decided to terminate religious University 

training for Huslim women; it does not feel that there will be any 

employment opportunities for such graduates. 

The Demand for Labor 

The recent and dramatic expansion of the Saudi economy has 

generated a large and varied number of employment opportunities, many 

of which could be filled by Saudi women. These opportunities consti

tute the demand side of the human resource allocation equation, but it 

is a rather complex matter to formulate accurate estimates of the num

ber of available employment slots, because on the basis of social and 

traditional grounds many of those slots are not expected to be filled 

by women. Many opportunities are not really opportunities from a 

woman's perspective. The discrepancy between theoretical and practi

cal work opportunities will be addressed later by the allocation 

priori ties. 

No statistics are available on work opportunities, but the 

demand for female labor can be gauged from the number of females pres

ently employed. The Ministry of Planning disclosed the breakdown of 

labor force participation by Saudi women in 1985 as shown in Table 33. 
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Table 33. Labor force participation by Saudi women in 1985 

Position Numbers Educational Level 

Agricultural and domestic workers 69,100 Elementary 

Ser"ices 13,300 Secondary 

Sales 1,840 Secondary 

Clerical 4,850 Technical 

Skilled workers 4,150 Technical 

Educators Professional 
43,560 

Administrators, professionals Professional 

Total 136,800 



The . 'total figure mentioned in Table 33 is the one mentioned in the 

Fourth Development Plan. A few comments on this table are in order: 
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- The educational level column was added in order to provide a 

link between this. demand for labor section and the supply 

constraints, particularly as those are being satisfied by the 

educational sector. 

- Almost none of the E-category workers are domestic; most of 

. them are women who are continuing to participate in the agri

cultural activities of the nomads and the settled rural 

population. 

- Many of the skilled workers, in the T-category, are doing 

social work. Where females are expected to participate, such 

as in nursing, pharmacy, etc., the skilled workers are 

overwhelmingly non-Saudi. 

- Many clerical positions involve situations where men and women 

might mix freely; as a result the normal preference in Saudi 

Arabia is to employ foreign males for such positions, rather 

than Saudi females. 

- The P-category of Educators, Administrators and Professionals 

is rather ill-defined. In line with current Saudi practice 

most Saudi employees are rapidly placed in a position with an 

administrative flavor, and such positions are usually classi

fied professional; whether or not the customary professional 

qualifications have been met is then considered of secondary 

importance. Consequently, the category P encompasses all 



positions normally associated with a post-secondary school 

education; that vast majority consists of teachers. 
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Non-Saudi employment.in 1985 is approximately 2,660,000, but 

only a minor portion of this refers to women. Pronouncements in news

papers indicated that in 1985 there were about 121,000 positions being 

occupied by women in the "professional" category, which would mean 

that about 77,440 expatriate women were working in related positions, 

the vast majority of which were Arabic-speaking teachers as illustrated 

on Figure 7. A smaller group occupied positions in higher education 

and in medicine, both as they are related to women only. 

On the other end of the social scale, essentially all female 

agricultural workers are Saudi family members, and it is assumed that 

this number will remain relatively stable at the 60,000 level, because 

traditional agriculture has been little affected by the rise and fall 

of agribusiness elsewhere in the Kingdom. Domestic workers are likely 

to number around 60,000 for the foreseeable future, with most slots 

being filled by servants imported from the Far East, the Asian sub

continent, or neighboring Arab countries. 

The female employment in Technician level positions is 

fairly evenly split between Arab and non-Arab expatriates as indicated 

by sporadic data on visa issuances. The number of positions referred 

to as Nurses and Health Technicians. is shown in Figure 8 for the years 

of interest; the same Figure also shows a projection of female 

doctors' positions. 

____ .. __ ._ - --_'0. 
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Employment pressure favoring Saudi women is likely to be 

strongest in the bracket of workers with a general secondary education, 

which includes positions in the services, in sales and in commerce. 

Few foreign women are now being imported for these jobs; many Arab 

women, some Easterners and a few Western wives now occupy positions in 

those categories only on a casual basis, and with the planned departure 

of more than half a million male expatriates during the next five 

years the supply of casual female workers will also shrink rapidly. 

Figure 9 shows a judicious projection of employment opportunities in 

the service, sales and clerical categories. 

Economic Aspects 

Putting a nation to work costs money, and the exercise of 

mobilizing female workers to fill selected slots in the economy incurs 

expenditures in a number of identifiable categories. It is not always 

easy to recognize the party responsible for those expenditures, and 

for this study this may be visualized as "the nation," possibly per

sonified in the ever-present Decision Maker, the entity which through 

modification of gove:mmental policies can modify all aspects of the 

manpower allocation problem. It seems useful to break the economic 

aspects down into the following categories. 

Salaries 

The easiest component of a compensation package is the direct 

benefit payable to the worker. This includes not only the wage or 

salary, but also other cash payments where applicable, such as housing, 

---- ----_. - _. - -
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transportation and educational allowances for dependents, termination 

benefits, medical insurance and home leave travel. Most allowances 

are either directly (as percentages) related to the salary scale, or 

they are indirectly associated with the level of expertise (and hence 

of compensation) of a given position. For example, certain positions 

of professional or managerial caliber automatically conf,er "family 

status, II with related additional housing and travel benefits. 

Education 

This category is intended to cover a portion of the educational 

investment Saudi society has been making to raise the level of exper

tise of its citizens. A decision to hire a Saudi implies therefore a 

commitment, frequently retroactive, to train the candidate up to the 

required level. Hiring expatriates does not involve such a commitment, 

and they are judged solely on the basis of their qualifications. Con

sequently, the employment of Saudi labor, or "Saudiization," incurs an 

education expense, the magnitude of which may be derived from the 

investments the government has made over the past years. 

It is stipulated that the hypothetical Saudi Decision-Maker is 

able to justify educational expenditures only for Saudi citizens, and 

hence, when called upon to fill a certain number of positions in the 

absence of sufficient qualified Saudi candidates, the choice will be 

between training enough Saudi women so they will meet the qualifica

tions or hiring expatriates who already qualify. The latter policy 

would reduce the stress on the budget of the Ministry of Education~ 



but it would also fly in the face of the firmly entrenched policy of 

Saudiization. 

Importation 
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The utilization of expatriate workers has created a whole 

independent infrastructure devoted almost exclusively to accomodating 

and facilitating the influx of non-Saudi workers. This administrative 

machinery handles: 

- Obtaining, and renewing visas an.ci work permits. 

- Arranging for international travel, sometimes for family members 

as well. 

- Arranging for temporary housing. 

- Providing for medical care and schooling in non-governmental 

(Le., non-Arabic institutions.). 

None of the above apply to Saudi workers, and usually none of these 

arrangements provide immediate cash benefits. to the workers in ques

tion, but large outlays ~f. funds are made nevertheless, which would 

not be required for an all-Saudi labor force. The very dispersion of 

these costs makes it hard to identify and tabulate them. Private com

panies receive reimbursement for such indirect overhead expenses when 

they work under contract and estimates in the range of 50-100% of 

labor cost (i.e., salary) are commonly used. 

Remittances 

A portion of a worker's income is spent, rapidly and locally, 

to meet immediate needs in terms of food, lodging and clothing, and in 
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this respect there is no difference between Saudis and expatriates. 

However, in the disbursement of the balance major discrepancies arise. 

The Saudi woman is more likely to spend her income locally, on herself, 

her home, family and friends, or possibly on travel abroad by a local 

carrier. The expatriate worker, on the other hand, would be more 

inclined to remit all savings abroad, mostly in cash, possibly in kind 

by re-exporting locally purchased goods. 

From the point of view of the national economy the expatriates 

thereby constitute a financial drain, because they do not recycle 

funds, but they remit funds out of the national circulation. The 

actul::ll amounts thus "lost" are difficult to measure since no records 

are being kept. In terms of percentage of salary the remittances are 

likely to be quite high for several reasons: 

- Many expatriate workers come to Saudi Arabia because of high 

unemployment in their home countries. They leave behind families 

to support, and those obligations raise the level of the 

remittances. 

- Some expatriates use a short-term contract in the Middle East to 

build a nest egg for retirement, or for setting up a business at 

home. They maximize savings, and those are usually transferred 

immediately to a financial institution in the home country since 

the devices are quite limited. 

- Even in the absence of the pulling power of commitments at home, 

many expatriates find it difficult to disburse their earnings in 

Saudi Arabia on desirable goods or services. 
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On the basis of personal observations it is felt that the amount of the 

remittance factor may range from 30 to 80% of the cash income, and 

conceptually it is added to that income. 

Subsidy 

The process of Saudiization is making rapid progress in terms 

of numbers employed, particularly in the professional ranks and in all 

positions with an administrative flavor. The latter is frequently 

being interpreted rather broadly, res.embling most white-collar employ

ment, and the main qualification for many appointments now is Saudi 

citizenship, rather than know-how, experience and a proven record of 

productivity. 

It is this qualitative reduction in the labor force that in 

effect constitutes a subsidy, or premium, which the nation pays in 

order to implement its policy of Saudiization. On occasion Saudi 

employers have vented their frustration with the poor return they re

ceived from doing their patriotic duties by hiring Saudi youths in 

preference to experienced expatriates. They also had no problems with 

quantifying their losses, or the subsidies they were paying towards 

the ob j ecti ve of Saudiization. For the purpose of this study, however, 

such definition is more difficult, and some rather arbitrary premiums 

for the professional level positions were adopted. 

The various cost-components discussed above can now be combined 

to provide a realistic economic dimension to the manpower allocation 

problem. This is illustrated in Table 34 where for selected categories 
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Table 34. Calculation of total unit cost factors 

Variable Educa- Imp or- Remit-
(Xi) Salary tion tation tRnce Subsidy Total 

1 16 0 0 0 0 16,000 

13 20 10 0 0 0 30,000 

20 30 ° 12 10 0 52,000 

26 25 8 ° 0 0 33,000 

29 24 0 10 10 0 44,000 

32 24 ° 10 10 ° 44,000 

41 30 0 14 14 0 58,000 

42 30 ° 14 14 0 58,000 

47 32 0 14 14 0 60,000 

54 54 0 20 20 ° 94,000 

57 54 0 20 20 ° 94,000 

66 60 0 24 24 0 108,000 

75 80 50 0 ° 41 171,000 

76 80 50 0 0 41 171,000 

78 70 13 40 50 0 173,000 

79 80 ° 40 50 0 170,000 

88 80 0 0 ° 20 160,000 

96 80 ° 60 30 0 170,000 

Note: Values in columns 2 through 6 are in 1,000 SR. 



of workers the various cost components were tabulated in order to 

arrive at "total" costs of employing given workers in certain work 

categories. The identification of worker categories in this table 

according to variables ~i) corresponds to the notation used in 

Chapter 7. These cost factors are the ones that will be used later 

in the modelling phase. 

Summary 
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Chapters 3, 4, and 5, provided information on Saudi women; 

their historical and likely future role, present attitudes, opinions, 

and restrictions on women, and some of their desires and aspirations. 

This type of informrlt ion because of its subj ective nature, 

does not provide enough facts or insight to a decision maker to make 

good, sound decisions. If a decision maker was committed to make a 

decision on how to best allocate, or utilize Saudi women manpower, 

armed only with the knowledge derived from this data, the decision 

maker could only arrive at a decision based on hunches or buest guesses, 

and would be better off if in addition to this information, the deci

sion makers also possessed the facts and figures to back up the 

decision. Chapter 6 was written to provide these mi~Edng facts and 

figures. 

Sound decisions on manpower planning involve the collection, 

processing, updating and storage of a sizable amount of information to 

be used when making decisions. Because of these reasons, the trend at 

present is to use a computer and a program that will allow this easy 



acc~ss and manipulation of data, such as the program used in 

Chapter 7. 
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The information ccllected in Chapter 6 consisted of collecting 

the best available numbers on three parameters of the model: a) The 

supply of female labor (such as the estimated populc,tion figure for 

Saudi Arabia, the composition, rate of growth and working age of the 

f€!lI'.ale population, projections of enrollments and graduates at all 

educational levels, and the discrevancy in the fields of study to 

employment) p b) the demand for female. labor (such as the nwnber of work 

opportunities for females, and labor force p, .. rticipation) and c) the 

cost of female labor (such as the costs of employing Saudi females, 

costs in hiring non-Saudi labor). This information added a new dimen

sion to the knowledge of the female workforce in the Kingdom, besides 

knowing the concerns, needs and aspirations of women. The decision 

maker does now also possess information on where these women are and 

their numbers. 

With these different types of data collected in Chapters 3 to 

6, it is now possible to formulate a computer model that will aid the 

decision maker in arriving at the best or optimal decisions. 



CHAPTER 7 

OPTIMIZING THE USE OF THE FEMALE LABOR FORCE 

Programming sticks upon the shoals 
Of incommensurate multiple goals 
And where the tops are no one knows 
When all our peaks become plateaus 
The top is anything we think 
When m~asuring makes the mountains shrink. 

The upshot is, we cannot tailor 
Policy by a single scalar, 
Unless we know the priceless price 
Of Honor, Justice, Pride and Vice. 
This means a crisis is arising 
For simple-minded optimizing. 

Kenneth Bouldingl 

The preceding pages have set the stage for an effort to test 

the consequences of various manpower policies with regard to the small 

female labor force in the Kingdom, and in particular to the even 

smaller Saudi contingent. In many respects Saudi Arabia has a central-

ly planned economy and the utilization of the female labor force may 

be seen as a partial nationwide solution to a manpower allocation 

problem, which could be centrally implemented. Presently only a very 

small portion of the Saudi labor force is being utilized and any new 

1. A poem introducing the paper by A. Chames and W. W. 
Cooper, "Constrained Extremization Models and Their Use in Developing 
Systems Measures," in M. D. Mesarovic (ed.), Views on General System 
Theory, Wiley, New York, 1964, p. 61. 
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allocation policies would have a major impact on the roles of women in 

Saudi Arabia. 

The allocation of scarce res.ources, e.g., raw materials, funds, 

manpower, usually amounts to a multiobjective-multicriteria problem, 

whereby a decision-maker attempts to reach as many objectives as pos

sible; a number of criteria and priorities is used to rank the objec

tives in accordance with established policies. Once all the 

constraints have somehow been quantified, the allocation itself can be 

accomplished by a variety of mathematical techniques, most of which 

are simple in concept, but computationally daunting; the digital com

puter solves the latter problem. Optimization is achieved by reaching 

the objectives sequentially in a descending order of importance or 

priority. This Chapter .descr .:.bes an exercise covering several 

scenarios, each one of which can be presented as an optimal use 6f 

female labor force from some point of view. 

Decision-Making Parameters 

Manpower planning involves the allocation of a resource (man

power) over a range of demands. The planning and management aspects 

cover a set of policies and actions which fire aimed at achieving a 

balance between manpower supply and demand. This balance may be 

defined in terms of optimal efficiency, where optimal depends on the 

specific planning context; four groups of parameters determine the 

required balance. The available labor force, the required labor force, 

cost and preferences. 
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The Available Labor Force 

This parameter represents the supply, or the number of women 

that is available to participate in the Saudi labor market. A deter

~nation of availability is not simply a matter of numbers, but it 

includes an assessment of whether particular individuals meet any or 

all of the following requirements: 

- Saudi citizenship 

- Fluency in Arabic 

- Adherence to Islam 

- Qualifications for a given position 

The relative importance of those criteria varies with the 

position in question, and consequently 'availability is a flexible 

term. For instance, many qualified Egyptian women are ready to run 

the Saudi school system, but they are not available because for 

adminis.trative positions Saudi citizenship is required. Many trained 

Saudi women could perform as commercial or clerical workers, but they 

are not available because their activities might bring them in con

tact with men, which is not allowed. 

For practical purposes the number of women available for gain

ful employment in the Kingdom, under current restrictive practices, 

is set equal to those presently employed. Future growth estimates of 

their numbers were deduced from the Development Plans. 
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The Required Labor Force 

The number of positions available determines the numbers', and 

the level, of workers required to sustain a certain economic activity. 

An excess of workers creates unemployment, and a shortfall requires 

labor importation. In principle this applies, of course, also in 

Saudi Arabia, but some peculiar conditions apply. 

Sometimes a certain number of (potentially female) workers is 

required, but for reasons other than availability those Saudi female 

workers .are declared non-available and the demand is met by import

ing females or by substituting males. 

For the purpose of this study the required female labor force 

has been taken as the number of women actually working at this time 

(1985), with projections for the future based on pronouncements by the 

relevant authorities. 

Cost 

There are several criteria by which a decision-maker can judge 

the desirability of meeting certain female manpower needs from selected 

supplies, but the easiest one to quantify is cost. This presumes that 

data are available on the components of the cost factor, which were 

discussed and identified in Chapter 6. The proposed model uses unit 

coste: associated with every decision variable (Xi). In each case that 

unit cost was calculated by adding the relevant cost components as 

obtained from Chapter 6. An additional cost-adjustment was made in a 

few cases as will be explained later under the heading Calibration. 
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Preferences 

There exist numerous ways to match manpower supply with demand, 

and each has its own advantages and disadvantages. It behooves the 

decision-maker to express, at least in an abstract way, which alterna

tives are most acceptable to him. He may want to identify criteria 

for judgment, and priorities in their application. 

Phrased differently, it may not always be possible to satisfy 

some of the relevant constraints and it is the decision-maker's 

responsibility to identify a priority structure applicable to meeting, 

or not meeting, various goals. 

In the modelling phase the priorities and weights were chosen 

such that they would reasonably reflect the manpower policy presently 

followed by the Saudi Government. That policy was to a large extent 

deduced from pronouncements in official publications, the literature, 

current writings and interviews. In the course of the past few 

decades Saudi Arabia has witnessed many changes including some in the 

perception of a woman's role as a participant in the development of 

her country by accepting her place in the labor market. The modelling 

effort described in the following pages is aimed at assessing the 

impacts and the consequences of certain changes in that role. 

A Programming Model 

Selecting a Technique 

Traditional decision making has been characterized by a single 

objective, for instance the single-minded pursuit of power, of money, 
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or of leisure time. However, increased knowledge and an increased 

capability of absorbing and processing information have enabled man 

to simultaneously consider the purs,uit of several objectives as well 

as the consequences of making tradeoffs between those objectives or 

goals. 

To many midd1e- and lower-level decision makers the paramount 

objective used to be to please one's superior, and in a hierarchical 

power structure, such as the one used in Saudi Arabia, this is still 

frequently the case. Such a decision-making framework does not encour

age a multiobjective line of thinking, and it may serve a useful pur

pose to dwell briefly on some philosophical aspects of resource 

allocation, as paraphrased from an interesting discussion by Lee (1972). 

The basic problem of optimal resource allocation may be solved, 

or at least alleviated, by increasing the resources, which is largely 

the accepted philosophy of Western culture. If there are several 

demands, all of them competing for scarce resources, technological 

means are often available to meet all or most of those demands, utiliz

ing new ideas and/or hard work. In the process the setting of priori

ties loses much of its significance. 

A fundamentally different approach relies on reducing the 

aggregate demands to the level of the available resources through the 

exercise of self-discipline or ascetism, terms most often associated 

with Eastern cultures. A gradual process of belt-tightening would also 

eliminate the need for the articulation of preferences, since the 

(reduced) demands are all being met. 
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Saudi Arabia is at the cross-roads of East and West. Both 

tradition and religion tend to throw an Eastern light on its society, 

but the economic development of the past few decades seems to have 

instilled many Western values, including a desire to exploit and 

develop the local resources for the economic betterment of the whole 

populetion. On this premise the use of decision-analysis, as exempli

fied in this case by Goal Programming, seems to be appropriate and 

justified. 

The technique of linear programming, of which Goal Programming 

is a modification, has assumed a significant role since the early 

years of World War II when more sophisticated methods were required in 

military planning. A key role in this development was played by 

Charnes and Cooper who published an early textboo,k (1961), in addition 

to numerous special-purpose articles and research papers (Charnes 

et al., 1976; Charnes et al., 1968; Charnes, Cooper, and Ljiri, 1963). 

Several applications have since been discussed in the areas of popula

tion planning (Haussman and Hess, 1960; Fisk, 1979), managing portfolio 

selection (Lee and Lerro, 1973), accounting control (Ijiri, 1965), 

municipal economic planning (Lee and Sevebeck, 1971) and water 

res,ources development (Goichoechea, Duckstein, and Fogel, 1976). 

Textbooks devoted to Goal Programming were written by Lee (1972) and 

Ignizio (1976), and the technique has been described prominently in 

many other texts dealing with multiobjective decision-making techniques 

(e.g., Zeleny, 1982; Cohon, 1978). 
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An Illustration of Goal Programming 

The operation of the Goal Programming (GP) technique will be 

illustrated with an example, which has been kept very simple, because 

that will allow a graphical explanation. 

It is assumed that a certain decision maker (DM) is responsible 

for supplying water to a city. He has available two sources from 

which he can take two rates of flow, Xl and X2 • One source is a 

groundwater reservoir from which almost any convenient rate can be 

withdrawn, i.e., Xl is continuously flexible. The second source is a 

seawater desalination plant, which consists of several independent 

production units, each one of which should work at full capacity for 

maximum efficiency. Flexibility is not continuous, but discrete; the 

production of desalinated water can be increased in steps only, by 

starting or stopping extra units. 

The DM consults with Mr. A, one of his engineers, to see what 

flow rate the city requires and he is told that the average demand is 

12 million gallons per day (MGD). In equation form this corresponds 

to: 

(a) 

The DM finds out from Mr. B, the manager of the desalination plant, 

that pure desalinated water can be supplied efficiently only in incre-

ments of 3 MGD, or: 

X = 3 
2 

(or X2 = 6) (b) 
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(b ') 

etc. 

The DM's water quality expert, Mr. C, has determined that, in order to 

reach optimum water quality of the blended water, mixing will be re-

qui red in the ratio of 8 parts groundwater to 15 parts desalinated 

water, which corresponds to the equation: 

(c) 

Equations (a), (b) and (c) represent the "goals, objectives or prefer-

ences" of Mr. A, Mr. B and Mr. Cj the equations are plotted on Figure 

10 which also shows the DM's dilemma. His problem is to select a 

point on this graph, i.e., a mixture of Xl and X2, that satisfies the 

three equations simultaneously. Such a point would be the intersection 

of (a), (b) and (c), but in this case there is no such point and there-

fore it is not possible to satisfy the preferences of A, B and C at 

the same time and the DM will have to deviate from one or more of the 

preferences expressed to him. This situation calls for the concept of 

"deviational variables" which is illustrated in Figure 10 by the 

symbols d~, d!, etc. Any point chosen on line (a) satisfies the prefer

ences of Mr. Aj since in that case there are no deviations from his 

preferences both d- and d+ are zero. A point chosen to the right of a a 

line (a) would indicate that the goal of 12 MGD is being overachieved, 

- + i.e., d would be zero, but d would have some finite value. a a 

Suppose now that the DM chooses point P as his solution. The 

values of d!, ~ and d: would all be zero, but d~, ~ and d~ would all 
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have finite values. Mrs. A, B and C would all be dissatisfied 

because their respective goals were not met. 

The DM then has to make a value judgment on the priorities he 

wants to put on satisfying A vs. the others, etc. If A is very impor-

tant the DM is likely to choose any point on line (a), such as L or M, 

and if C gets second priority point L is the choice. This will leave 

Mr. B dissatisfied, as indicated by a finite value of ~, while all 

other d's will be zero. Similar reasoning could be used to defend the 

choices of either K or M; a compromise solution could be point N, 

which would not satisfy anyone, but at least the three deviational 

- + -variables d , ~. and d would all be very small. 
a 0 c 

The basic aim of Goal Programming is to find the "best" solu-

tion to linear problems such as this one by trying to reduce all 

deviational variables to zero. It does this gradually in a stepwise 

fashion by the so-called Simplex method according to priorities speci-

fied by the DH. For this illustrative Case the complete GP formula-

tion would be: 

subject to: 

12 ( a") 

x -2 <+~ 6 (b ") 

l5Xl - 8X2 - d+ + 
c ~ 0 (c ") 

Xl' X2' 
+ dl , d~ > 0 
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The objective function Z, as formulated above, indicates that the DM 

is anxious (see PI) not to provide too little water, and also that he 

wants the quality (i.e., the blending) to be exactly right. The effi-

ciency of the desalination plant is a concern of second priority (P2) 

to the DM. The other four equations are the constraints, the last 

one simply stating that all decision variables (Xl and X2) and all 

deviational variables (d; and d~) should be either zero or some 

positive number. 

In this simple case there is actually no need for a GP model 

since the two-dimensional (two-variable) graphical solution shown in 

Figure 10 illustrates all the options. However, for 3 or more vari-

abIes the graphical solution no longer suffices and an analytical 

method is required. 

A final comment on nomenclature is in order. The three con-

straints a, band c are linear equations, i.e., straight lines in 

Figure 10. Messrs. A, Band C all had different goals or objectives, 

and thus the problem is multiobjective. The DM used his judgment to 

articulate his preferences in advance, by allocating priorities (P.) 
~ 

to minimize the deviational variables (d.). Goal Programming is, 
~ 

therefore, usually referred to as a Multiobjective Linear Programming 

method with prior articulation of preferences. 
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Model Formulation 

For this study a Goal Programming (GP) model was formulated 

along the lines of the illustrative example. The objective function 

is in the standard form: 

Min Z = PI (so~e d's) + P2 (some d's) + P3 (some d's) 

etc. 

The term some d's refers to the fact that, the DM will select for 

each model run which d's belong to each priority. 

The constarints can be grouped in several categories. There 

are several supply constraints according to the categories in which the 

supply of the female labor force is subdivided; twelve such categories 

were identified, as illustrated in Table 35 and, therefore, there are 

12 ~onstraints of the form: 

x +x. +x + .• a -0 c 

where NA stands for the Numbers Available of female workers in a 

given category. 

There are also several demand constraints according to the 

categories of positions for which female workers are required. Eight 

such categories were identified as shown in Table 35 leading to 8 

demand constraints of the form: 

where NR stands for the Number Required of female workers for given 

positions. There are now 20 equations and this array of 8 by 12 

equations results in a total of 96 decision variables, each of which 



Table 35. Summary of Input/Output Information for Run 

Run: SUPPLY DEMAND Year: 

Nationality Saudi Other Arabie: Eastern Western 

Edue:. Numbers 

level (EL) Elem. See:. Tech • Prof. Sac. Tee:h. Prof. Sec. Tee:h. Prof. Tech. Prof. Required EL Positions 
(NR) 

Numbers 
evail. (NA) 

Equations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Cost Agricultural 
Variable 13 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 U E workers 
Value 

Cost Urban and 
Variable 14 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 E domestic 
Value 

Cost 
Variable 15 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 S Service industry 
Value 

Cost Sales and 
Variable 16 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 S commercial workers 
Value 

Cost 
Variable 17 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 T Clerical workers 
Value 

Cost Nurses and social 
Variable 18 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 T workera 
Value 

Cost 
Variab1s 19 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 P Educators 
Value 

Cost Doctors, Engineers, 
Variable 20 85 86 87 SB B9 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 P Lawyers, Professors 

...... 
V1 
\0 
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represents a flow of workers from a given supply category to a given 

type of positions. The values of those 96 variables are the desired 

answers of the GP model. 

Another important constraint, not referred to in the illustra-

tive example or in Table 35, is cost. The transfer of anyone individ-

ual from a given supply category t~ a specific employment slot involves 

a unit cost for that particular transfer, or for that decision variable. 

The 12 supply categories and the 8 demand categories are largely iden-

tified on the basis of educational level, and hence education costs 

are the most easily identifiable cost factors. Other economic factors 

also come into play, as was discuss.ed in Chapter 6, and together they 

generate certain unit costs (C.) associated with the decision vari
J. 

abIes (X.). Once the values of all C. and X. have been determined the 
J. J. J. 

total cost of this manpower allocation can be determined as the sum of 

all the products C.X .• If there were a given budget available for 
J. J. 

this effort we could formulate equation 21 as: 

C.x. 
J. J. 

-d;l + d;l = Budget. 

In fact, there does not exist one overall budget for the promotion of 

women's employment, although there are, scattered allover the govern-

mental landscape, numerous budgets and financial incentive programs 

that somehow benefit the introduction of women to the market place. 

A meaningful question is: What are the financial consequences of any 

given policy, or set of preferences? Equation 21 provides an answer 

to that question by setting the Budget equal to zero. Since in fact 
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the whole enterprise of meeting the identified demand with the 

available supply will not be accomplished with zero costs it is obvi-

ous that the zero cost target will not be achieved. Instead, there 

+ is likely to be a considerable overachievement (d2l) which when sub-

tracted from the actual cost (CiXi ) will yield the desired budget goal 

+ of zero. In other words, the value of d2l represents the magnitude of 

the actual cost. 

In addition to the above-mentioned 21 equations a set of 12 

socio-economic or non-technical constraints may be considered. They 

are very similar in composition to equations 1 through 12 with two 

exceptions: 

1. All the right-hand-side constants are zero. 

2. Only positive deviational variables are present. 

The purpose of these equations is to give the DM an option to encour-

age, or discourage, the use of any particular supply category, not on 

the basis of availability as was done in equations 1-12, but on the 

basis of other types of reasoning. For instance if it would be decided 

that professional women from other Arabic countries should be discour-

aged from working in Saudi Arabia, then the DM can put a high priority 

on minimizing d;8. The practical effect of such a move would be to 

minimize also all the decision variables in equation 28) similar to 

equation 7) and thus very few, or no, "Other Arabic Professional" women 

would be utilized. 

The complete Model Formulation is illustrated in Figure 11 

where: 
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OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

12 Supply Constraints 

v + d- - d+ = 
+ "85 1 1 

x'} + X 1-1 + ..... + X8G + ci~ - d~ = R., ,-

X 12 d~2 
+ + X14 

+ ..... + X9G + - ci
12 = R12 

S Demand Constraints 

Xl + X,) + + X 12 
+ d~3 - + 

d
13 = Rl3 

X 24 d~.} 
+ 

X13 
+ Xl,} + ..... + + - d

14 = R14 

1 BudgC't Constraint : 

12 Socio-Economic Constrain ts 

X'} + ,. + + '\" - d-
"14 . . . . . "SG 23 = 

Figure 11. Model Formulation. 



Pi = Priorities (-) 

Di = Sets of deviational variables (di ) 

Ri = Right Hand Side Cons·tants. (NA, NR, Budget, etc.) 

UC. = Unit Costs (in 103 SR/year/person) 
l. 

3 = Decision Variables (nos. of women, in 10 ). 

- + 6 It should be noted that the dimensions of d21 , d21 and R21 are 10 

SR/year. 

The computerized manipulation of the model is discussed in 

an Appendix. 

Calibration and Simulation 

Almost every mathematical or physical analogy model requires 

calibration before it can be used with confidence to make predictive 

simulations. These phases are described below; the computer proced-

ures which were utilized are described in an Appendix A. 

Calibration 

The flow of information in the decision-maker's mind, and in 

the model, may be schematically illustrated as shown in Figure 12. 

The letters in parentheses correspond to the notation used in Table 

35 and in Figure 11. 

Normally the allocations (X.) would be the unknowns, but for 
l. 

the past and the present those allocations have in fact already been 

made; the number of women actually working in various positions is 

known. Therefore, using that information it is possible to derive a 
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quantification of the preference structure, values for Pi and D
i

, such 

._--- ------- _._---_ .. _--- .... _------------ -'-- ~ 
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workel's 
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Figure 12. Flow of information in decision maker's mind and in the 
model. 
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that the known input in terms of NA, NR and C
i 

will in fact produce the 

known capital in terms of X .• 
1 

This process was accomplished by trial-and-error for the year 

1985. A first priority was assigned to all Supply and Demand devia-

tional variables, and the model had no problems in satisfying all 

demands by allocating the available female labor force. Then a second 

+ priority was assigned to minimizing the overall cost (i.e., d2l) and a 

third priority was used for some of the Socio-Economic constraints. 

This resulted in some realignment of the outputs, but they still did 

not quite match the required 1985 values. The discrepancies did not 

exist between complete categories, either on the supply or the demand 

side, but between a few individual allocations, indicating that 

manipulation of weights and priorities of the constraint equations 

would not result in a better calibration. Therefore, selected adjust-

ments were made in some of the cost coefficients (C.); these may be 
1 

viewed as incentive (or dis-incentive) payments by the decision maker 

to selected labor categories. 

This fine-tuning of the model yielded a calibrated 1985 

version. The illustration of the computer input and output in the 

AppendiJ~ is in fact this same 1985 calibration model run. 

The policy underlying this calibration may be summarized by 

the statements: 

The highest priority is given to utilizing all available women 

to fill all available positions. 



The availability of non-Saudi women is decided by the 

implementation of recruitment and work-visa regulations. 

- Overall cost is a second priority. 
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- The unit cost of filling a particular position is determined by 

adding the costs of salaries, educational expenses, importation 

expenses, overseas remittances, and incentive costs. 

Simulation 

The 1985 preference structure (i.e., the Pi' Di and Ci values 

obtained during calibration) was used to simulate the effects of con

tinuing the same manpower policy into the years 1990, 1995 and 2000. 

For those simulated model runs the constraint parameters were adjusted 

in accordance with the projections made in Chapter 6. 

The outcomes of the simulations are shown in Table 36; 

Figure 13 illustrates how the cost would increase over the next 15 

years. In order to distinguish this no-change strategy from the 

alternatives to be discussed below the simulation was called Strategy A. 

In reviewing the output of the simulation runs for future 

years, as reflected in Table 36, Decision Variables for Strategy A, 

simulation it should be stressed that the model makes a consistent 

application of the preference structure used for the calibration. Some 

results may appear to be somewhat difficult to reconcile with current 

social attitudes. 

For example, although the number of urban and domestic work

ers was kept constant at 60,000 fro~ 1980 to 2000, the Saudi contingent 
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Table 36. Decision variables for Strategy A, simulation 

Year 
Variable Unit Cost 

(Xi) (UCi ) 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

1 16 53 60 60 60 60 
5 53 7 0 0 0 0 

13 30 0 9 19 42 60 
17 52 1 0 24 0 0 
20 52 59 51 17 18 0 
26 33 12 15 18 23 30 
29 44 38 31 0 4 0 
32 44 0 14 52 53 60 
37 90 0 0 0 0 12 
41 58 6 25 36 61 50 
42 58 36 16 11 3 0 
44 0 0 0 0 0 9 
47 60 1 9 10 0 0 
53 95 0 0 0 0 10 
54 94 0 24 63 50 61 
57 94 33 36 17 40 39 
59 96 7 0 0 10 10 
63 110 0 0 0 0 9 
66 108 12 17 0 27 22 
69 108 0 0 22 0 4 
75 171 15 19 32 41 44 
76 171 23 27 36 46 59 
78 173 23 21 9 2 0 
79 170 39 43 46 47 46 
88 160 3 7 12 16 21 
96 170 4 4 4 4 4 

Cost 32,240 37,360 43,371 48,924 55,041 

d; 0 0 0 0 0 

d9 0 0 0 0 0 
) 

d~l 0 0 0 0 0 

d~2 0 0 0 0 0 
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gradually grew from ° to 60,000. Few Saudi women would accept, in 

1985, that 60,000 of them would be employed in dpmestic positions in 

about 15 years. 

Less surprising is the gradual Saudiization of the positions 

in the professional categories, which is in line with the anticipated 

production of the Kingdom's educational institutions. 

The pattern for nurses and social workers (variables 66 and 69) 

displays an anomaly in 1990; the model wants us to believe that there 

will be a sudden, temporary, change from Arabic to Eastern women. In 

fact, since the unit cost figures for variables 66 and 69 were found 

to be the same, the computer has no way to distinguish between them, 

and it is the relative constancy in their sum which is more noticeable. 

However, by 2000 a sizeable input (variable 63 = 9,000) of .Saudi nurses 

may be expected. A similar pattern is evident in the "Sales and 

Commercial" cat~gory. 

Alternative Strategies 

As the Kingdom passes through various stages of development its 

policies cha~ge from time to time in accordance with economic, politi

cal and social requirements. This is easily demonstrated by comparing 

the development priorities stipulated in successive Five Year Develop

ment Plans. In the decade of the 70's much emphasis WaS placed on the 

creation of an adequate infrastructure, even if that meant importing 

labor as well as materials; cost considerations received little 

attention • 

. _--'. --------- -----_. --- -- --- - _.- ._.-
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The current Fourth Development Plan pays scant attention to 

infrastructure, except for maintenance, but it gives high priority to 

cost-efficiency, to the reduction of subsidies, and to the Saudiization 

of the labor force. Therefore, it is of interest to assess the impacts 

of some alternative manpower development strategies, because they may 

be given consideration in the future. 

In order to study some possible effects of Saudiization a few 

versions of a 1985 Strategy B were tested: 

a. This version assumed an increase by 10% across the board of 

the numbers of women available. 

b. This version put a high priority on full employment of Saudi 

women only, while removing the concern for unemployment of 

available expatriates. 

c. In this scenario the same lack of concern for unemployment is 

applied to all. 

d. This case stipulates a 10% increase in supply and a 10% 

decrease in positions. 

e. This version sees a 10% increase in both supply and demand of 

the female labor force. 

Table 37, Decision Variables from 5 Versions of Strategy B, 

Saudiization 1985, summarizes the outcomes of the above versions of 

a Saudiization strategy, and several conclusions can be drawn from them. 

First of all, it should be noted that no version caused an 

underachievement in utilizing Saudi manpower. Those underachievements 



Table 37. Decision variables resulting from five versions of 
Strategy B, Saudiization (1985) 

Version 
Variable Unit Cost 

(Xi) . (UC.) a b c 
1. 

1 16 60 60 
13 30 16 16 See b 
20 52 44 44 
26 33 17 17 
29 44 0 0 
30 44 15 15 
32 44 28 28 
41 58 50 50 
42 58 0 0 
44 58 0 0 
47 60 0 0 
54 94 42 38 
57 94 8 22 
59 96 10 0 
66 108 17 17 
75 171 21 21 
76 171 30 26 
78 173 12 16 
79 170 47 47 
88 160 7 11 
96 170 4 0 

d 

54 
22 
32 
17 

0 
37 
0 
5 
0 

40 
0 

34 
10 
10 
15 
21 
31 
0 

47 
6 
4 

Cost 37.164 37,112 33,225 

d; 12 12 57 

d-
9 

32 18 30 

d~1 0 10 0 

d~2 0 4 0 

------- -------- ---~ ---~- --- - --- ~-
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e 

66 
10 
26 
17 
33 

0 
16 
28 
17 

0 
10 
26 
40 
0 

19 
21 
29 
24 
47 

8 
4 

41,103 

1 

0 

0 

0 
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(d~) occurred primarily in equations 5 (Other Arabic) and 0 (Eastern). 

The fact that versions band c gave identical re~ults merely indicates 

that, using the given model parameters, the Saudi labor force is 

competitive on a cost basis alone, and does n.ot need extra protective 

policies. Comparing versions a, d and e indicates that a change in the 

balance between supply and demand towards increasing the supply would 

lead to a sharp cut in the number of Other Arabic and Eastern women 

employed. In fact this would be an application of lIimport substitu

tion, II the replacement of imported workers by Saudis. 

From a financial point of view it may be noted that: 

- Stricter Saudiization (version b) would yield some monetary 

savings. 

- In a tight labor market (version d) the cost would be slightly 

less, because of the IIfC"rced li use of slightly cheaper Saudis. 

- In a relaxed, demand-oriented labor market the cost would con-

versely be slightly higher. 

A few strategy C versions were tested to see what effect a 

higher priority on minimizing costs would have. A simple exchange of 

top priorities between equations 1 through 20 on the one hand, and 

equation 21 on the other, lead to the logical result of zero cost: 

the best way to minimize cost is not ~o spend anything on any manpower. 

Somewhat more realistic results were obtained from (arbitrarily) 

reducing the original calibrated cost of SR 37,360 x 106 to some lower 

levels, as summarized in Table 38. These reductions did not affect 
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Table 38. Decision variables resulting from budget cut scenarios (1985) 

Budget (SR) 
Variable Unit Cost 

37x109 30x109 25x109 20x109 
(Xi) (UC

i
) 

1 16 60 60 60 60 
13 98 9 9 9 9 
17 52 0 0 6 51 
20 52 51 51 45 0 
26 33 15 15 15 15 
29 44 31 0 0 0 
30 44 0 31 25 26 
32 44 14 14 20 19 
41 58 25 13 50 0 
42 58 16 28 0 0 
44 58 0 0 0 46 
47 60 9 9 0 4 
51 97 0 5 19 19 
54 94 24 19 32 0 
57 94 36 36 0 36 
59 96 0 0 9 5 
63 110 0 14 0 0 
64 120 0 3 17 17 
66 108 17 0 0 0 
75 171 19 0 0 0 
76 171 27 24 6 6 
78 173 21 0 0 0 
79 170 43 43 31 1 
88 160 7 7 11 11 
96 170 4 4 0 0 

d; 0 43 0 0 

d6 0 0 21 52 

d; 0 0 12 42 

d~ 0 0 36 0 

d~2 0 0 4 4 

d~9 0 43 73 103 
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Saudi employment, but most cuts in manpower use were made in the 

"Other Arabic" category. The model decided to search for the required 

savings by gradually reducing the "educators" category, as illustrated 

by increasing values of d~9. This would be accomplished primarily by 

eliminating the "Other Arabic" sectors of the labor supply. 

In addition to the above, three rather academic strategies 

were investigated, favoring respectively the Eastern, Western and Other 

Arabic groups of women. Those preferences were in each case manifested 

by removing the concern for unemployment of the other categories, and 

the results are summarized in Table 39 together with the outcomes of 

the 1985 Strategy B, version b run, which represents a preference for 

Saudi women. The values of the sporadic deviational variables indicate 

that the "preferred" groups escape non-utilization, or unemployment. 

The costs are the same, except in the case of full reliance in Western

ers. In general the different "favored-status," policies do not make 

major differences in the allocation of the manpower allocation results, 

particularly if the computational anomalies are ignored. 

Summary 

The consequences of decisions on various manpC:wer policies 

regarding the female force in the Kingdom with the aid of a computer 

program entitled Goal Programming were tested in this chapter. 

This chapter defines and describes Goal Programming. it ex

plains how the program works and why this technique was selected in 

this study to aid decision makers in solving manpower problems. An 
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Table 39. Decision variables in cases of non-Saudi preferences (1985) 

Preferences 

Variable Unit Cost Other 
(Xi) (UCi ) Saudi Arabic Eastern Western 

1 16 60 60 60 60 
13 98 16 16 16 16 
20 52 44 44 44 44 
26 33 17 17 17 17 
29 44 0 12 0 0 
30 44 15 3 15 15 
32 44 28 28 28 28 
41 58 50 50 32 18 
42 58 0 0 18 32 
54 94 38 50 20 10 
57 94 22 10 40 40 
59 96 0 0 0 10 
66 108 17 17 '>- 17 17 
75 171 21 21 21 21 
76 171 26 26 26 30 
78 1/3 16 16 16 12 
79 170 47 47 47 47 
88 160 11 11 11 7 
96 170 0 0 0 4 

d; 12 0 30 44 

dg 18 30 0 0 

d~1 10 10 10 0 

d~2 4 4 4 0 

Cost 37,112 37,112 37,112 37,164 

----.-.... ---
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illustration of another application of goal programming is given to 

establish the flexibility of the program and to help visualize how the 

program works and appreriate how much time is saved in computation work 

by using a computer and the progu,m. 

The need to calibrate the model is emphasized to insure that 

the results from running the model are correct and can be used with 

confidence. Year 1985, was used to calibrate the model for the number 

of available labor force, required labor force and costs of labor were 

known, as well as the national policies. 

After the calibration phase was successful, a simulation run 

was carried on for the purpose of seeing what the effects of continuing 

the same manpower policy in the years 1990, 1995 and 2000 would be. 

Adjusting the constrain parameters according to projections made in 

the Fourth Development Plan, the simulation results showed the increas

es of cost for the years and showed conflicts that might arise if pres

ent policy is not changed, for example, there will be a need to fill 

60,000 jobs in the "urban and don:estic" category with female Saudi 

labor in the next 15 years, since this situation may not be desirable, 

the simulation phase allows the decision maker to change or modify 

policy before the situation arises. 

Five other model simulations were run, called strategies in 

order to study some of the possible effects of Saudiization, assuming 

different conditions. The results highlighted the categories of work

ers that would be replaced by Saudis and of the effects on cost. 
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Goal prograrn.'Iling was found to be a valuable and reliable tool 

to aid decision makers in optimizing the use of female labor in Saudi 

Arabia. The use of the technique is expensive and expertise on the 

use of the program is not easily available. It is recommended that 

because it is a costly technique it should be used only when there is 

a large volume of data and when solving multi-objective and 

multi-criteria problems. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

1. From various sources of information such as current writings 

in the popular press and conversations with a varied sample 

of Saudi women, it has become evident that the role of women 

in Saudi Arabia is gradually developing in the direction of 

participating in the labor force in order to contribute to 

the development of the country. The actual participation, 

as evidenced by published statistics on the employment of 

women, lags far behind the perception of the potential 

participation. 

2. Saudi Arabia, and many of its sister nations in the ~liddle 

East, is often seen as a restrictive and intolerant society, 

particularly by observers accustomed to a separation of 

church and state, and this perception has the connotation 

that the country is unstable and on the verge of upheaval. 

In fact, the Kingdom is surprisingly a nation at peace, to 

a large extent because there .is considerable room for dif-

ferences, and this domestic tolerance is illustrated by the 

scope and frequency of comments and observations in the 

public media, some of which are penetrating and critical. 
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3. The facts show that the educational level of Saudi women has 

been climbing rapidly, and in terms of literacy the image of 

an underdeveloped' nation has by now been virtually elimi

nated. As shown by labor statistics this educational progress 

has not yet been transformed into a significant role in pro

ductive participation in national economic development, but 

it has lead to a more active participation and assertiveness 

on a personal level. Women are playing a bigger role in 

deciding on their own destiny, including in the selection of 

their marriage partners, as evidenced by interviews and 

written commentaries. 

4. There appears to be rather widespread disenchantment with 

the administration of the educational sector, at least in 

terms of the schools' performance in preparing women for 

employment or a career. Naturally, compliants along those 

lines are heard mostly from women, and some men, in those 

rather liberal environments where the woman's role is seen 

as more than that of a housekeeper. In fairness to the 

Educational Administrators it should be pointed out that it 

is extremely difficult for them to predict the future size 

and nature of a labor market for women if for a number of 

non-technical reasons there is almost no labor market today. 

Nevertheless, there is room for major improvement in co

ordination between supply (the educational sector) and demand 

(the civil service bureau and the labor department) to 
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insure that for all suitable openings there are trained Saudi 

female candidates. 

5. As a spinoff of the educational enterprise in Saudi Arabia 

many aspects of society are being studied and scrutinized, 

and the role of the underutilized female half is a popular 

subject. Unfortunately, practically all those studies have 

in cornmon that they are qualitative, subjective and judg

mental. The use of accurate-sounding statistics (36.54% of 

a sample of 260 said that . • • ) dealing with vague and 

broad questions (strongly agree? mildly agree? agree? 

disagree?) does not quantify any problem, and is of very 

little value to any decision-maker. Imperfect as it may be, 

it is felt that the effort to quantify the impacts of various 

policies on the status and prospects of Saudi women is the 

most valuable aspect of the study. 

6. As a sobering thought it is acknowledged that any study, the 

present one included, is unlikely to have much impact on the 

status of women in Saudi Arabia. Any modifications of that 

status are not decided by the persons concerned, i.e. the 

Saudi women, but by a small group of (male) compatriots whose 

views may, or may not, have relevance to the anticipations 

and plans of the women. Nevertheless, a more precise and 

quantified discussion of the problems faced by saudi women 

may supply relevant decision-makers, or those officials 



who help fomulate policy, with reasoned arguments for 

judging alternative policies. 
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7. The modeling exercise, aj.med at quantifying the Saudi women's 

role in the market place, is felt to be a valuable approach 

to assessing the impacts of various policies. The major 

wea~~ess is that the very selection of many parameters in

volve judgmental inputs, thus inviting the same kind of 

fuzziness and subjectivity which are all too evident in many 

other studies. However, this drawback can be ~inimized by 

improving the factual data base. 

Recommendations 

Future researchers may wish to repeat, and expand, the model

ing efforts reported herein, but on the basis of better statistics. 

In addition, they may want to explore a wider variation of possible 

alternatives or managing the female labor supply. Future work along 

this line may want to apply the model to a number of sub-regions, for 

instance those corresponding to the areas of responsibility of the 

various labor offices, which could then concern themselves with allo

cations on a more limited and easily controllable, scale. 



APPENDIX A 

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The Goal Programming code used for this study was run on an 

IBM 370/158 computer with 4M.bytes of real storage running under 

VM/CMS/SPF. The routine procedure consisted of submitting the fol

lowing illustrated command: 

GP GPX KUiN 

where: 

GP represents the execution program 

GPX is the Fortran Goal Programming Code 

KLMN is a data file. 

The GP EXEC program contains 7 lines; it calls up the GPX FORTRAN 

code (492 lines) and the KLMN DATA input file in order to produce a 

KLMN LISTING output file. The data files used in this study had a 

typical length of about 450 lines. The numerical procedure used in 

Goal Programning is the modified Simplex algorithm, which relies on 

iterations of arithmetic calculations aimed at reducing certain 

coefficients to zero such that a given objective function is mini

mized. For rather complicated problems the number of iterations 

easily exceeds 100, and since the output normally includes printouts 

of all coefficients, including the non-optimal ones, the physical 

size of that output frequently exceeds 1500 lines. For practical 
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purposes, i.e. to limit both the required computer file storage space 

and the printout volume, the LISTING files were usually edited down 

to the pages showing the SLACK ANALYSIS (~he values of the devia-

tional variables d.), the VARIABLE ANALYSIS (The values of the de
l. 

cision variables Xi) and the ANALYSIS OF THE OBJECTIVE, i.e. the 

extent to which each priority level was achieved. 

The following listings demonstrate a sample execution of 

the program and are included for illustration purposes in Appendix 
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A: The GP EXEC program, The GPX FORTRAN program, A Typical DATA file, 

The corresponding LISTING file, edited down as mentioned above. Sub-

mittal of the Goal Programming code as described above will prompt 

the computer to create the following auxilliary files. 

GPX Model 5 lines 

LOAD MAP 37 lines 

GPX TEXT 476 lines 

The user should insure that sufficient file storage space is avail-

able to accomodate not only the operating, but also the auxilliary 

files. 

In the version shown in Attachment A2 the GPX FORTRAN program 

is prepared to handle 200 variables; if this limitation needs to be 

raised Dimension statements need to be changed accordingly in lines 

8 , 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 165, 16 6 and 181. 

It should be noted that the total number of variables includes 

not only the decision variables (X.), but also the devational vari
l. 

abIes incorporated in the constraint equations. 

---- ----- ---- ---- --- ---- - .- -----
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The GP EXEC Program 

............................................................................... ........•...............•...........•.... ~ ..............•.....•................ ...........•......•...•. ~ ...................................................... . 
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RSI SAUPMOO DISTCODE SYSTEM •• •• •• • • •• •• •• •• • ••••••• 
GP EXEC F I LENAHE FlLETYPE •• •• .$ •••••••• •• •• •• • • 
0~/05/86 10:0.:58 FILE CREATION DATE •• ~. • • •• •• •• •• • • •• 
8110 00000007 SPOOllD COUNT ••••••• •• ••••••••• ••••• •• • •••••• 
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---- ---- -------- ---



FILE: GP EXEC A1 UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS~ OHAHRAN 

EXEC FORTVS &1 LANGLVLCbbJ 
'0 U 

beN U 
FI FT05FOOl DISK' t2 DATA Al 
FI FT06fOOl DISK &2 LISTING Al 
U 
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The GPX FORTRAN Program 
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C 

C 

c 

DIMENSION KEP1'bO) 
DIMENSION RHSICbO) 
DIMENSION VAllCbO,IO) 
DIHENSION YCbO) 
DIMENSION PRDT(60) 
DIMENSION A"1(60) 
DI"ENSION ZVAlCIO) 
DIMENSION eC60,200) 
DIMENSION 000(60) 
DIMENSION DUD(200) 
DIMENSION VALICIO.200) 
DIMENSION )((200) 
DIMENSION R~L1CIO,200) 
DIMENSION DC60,200) 
GOAL PROGRAMMING 
CALL SlARTCN,H,l,C.VALl,YALy,PRDT,RHSl,KPtK,KEP1,TESTJ 
DO 21 J a l.H 

21 Jt(J,-J 
DO 20 l-l,N 

20 YUJ-l 
15 FORHA1(13,FI2.Z) 
12 FORHAl CIOFS.3) 
13 FORMATCBF9.0) 

DO 25 Ka l,l 
DO 25 1-1.N 
VALl ll,K)aVALXCK,I' 

25 CONTINUE 
ITAB-O 
BRING IN NEW VARIABLES 
ITERaO 
CALCULATE NET CONTRIBUTION OF EACH YA~IABLE CRVLXCK,J» 

31 L1-0 
32 K3 a L-ll 
33 IF(K3-1) BOO,~O,~O 
~O DO 60 K-l,K3 

DO 60 J-l," 
SUMP-O. 
DO 50 I-I,N 
P-VALYlI,K'.CCI,J' 
SUHP-SUHP+P 

50 CONTINUE 
RVllCK,JJ-SUHP-VALlCK,J) 

60 CONTINUE 
ITER- ITER+I 
BRING IN ICK2' 
ZMA1-0. . 
DO 90 J-l," 
IFCK3-L) 92,70,10 

92 K~·K3+1 
DO 91 K-K~,L 
IfCRVL1CK,J') 90,91,91 

91 CONTINUE 
70 IF(RVL1(K3,JJ-ZHAXJ 90,90,80 
80 ZMA1-RVLXCK3,J' 

K2 a J 
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GP1000IO 
GPl00020 
GPX00030 
GPlOOO~O 
GPX00050 
GP1000bO 
GP100070 
GP1000eo 
GP100090 
GPXOOIOO 
GPlOOllO 
GPlOOlZO 
GPX00!30 
GPlOOHO 
GPX00150 
GP100160 
GPXOOl70 
GPlOOIBO 
GPlOOl90 
GPll00200 
GPA00210 
GPX00220 
GPl100230 
GPllC0240 
GPll00250 
GPI00260 
GPX00210 
GPl002BO 
GPX00290 
GPI00300 
GP100310 
GPX00320 
GPl00330 
GPl003'O 
GPl00350 
GPX00360 
GPX00310 
GPX003BO 
GPX00390 
GPll00400 
GPX00410 
GPXOO~20 
GPllOOHO 
GPllOOHO 
GPll004S0 
GPll004bO 
GPllOOHO 
GPll004S0 
GPlCO.90 
GPl00500 
GPI00510 
GPll00520 
GPll00530 
GPI00540 
GPl005'50 
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c 
c 

C 

c 

C 

90 CONTINUE 
9~ IFCZHAX' 790,790.100 

WHICH VARIABLE IS REMOVED FROH THE BASIS 
CALCULATE LIMITING AMT FOR EAtH BASIS VARIABLE 

100 DO 150 l-l,N 
IFCPRDTlI.' 110,120,120 

110 WRITEC6,13, PROTll' 
GO TO 830 

120 IFlCCI,K2)' 130.130,140 
130 AHTCIJ--l. 

GO TO 150 
140 AHTCI,-PRDTCI,/CCI.K2' 
150 CONTINUE 

SELECT SMALLEST POSITIVE LIMITING AMT 
I-I 

160 IFlAHTll)) 170,210.210 
170 1-1+1 

IFll-NJ 160,160,180 
180 WRITEC6.13' AMTlN) 

GO TO 830 
210 ZMIN-AI1TCI' 

11.1-1 
220 lel+l 

IFll-N) 230,230,300 
230 IFlAHTll») 220,240,240 
240 IFlZHIH-AHT(I)) 220.220.210 

REHOYE YCKl) 
,00 Y C 11.11 IIX(K2, 

DO 310 Kal,L 
VALYCKl.K,-VALXCK,K2, 

310 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE NEW RIGHT-HAND SIDES 
DO 400 I-l,N 
PRDTll'-PROTll'-ZI1IN*CCI,K2) 

400 CONTI NUE 
PROTlKlJaZHIN 
CALCULATE NEW SUBSTITUTION RATES 
DO 500 J-l,11 
DO 500 l-l,N 
OlI,J)-Cll,J,-ClKl.J).lCCI,K2,/CCKl,K2)' 

500 CONTINUE 
DO 510 J-l.M 
DCKl,J,-ClKl,J)/ClKl,K2) 

510 CONTINUE 
DO 520 J"I,M 
DO 520 l-l,N 
Cll,J)-OCI,J) 

520 CONTINUE 
WRITE ALL TA8LES OR JUST OPTIMAL TABLE 
IFCITAB) 40,40,600 
WRITE EACH TABLE 

600 DO 610 I-I,M 
WRITElb,13) 'CI',PROTeI) 

010 CONTINUE 
DO 620 I-l,N 
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GPX00560 
GPlt00570 
GPlt00580 
GPl00590 
GPX00600 
GPX00610 
GPltOOb20 
GPlt00630 
GPX00640 
GPXOOb50 
GPXOObbO 
GPX00670 
GPlt00680 
GPX00690 
GPX00700 
GPX00710 
GnOOno 
GI'X00730 
GPX00740 
GPX00750 
GPX00760 
GPX00770 
GPX00780 
GPX00790 
GPXOOBOO 
GPXOOBI0 
GPX00820 
GPXOOB30 
GPXOOB40 
GPXOOB50 
GPX00860 
GPlt00870 
GPXOOBBO 
GPX00890 
GPX00900 
GPltOO910 
GPX00920 
GPX00930 
GPX00940 
GPX00950 
GPX009bO 
GPlt00970 
GPX00980 
GPlt00990 
GPXOIOOO 
GPXOIOI0 
GPXOIOZO 
GPXOI030 
GPXOI040 
GPXOI050 
GPXOI060 
GPXOI070 
GPlOI080 
GPXOI090 
GPXOllOO 
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C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

WRITE(6,12, (CCI.J),J-l,H) 
-20 CONT INUE 

GO TO ~O 
HOVE TO NElT LOWER PRIORITY LEVEL 

790 LI-Ll+l 
GO TO 32 
WRITE FINAL RESULTS 

BOO WRITE(6,101~JITER 
WRITE(6.I015) 

1015 FORHATCIHI, 
101~ FORHAT(10X,·ITERATIONS •••••••••• e •• ·.15' 

WRITE(6,5000) 
5000 FORHATl55X.·THE SIMPLEX SOLUTION',25X,'PAGE OS') 

WRITE(6,500lJ 
5001 FORHAT(' THE RIGHT HA~ SIDE') 

801 DO 810 1-1,N 
WRITEC6.13, YII', PROTII' 

810 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,5002' 

5002 FORMATC' THE SUBSTITUTION RATES') 
811 DO B12 l-l.N 

WRITE(6,12'CCCI,J),J-1,M) 
812 CONTINUE 

WRITEC6,5003' 
5003 FORMATl' THE ZJ-CJ HATRIX' 
813 DO Bl~ K-I,L 

WRITE(6,12' IRVLXlK,J" J -I,M' 
JHC,ONTINUE 

~"".U.UATE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
DO 820 K-l.L 
ZVAl(K,aO. 

GPXOlllO 
GPX01l20 
GPX01l30 
GPXOIHO 
GPX01l50 
GPXC1l60 
GPX01l70 
GPX01l80 
GPX01l90 
GPXC1200 
GPX01210 
GPX01220 
GPXOIZ30 
GPXOIZ'tO 
GPX01250 
GPX01260 
GPX01Z70 
GPX01Z80 
GPX01290 
GPX01300 
GPX01310 
GPX013Z0 
GPX01330 
GPXC1340 
GPX01350 
GPX01360 
GPXOl370 
GPlOl380 
GPX0i390 
GPXOHOO 
GPXOIUO 
GPXOHZO 
GPX01430 

00 820 I-I,N GPX01440 
ZVALCK)-ZVALCK)+PROTCI).VALYCI,K) GPX01450 

820 CONTINUE GPXOl46C 
WRITEC6,500~) GPX01470 

500~ FORMATC • AN EVALUATION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION') GPX01480 
DO 821 K-l,L GPX01490 
KK-L-K GPX01500 
IFCTEST.EQ.l.O)CO TO 89 GPXOlSlO 
KKsKK+l GPX01520 

B9 WRITEC6,15) KK,ZVALCK' GPX01530 
B21 CONTINUE GPX01540 

CALL FINISH(RHSl,PRDT,VALY.L.KPCK,Y,N,KEPT,TEST) GPX01550 
B30 STOP GPl01560 

END GPX01570 
SUBROUTINE START(NROWS.NVAR,NPRT,C,VALX,VALy,~HS ,RHSl,KPCK,KEPT,TGPX015BO 

~EST) GPX01590 
C THE START SUBROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO TAKE INFORHATION IN A SPEC-GPX01600 
C JFIED FORHAT AND TRAN~FOR" IT IN~O A SERIES OF USA8LE HATRICES.GPX01610 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c •••••••••• GPlOlb20 

DIMENSION RHS'60) GPX01630 
DIMENSION VALY(60,10' GPX016~0 
DIMENSION C(60,200).VALX(10,200) GPX01650 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

DIMENSION EQUALS(60),RVlXCIO,200) 
DIMENSION KEPTC60, 
DIMENSION RHSIC60' 
REAL NEr. 
REAL DATA/'DATA'/ 
REAL L 
DATA NEG/'NEG'/ 
DATA POS/'POS'/ 
DATA OBJ/'08J'/ 
DATA PROB/'PROB'/ 
DATA B/'Be/ 
DATA E"E'/ 
DA TA G/'G'/ 
DATA L/'L'/ 
DATA RGHT/'RGHT"/ 
NV-200 
NR-60 

1 FOR!'tATCU,313' 
TEST-O.O 

C READ THE PROBLEM CARD FOR THE NUMBER OF RO~S,VARllBlES. AND 
C ••••••••••• e ••••••••••••••• • ••••• •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• 

C 

10 REAOC5,I'ANAHE,NROWS,NVAR,NPRT 
LI SP-NPRT+1 
IFCNYAR.LE.O) GO TO 1020 
IFCNPRT.LE.O) GO TO 1020 
IFCNROWS.LE.O) GO TO 1020 
IFCANAHE.NE.PROB' GO TO 901 

READ THE SIGN CARD. 
IT WILLCONTAIN ONE OF THE 
FOR EQUAlS 
FOR LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 
FOR GREATER THAN OR EQUAL 
FOR 80TH DEVIATIONS 

FOLLOWING 
E 
L 

TO G 
B 

LETTERS FOR eACH ROW 

c •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e ••••••••••••••••• 

C 

NEAO(5,ll)'EQUALSCI',I-l,NROWS) 
11 FORHATC80Al) 

WRIT E C 6,109 ) 
109 FORHATe' IS THIS EQUALS VALUES ••••••••••••••••• ', 

WRIYEC6,110)CEQUALSCI'eI~1,NROWS) 
110 FORHATC' ',BOA1) 

NART-O 
C COUNT THE NUMBER OF POSITIVE SLACK VARIABLES .............•..•.•...•...•.•.•....••...•.........•...........•..•••.•. 

NFLDS-O 
DO 12 I-I ,NROWS 
IFCEQUALSCI'.EQ.8'NFLDS-NFLDS+1 

12 IFCEQUALSCI).EQ.G'NFLDS-NFLDS+1 

190 

GPX01660 
GPXOlb70 
GPXOlbBO 
GPXOlb90 
GPX01700 
GPXOl710 
GPX01720 
GPXOl730 
GPXOI no 
GPX01750 
GPX017bO 
GPXOl770 
GPX01780 
GPX01790 
GPX01BOO 
GPX01810 
GPXC1820 
GPX01830 
GPXOIB~O 
GPX01850 
GPXC1860 
GPXC1870 
GPXOIBBO 
GPX01890 
GPX01900 
GPX01910 
GPX01920 
GPX01930 
GPXC19~O 
GPXC1950 
GPX01960 
GPX01970 
GPX019BO 
GPX01990 
GPXOZOOO 
GPX02010 
GPXOZOZO 
GPX02030 
GPX020~O 

GPX02050 
GPX02060 
GPX02070 
GPX02080 
GP~OZ090 
GPXOZI00 
GPXOZI10 
GPXOZ120 
GPXOZ130 
GPXOZ140 
GPX02150 
GPXOZ160 
GPX02170 
GPXOZ180 
GPXOZ190 
GPXOZZOO 
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c 
t TE 5T FOR 5 IZE 
c •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o •••••••••••••••••••••• 

C 
C 
C 
t 

N5IZEzNFLDS+NROWS+NVAR 
IFCNRoWS.GT.NR) GO TO 911 
IFCNSIZE.GT.NV) GO TO 911 

CLEAR ALL MATRICES 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• G ••••••• • ••• • 

C 

KDUD-NPRT+l 
DO 16 J-l.NSIZE 
DO 16 I-l.NROWS 
KEPTIU -0 
IFCI.GT.KDUD) GO TO 17 
K-I 
RVLICK,J)·O.O 
VALllCK .J)&O.O 

17 IFCI.EQ.J' C(I.J)-1.0 
VALYU.K)-O.O 
IFCI.NE.J) CCI.J)-O.O 

16 CONTINUE 
KPCK-O 
KcKDUD 

ADJUST THE SLACK VARIABLES AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO HEET THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE DESIGN 

: ...•.•....•...................•....•...............•.................. 
DO 13 Ja l.NROWS 
IFCEOUALSCIJ.EO.E) GO- TO I~ 
IFCEQUALSCI).EQ.GJ GO TO 15 
IFCEQUALSCIJ.EO.L) GO TO 13 
IFCEQUALS(I).EO.B' GO TO 18 
WRITE(6.132~)J,EQUALSCI) 

l32~ FORHATC ••• e ••••• TEST DATA IS '.15.' ·.A~) 
GO TO 910 

H Jal 
VALllK.J) -1.0 
NART-NART+l 
TEST-l.0 
GO TO 13 

15 KPCK-KPCK+l 
J-NROWS+KPCK 
C(I.J)--1.0 
KEPT( I) aJ 
JaJ 
VALllK,J)-l. 
NART-NART+l 
TEST-l.0 
GO TO 13 

18 KPCK-KPCK+l 
JaKPCK+NROWS 

._--------_._-------- ---_ .. __ ._-_ ... _ .. _ ...... __ .- .--. 
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GPXOZ210 
GPX02220 
GPI02230 
GPXOZHO 
GPXOZ250 
GPXCZZ60 
GPl02Z70 
GPlOZ280 
GPXOZ290 
GPlOZ300 
GPXOZ310 
GPI023Z0 
GPXOZ330 
GPXCi23ltO 
GPlOZ350 
GPlOZ360 
GPltOZ370 
GPXOZ380 
GPI02390 
GPlOZ~OO 
GPlOZ4IO 
GPXOZ~ZO 
GPXOZ"30 
GPltOZHO 
GPXOZ~50 
GPIOZ"60 
GPXOZnO 
GPIOZitBO 
GPltOZ~90 
GPlOZ500 
GPlOZ510 
GPlOZ5Z0 
GPlOZ530 
GPIOZ5ltO 
GPXOZ550 
GPXOZ560 
GPlOZ570 
GPXOZ580 
GPXOZ590 
GPXOZ600 
CPXOZ610 
GPXOZ6Z0 
GPXOZ630 
GPXOZ6'10 
GPlCZ650 
CPXOZ660 
GPXOZ670 
GPIOZ6BO 
GPXOZ690 
GPXOZ700 
GPXOZ710 
CPXOZ720 
GPIOZ730 
GPXOZHO 
GPXOZ750 
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c 
C 

C( I.J).-1.0 
KEPHI) aJ 

13 CONTINUE 

C READ THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••• ·····~······················· ••••••••••••••••• 

REAO(S,212'ANAHE 
212 FORI1AT lAtH 

19 1-0 
IFCANAHE.NE.OBJ' GO TO 920 

C IFCANAHE.EQ.08J' GO TO 20 

C 
C 
C 

20 REAoC5,21'ANAHE,I,H,TEHP 
IFCANAHE.EQ.DATA) GO TO 30 
IF(H.LE.O, GO TO 1022 
K-LlSP-H 

21 FORHATCA4,2IS,F7.2' 
IFCJ.LE.O, GO TO 1022 
IFCK.GT.NPRT) GO TO 1024 
IFCANAHE.EQ.NEG, GO TO 26 
IF(ANAHE.EQ.POS) GO TO 2~ 
GO TO 27 

26 J-J 
VALUK,J)=TEHP 
GO TO 20 

2S J-KEPT( I' 
IF CKEPTCI).EQ.O) GO TO 1026 
VALlCK,J)aTEHP 
GO TC 20 

27 IflTEHP'9Z6,20,926 

READ THE DATA HATRIX IN 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 

C 
C 
C 

30 REAOlS,21JANAHE,I,J,TEHP 
IFCANAHE.EQ.RGHT' GO TO 40 
IFCI.LE.O' GO TO 1090 
IFlJ.EQ.O' GO TO 1090 
JaKPCK+NROWS+J 
Cl I"J,z:TEHP 
GO TO 30 

READ THE RIGHT HAND SIDE .. v •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a ••••••••••••• 8 ••••• 

~O DO 5181 lal.NROWS 
5181 REAOCS,44' RHS(I' 

"" FORI1AHflO.4J 
c 
c 
c WRITE THE ABOVE RESULTS 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• •• •• •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• 

WR ITE (6 ,SOI5, 
~~IS FORMATl55X,'THE RIGHT HAND SIOE-INPUT',33X.·PAGE 01" 

DO U lal,NROWS 
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GPX02760 
CPX02770 
GPX02780 
GPX02790 
GPX02800 
GPX02810 
GPX02820 
GPX02830 
CPXCZ840 
GPX02850 
GPX02860 
GPX02870 
~PX02880 
GPX02890 
GPXOZ900 
CPXOZ910 
GPX02920 
GPX02930 
GPX029~0 
GPX02950 
GPXOZ960 
GPXOZ970 
GPXOZ980 
GPXOZ990 
GPX03000 
GPX03010 
GPX03020 
GPX03030 
GPX03040 
GPX03050 
GPX03060 
GPX03070 
GPX030aO 
GPl03090 
GPX03100 
GPX03110 
GPX03120 
GPX03130 
GPX03HO 
GPX03150 
GPX031bO 
GPl03170 
GPX031BO 
GPX03190 
GPX03Z00 
GPXC3210 
GPX03220 
GPX03230 
GPX03Z",O 
GPX03250 
GPX032f>O 
GPX03Z70 
GPl03Z80 
GPX03Z90 
GPX03300 
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IFCRHSII"9~I,'2,'3 GPX03310 
.2 RHSIIJ •• OOOOI GPX033Z0 

.3 RHSIllJaRHSIIJ GPX03330 
WRITEI6,IIIIJI.RHSII' GPX03340 

1111 FORMATIIOX,I3.21,FI5.5, GPX03350 
41 CONTINUE GPX03360 

WRITEI6.6Z0J GPX03370 
620 FORMATIIHI) GPX03380 

WRITEI6.5016) GPX03390 
5016 FORHATC551,'THE SUBSTITUTION RATES-INPUT·,18X.·PAGE OZ" GP103400 

DO 1112 l-l,NROWS GPI03410 
WRITEI6.2519' I GPX034Z0 

Z519 FORMATCIX,'ROW',15) GPX03.30 
1112 WRITEC6.1113'CCCI.JJ,J-I.NSIZE' GPX03.40 
1113 FORMATCIOF8.3, GPX03450 

WRITEC6.620' GP103.60 
WRITE(6.5017' GPX03.10 

5011 FORMAT(55X.·THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION-INPUT·.19X,·PAGE 03" GP103480 
DO 111' K-l,NPRT GPX03.90 
MaLISP-K GPX03500 
WRITEC6,2150J " GPX03510 

2150 FORHATC' PRIORITye .15' GPX03520 
. 111~ NRITE(6,1113'IYALXIK,J',Jal.NSIZE' GPX03530 

WRITEI6.6Z0' GP1035.0 
WRITe(6,5018' GPX03550 

5018 FORMATC55X,'SUHHARY OF INPUT INF~RMATION '.191.'PAGE·,· 0'" GPX03560 
NYAR-NSIZE GPX03570 
WRITEC6,2017' NROWS.NVA~,NPRT,NART GPX03580 

Z017 FORHAICI01,'NUHBER OF ROWS ••••••••• ·,I5,'.I01,·NUHBER OF YARIABLESGPX03590 
•••••• ,15,/,101,'NUMBER OF PRIORITIES ••• ·,15,I,lOX.·ADDED PRIORGPX03600 
ZITIES •••••••• ,15) GPX03610 

IFCNART.GT.O' NPRT-NPRT+l GPX036Z0 
GO TO 999 GPXC3630 

910 WRITE(6,91', GPX036~O 
91' FORHAT" PROGRAM CONTAINS AN ERROR EITHER IN THE NUMBER Of ROWS PUGPX03650 

lCHED OR IN THE SICN CARD.THE VALUE IS SOMETHING OTHER THAN DE-,-C-GPX03b60 
Z,OR-L-" GPX03b70 

GO TO 999 GPX03680 
1090 WRITE (6,1091' GPX03690 
1091 FORHAT(' IMPROPER DATA COLUHN OR ROW DEFINITION') GPX03700 

GO TO 999 CPX03710 
920 WRITE(6,921J GPX037Z0 
921 FORHATC' AN OBJECTIYE CARD WITH THE VALUE·,F16.3,' IGPl03730 

IS FOUND BUT INSTRUCTIONS AS TO WHICHDEVIATION HAS BEEN NEGLECTED.GPX03740 
ZEXAHINE YOUR DATA ., CPX03750 

GO TO 999 GPX03760 
10Z0 WRITE 16,1021, GPX03770 
1021 FORHAT" NUHBER OF ROWS, VARIABLES, OR PRIORITIES CANNOT BE EQUAGPX03180 

lL TO ZERO UNDER ANY CIRCUftSTANCES" CPX03790 
CO TO 999 CPX03BOO 

1022 WRITE (6,10Z3) GP103BIO 
10Z3 FORMAT" COLUMN VALUE OR PRIORITY VALUE IS eQUAL TO OR LESS THANGPX03B20 

lZERO I) GPX03B30 
GO TO 999 GP103S.0 

911 WRITEC6,912' CPX03850 
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r. 

.. 
C 

912 FORHATC' THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES N~EDED TO COMPUTE THIS PROCRAM GPX03860 
lIS TOO CREAT UNDER PRESENT DIMENSIONS. SEE YOUR PROCRAMMER 'J CPX03870 

CO TO 999 CPJ03880 
1026 WRITEC6,1027) CPX03890 
1027 FORMATC' ATTEHPT IS MADE TO MINIMIZE NON EXISTANT POSITIVE DEVIA CPXC3900 

ITION" GPX03910 
GO TO 999 GPX03920 

102~ WRITE(6,1025) GPX03930 
1025 FoR"AT(' OBJECTIVE FUNCTION PRIORITY EXCEEDS STATED NUMBER OF PRIGPX039~O 

10RITIES') GPX03950 
CD TO 999 GPX03960 

901 WRITEI6,902) CPX03970 
902 FORHAT(' PROBLEH CARD HISSINC OR MISPUNCHEO" CPX03980 

CO TO 999 GPX03990 
926 WRITE(6,927) GPXO~OOO 
927 FORHAT(' A CARD IN THE OBJECTIVE SECTION DEFINED SOME VALUE FOR TGPXO~OI0 

IHE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION BUT FAILED TO DEFINE WHETHER THIS WAS TO AP GPXO.020 
2PLY TO THE POSITIVE DR NEG~TIVE DEVIATION'J GPXO.030 

9.1 WRITE(6,9~2J GPXC4040 
9~2 FORHAT'; NECATIVE VALUES ARE NOT ALLOWED ON THE RICHT HAND SIDE. GPX04050 

1 CORRECT PROBLEM BY MULTIPLYING ENTIRE CONSTRAINT THROUGH BY MINU GPXO.060 
2S ONE." GPX04070 

GO TO 999 GPX040BO 
999 RETURN GPX04090 

END GPX04100 
SUBROUTINE FINISH(RHS1,RHS,VALY,NPRT,KPCK,y,NROWS,KEPT,TEST, GPX04110 
REAL NECSLK CPXO'120 
DIMENSION VAL Y(60,10) GPXOH30 
DIMENSION ZVALII0) GPX041'0 
DIMENSION RHS(60) GPXO'150 
DIMENSION KEPT(60) GPX04160 
DIMENSION Y(60),RHSl(60) GPX04110 

RHSI IS THE RESERVED VECTOR OF RHS VALUES FROM THE BEGINNINC. CPX04180 
THE ENDING RHS VALUES ARE SUBTRACTED FROH THE BEGINNING ONES GPXO'190 
AND THE RESULT IS PLACED INTO THE APPROPRIATE SLACK COLUMN. GPX04Z00 
THE REMAINDER OF THE VALUES ARE PRINTED ON PACE TWO OF THE RE- CPXO~ZlO 
SULTS. GPX04ZZ0 

GPXO'230 
GPXO'HO 

SLACK ANALYSIS 

WRITfl6.21J 
21 FOR"ATl1Hl,120X,'PAGE 06',II,50X.'SLACK ANALYSIS') 

1 FORMAHIIII) 
WRITEC6.1J 
WRITElb,B) 

8 FOR"ATlIOX.'ROW'.6X.'AVAILABLE',12X.'POS-SLK',12X,'NEC-SlK') 
WRITE(6,U 
DO 19 l-l,NROWS 
HECSLK-O.O 
POSSLI(·O.O 
DO 11 J-1,NROWS 
"-Y(J) 
IFCI-"' 9,10,9 

9IF(M-KEPT(I) 11,12,11 

GPX04Z50 
GPXO'Z60 
GPX04Z70 
GPXO'Z80 
GPXO'Z90 
GPXO'300 
GPXO~31 0 
GPXOB20 
GPXO'330 
GPX04340 
GPXO'350 
GPXOB60 
GPX04370 
GPXOB80 
GPl04390 
GPXOHOO 



fILE: GPX fORTRAN Al UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM' MINERALS. DHAHRAN 

c 

11 CONTINUE 
GO TO 13 

10 NEGSLK-RHSCJ) 
GO TO 13 

12 POSSLKaRHSCJ) 
13 WRITEI6,1~)I,RHS1(1),POSSLK,NeGSLK 
1~ FORMATIIOX,I3,3F20.S) 
19 CONTINUE 
~3 FORMATCIOX.I3,3X,FI5.5) 

: VARIABLE AMOUNTS 
C 

WRITE (6."") 
.... FO~AT(IHl,120X.'PAGE 07'II,50X,'VARIABLE ANALYSIS') 

WRITEI6, .. S, 
~5 FOR~AT(IIII,7X,'VARIABLE AMOUNT',II' 

DO .. 1 I a l.NROWS 
NCHCK=Y(I)-KPCK-NROWS 
IF(NCHCK, .. I,H, .. 2 

.. 2 WRITEC6, .. 3'NCHCK,RHS(I' 
Itl CONTINUE 

WRITEi6,72' 
72 FORHAT UHlJ 

WRITE (6,50' 
50 FORMAT(II,55X,'ANALYSIS OF THE OBJECTIVE',23X,'PAGE S'. 

~111.50X,·PRIORITY',10X.'UNDER-ACHIEVE~ENT',/' 
DO 52 Kal,NPRT 
lVALCK' -0.0 
DO 51 lal,NROWS 

51 lVALCK)-ZVAL(K' +VALY(I,K'.RHSII' 
L1 SP-NPRT+l 
KK-L1SP-K 
IF(TEST.EQ.O.O) GO TO 52 
KK-NPRT-K 
IFIKK.GT.O) GO TO 52 
WRITE(6,78' lVALCK, 

78 FORMAT(/."5X,' ARTIFICIAl',5X,F20.5, 
GO TO 77 

52 WRITEC6,53) KK,lVALCK' 
53 FORHAT(lHO,52X.12,5X,F20.5) 
77 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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GPltOHIO 
GPlOHZO 
GPlOH30 
GPlOH40 
GPlOHSO 
GPl04460 
GPlOH70 
GPXOHBO 
GPXOH90 
GPl04S00 
GPl04510 
GPl04520 
GPl04530 
GPl04540 
GPl04S50 
GPX04560 
GPl04570 
GPl04560 
GPX04590 
GPl04bOO 
GPl04blO 
GPl04bZO 
GPl04b30 
GPX04640 
GPX04650 
GPX04660 
GPlOlt670 
GPXOltb80 
GPXOlt690 
GPlOlt700 
GPXOHIO 
GPlOHZO 
GPl04730 
GPl04HO 
GPX04750 
GPXOlt760 
GPXOH70 
GPX04780 
GPXOH90 
GPX04BOO 
GPXC48IO 
GPX04820 
GPX04830 
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A Typical DATA File 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $~~~ •••• ¢*.¢ •••• n •••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• ........................................................ ~ ............••......... 
t~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•• VH/SP SERVICE LEVEL 0309 •••• CPU SERIAL 080076 CPU M[OEl 0580 ••••••••••• 

I-,.CQPWG fACQPWG USERJD ORIGIN ••••••• ••••••• * •••••• 
••••••••• • •••••••• "' .. "' ..... 

FAC SAUPMOO DJSTCODE SYSTEM •• •• •• •• •• .. . 
•• •• •• •• 

STAl985 DATA FILENAME FILElYPE •• .. . ......... 
•• •• ......... 

08128/86 09:13:2~ FILE CREATION DATE •• •• •• •• •• I). ... 
2017 0000O~85 SPOOLID COUNT .......... •••••••• • •••••••• ••••••••• • •••••••• • •••••• 
08128/86 09:13:~0 FILE PRINT DATE 

l 00"' CLASS DEVICE 

'iTANOARD FORMS 

. , ........ • •• ••••••• ••••••• •••••••• • • • • ••••••• ••••••••• ••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• • • • • • •••••••• 
~. •• •• •• •• •• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• . '" •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • • • • •••••• •• •• •• •• • • ••••••••• •• • • • • •••••• • •••••••• •• •• • • •••••••• •• • • • • .,. ... 
•• ••••••••• •• •• • • • •• •• • • • •• • ••• .... •• •• •• •• •• • ••• •• •• ••• • • • • • • •• •• •• ••••••••• •••••••• •• .:.;. . • •• • •••••••• •• •• •• ••••••• ....... . •• • • . ....... 
••••••••• ••• • •••••• ••••••••• ••••• • •••••••• ",q •• •• •• • • •• •• •• • • 
~ ..... •• • • •• •••••• ••••••••• • • •• • •••••••• • • '. •• •• • • • • •• •• •• • •••••••• .... •• •• • •• "It •• 
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FILE: STAl985 DATA Al UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS. DHAHRAN 

PROS 33 9b 4 
r 'SBSBBBSSBBSBBBSBSBGGGGGGGGGGGG 
t,..,J 
NEG 01 01 1.0 
POS 01 01 5.0 
NEG 02 01 1.0 
DOS 02 01 5.0 
.~EG 03 01 1.0 
POS 03 01 8.0 
.. EG 04 01 1.0 
DOS 0' 01 5.0 
NEG 05 01 1.0 
DOS 05 01 8.0 
.. EG Ob 01 1.0 
"05 Ob 01 8.0 
NEG 01 01 2.0 
'OS 01 01 5.0 
~EG 08 01 2.0 
POS 08 01 S.O 
'jEG 09 01 1.0 
'OS 09 01 8.0 
NEG 10 0' 5.0 
POS 10 01 5.0 
4EG 11 01 2.0 

,'OS 11 01 5.0 
NEG 12 01 2.0 
Ins 12 01 5.0 

13 01 5.0 
POS 13 01 5.0 
'lEG l' 01 5.0 
'OS l' 01 5.0 

NEG 15 01 5.0 
POS 15 01 5.0 
lEG Ib 01 5.0 

.'05 Ib 01 5~0 
NEG 17 01 5.0 
-OS 11 01 5.0 

EG 18 01 5.0 
POS 18 01 5.0 
"'EG 19 01 5.0 

OS 19 01 5.0 
.. EG 20 01 5.0 
POS 20 01 5.0 

EG 21 02 5.0 
OS 21 02 5.0 

POS 22 03 5.0 
~OS 23 03 5.0 

OS 2' 0' 5.0 
POS 25 0' 5.0 
POS 26 03 5.0 

OS 21 0' 5.0 
, OS 28 0' 5.0 
p-" 29 03 5.0 

-,) 30 03 5.0 
OS 31 03 5.0 
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fiLE I STAl985 DATA AI UNIVERSITY Of PETROLEUM & MINERALS. DHAHRAN 

POS 32 04 5.0 
r .. 33 0" 5.0 
1._ tA 

01 01 1.0 
01 13 1.0 
01 25 1.0 
01 37 1.0 
01 49 1.0 
01 61 1.0 
01 73 I.'.' 
01 85 1.0 
02 02 1.0 
02 14 1.0 
02 26 1.0 
02 38 1.0 
02 50 1.0 
02 62 1.0 
02 n 1.0 
02 86 1.0 
03 03 1.0 
03 15 1'.0 
03 27 1.0 
03 39 1.0 
03 51 1.0 
03 63 1.0 
03 75 1.0 
03 87 1.0 
04 04 1.0 
04 16 1.0 
04 28 1.0 
04 40 1.0 
04 52 1.0 
04 64 1.0 
04 76 1.0 
04 88 1.0 
05 05 1.0 
05 11 1.0 
05 29 1.0 
05 H 1.0 
05 53 1.0 
05 65 1.0 
05 77 1.0 
05 89 1.0 
06 06 1.0 
06 18 1.0 
06 30 1.0 
06 42 1.0 
06 54 1.0 
06 66 1.0 
06 78 1.0 
06 90 1.0 
07 07 1.0 
01 19 1.0 
07 31 1.0 
07 U 1.0 



FILE: STA1985 DATA 

01 55 1.0 
07 67 1.0 
07 79 1.0 
01 91 1.0 
08 08 1.0 
08 20 1.0 
08 32 1.0 
08 ." 1.0 
08 56 1.0 
08 68 1.0 
08 80 1.0 
08 92 1.0 
09 09 1.0 
09 21 1.0 
09 33 1.0 
09 ~5 1.0 
09 57 1.0 
09 69 1.0 
09 81 1.0 
09 93 1.0 
10 10 1.0 
10 22 1.0 
10 3~ 1.0 
10 ~6 1.0 
10 58 1.0 
10 70 1.0 
10 82 1.0 
10 9~ 1.0 
11 11 1.0 
11 23 1.0 
11 35 1.0 
11 47 1.0 
11 59 1.0 
11 71 1.0 
11 83 1.0 
11 95 1.0 
12 12 1.0 
12 2~ 1.0 
12 36 1,0 
12 "8 1.0 
12 60 1.0 
12 72 1.0 
12 8~ 1.0 
12 96 1.0 
13 01 1.0 
13 02 1.0 
13 03 1.0 
13 0" 1.0 
13 05 1.0 
13 06 1.0 
13 07 1.0 
13 08 1.0 
13 09 1.0 
13 10 1.0 
13 11 1.0 

----------
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Al UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUH & MINERALS. DHAHRAN 
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FILE: STA1985 DATA AI UNIVERSITY DF PETROLEUM t ~INERALS, DHAHRAN 

13 12 1.0 
H 13 1.0 
14 H 1.0 
H 15 1.0 
H 16 1.0 
H 17 1.0 
H 18 1.0 
14 19 100 
H 20 1.0 
H 21 1.0 
n 22 1.0 
14 23 1.0 
n 24 1.0 
15 25 1.0 
15 26 1.0 
15 21 1.0 
15 28 1.0 
15 29 1.0 
15 30 1.0 
15 31 1.0 
15 32 1.0 
15 33 1.0 
15 34 1.0 
15 35 1.0 
15 36 1.0 
16 31 1.0 
16 38 1.0 
16 39 1.0 
16 40 1.0 
16 H 1.0 
16 42 1.0 
16 43 1.0 
16 "" 1.0 
16 45 1.0 
16 46 1.0 
16 47 1.0 
16 48 1.0 
17 49 1.0 X· 

11 50 1.0 
17 51 1.0 
11 52 1.0 
11 53 1.0 
11 54 1.0 
11 55 1.0 
11 56 1.0 
17 51 1.0 
17 58 1.0 
17 59 1.0 
17 60 1.0 
18 61 1.0 
18 62 1.0 
18 63 1.0 
18 64 1.0 
Ul 65 1.0 
18 66 1.0 

---------------._--------



FILE: S1A1985 OA1A 

18 67 1.0 
18 68 1.0 
18 69 1.0 
18 70 1.0 
18 71 1.0 
18 72 1.0 
19 73 1.0 
19 7,* 1.0 
19 75 1.0 
19 76 1.0 
19 71 1.0 
19 78 1.0 
19 79 1.0 
19 80 1.0 
19 81 1.0 
19 82 1.0 
19 83 1.0 
19 8. 1.0 
20 85 1.0 
20 86 1.0 
20 87 1.0 
20 88 1.0 
20 89 1.0 
20 90 1.0 
20 91 1.0 
20 92 1.0 
20 93 1.0 
20 94 1.0 
20 95 1.0 
20 96 1.0 
21 01 16.0 
21 02 50.0 
21 03 60.0 
21 0'* 120.0 
21 05 53.0 
21 06 98.0 
21 07 208.0 
21 08 53.0 
21 09 98.0 
21 10 228.0 
21 11 128.0 
21 12 2'*8.0 
21 13 30.0 
21 lit 50.0 
2! 15 60.0 
21 16 120.0 
21 17 52.0 
21 18 100.0 
21 19 210.0 
21 20 52.0 
21 21 110.0 
21 22 230.0 
21 23 130.0 
21 2'* 250.0 
21 25 8'*.0 
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Al UNIVERSITY Of PETROLEUM & MINERALS. OHAHRAN 
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FilE: STU985 DATA AI UNIVERSITY Of PE1ROlEUH & MINERALS. DHAHRAN 

21 26 33.0 
21 21 bO.O 
21 28 120.0 
21 29 "".0 
21 30 "".0 
21 31 212.0 
21 32 "".0 
21 33 ~b.O 

21 3" 232.0 
21 35 132.0 
21 36 2~2.0 

21 31 90.0 
21 38 52.0 
21 39 68.0 
21 "0 120.0 
21 H ~8.0 
21 ,,2 58.0 
21 "3 215.0 
21 "" 58.0 
21 45 bO.O 
21 46 235.0 
21 41 60.0 
21 48 255.0 
21 "9 HO.O 
21 50 100.0 
21 51 97.0 
21 52 120.0 
21 53 95.0 
21 54 9".0 
21 55 220.0 
21 56 96.0 
21 57 9".0 
21 58 2"0.0 
21 59 96.0 
21 60 260.0 
2! 61 160.0 
21 62 115.0 
21 63 110.0 
21 6" 120.0 
21 65 220.0 
21 66 108.0 
21 67 230.0 
21 6B 220.0 
21 69 108.0 
21 70 250.0 
21 71 110.0 
21 7Z 210.0 
21 73 220.0 
21 74 180.0 
21 75 171.0 
21 16 171.0 
21 71 190.0 
21 18 173.0 
21 19 170.0 
21 BO 310.i:i 
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: ILE: ST1l985 DATA U UNIVERSITY Of PETROLEU" & "INERALS, DHAHRAN 

21 81 220.0 
21 82 170.0 
21 83 260.0 
21 8" 210.0 
21 85 260.0 
21 86 200.0 
21 87 250.0 
21 88 160.0 
21 89 "'"'0.0 
21 90 3"'0.0 
21 91 160.0 
21 92 "'90.0 
21 93 390.0 
21 9" 290.0 
21 95 "10.0 
21 96 170.0 
22 01 1.0 
22 13 1.0 
22 25 1.0 
22 37 1.0 
22 "9 1.0 
22 61 1.0 
22 73 1.0 
22 85 1.0 
23 02 1.0 
23 H 1.0 
Z3 26 1.0 
23 38 1.0 
23 50 1.0 
23 62 1.0 
23 n 1.0 
23 86 1.0 
24 03 1.0 
20\ 15 1.0 
2" 27 1.0 
2" 39 1.0 
2"' 51 1.0 
2" 63 1.0 
20\ 75 1.0 
2" 81 1.0 
25 00\ 1.0 
25 16 1.0 
25 28 1.0 
25 0\0 1.0 
25 52 1.0 
25 6" 1.0 
25 76 1.0 
25 88 1.0 
26 05 1.0 
26 11 1.0 
26 29 1.0 
26 '" 1.0 
26 53 1.0 
26 65 1.0 
26 77 1.0 
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:ILE: STA1985 DATA Al UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS, DHAHRAN 

26 89 1.0 
27 06 1.0 
27 18 1.0 
27 30 1.0 
27 42 1.0 
27 54 1.0 
27 66 1.0 
27 78 1.0 
27 90 1.0 
28 07 1.0 
28 19 1.0 
28 31 1.0 
28 43 1.0 
2B 55 1.0 
28 61 1.0 
28 79 1.0 
28 91 1.0 
29 08 1.0 
29 20 1.0 
29 32 1.0 
29 44 1.0 
29 56 1.0 
29 68 1.0 
29 80 1.0 
29 92 1.0 
30 09 1.0 
30 21 1.0 
30 33 1.0 
39 "5 1.0 
30 57 1.0 
30 69 1.0 
30 81 1.0 
30 93 1.0 
31 10 1.0 
31 22 1.0 
31 34 1.0 
31 46 1.0 
31 58 1.0 
31 70 1.0 
31 82 1.0 
31 9" 1.0 
32 11 1.0 
32 23 1.0 
32 35 1.0 
32 H 1.0 
32 59 1.0 
32 71 1.0 
32 83 1.0 
32 95 1.0 
33 12 1.0 
33 24 1.0 
33 36 1.0 
33 48 1.0 
33 60 1.0 
33 72 1.0 



~ILE: S1A1985 DATA 

'iurH 
69.0 
15.0 
19.0 
3".0 
56.0 
78.0 
'*3.0 
65.0 
36.0 

0.0 
9.0 
".0 

60.0 
60.0 
60.0 
50.0 
60.0 
17.0 

110.0 
11.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

33 8' 1.0 
33 96 1.0 
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Al UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM t MINERALS. OHAHRAH 
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A Typical LISTING File 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ................................................................................. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•• VH/SP SERVICE lEVEL 0309 .... CPU SERiAl 080076 CPU MeDEL 0580 •••••••••••• 

f .. ~QPWG FACQPWG USERID ORIGIN ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• • •••••••• 
FAC SAUPI'100 DISTCODE SYSTEM •• •• •• •• • • • • •• •• •• •• 
SlA1985 LISTING FILENAME FllETYPE •• "'. • •••••• •• • • .,. ...... 
08128/86 09:13:23 FilE CREATION DATE ." •• •• • • •• •• •• • • 
2016 00000112 SPOUllD tauNT •••••••• ..... "' .. .* ......... 

••••••••• ••••••••• • •••••• 
08/28/86 09:13:31 FILE PRINT DATE 

..'l. 00"' CUSS DEVICE 

STANDARD FORI1S 

••••••••• ••• ••••••• • •••••• • ••••••• •• • • • •••••• ••••••••• ••••• ••••••••• • •••••••• • •••••••• •• • • • •••••••• •• •• •• •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • • •• •• •• •• •• • • •• •• •• • • • • •••••• •• •• •• •• • • .. ........ •• • • • • , ..... ••••••••• •• :). •• • ••••••• •• •• •• • ••• •• ••••••••• •• •• • •• • • • • • •• •• • ••• •• .. •• •• •• •• • ••• • • •• ••• •• •• • • •• •• •• ••••••••• • ••••••• • • ••• • •• • •••••••• •• •• •• ••••••• •••••• • • • • • • •••••• 

~ ........ ••• • •••••• ••••••••• ••••• . .. "' ..... 
•• •• •• • • • • 
~. •• •• • • 
~ ..... •• • • • • •••••• ••••••••• • • •• ••••••••• • • .... •• •• •• • • •• •• • • • •••••••• ,. •• •• • •••••• 



NU"BER DF ROWS......... 33 
NU"BER OF VA~lABLES.... 162 
NU"BER UF PRIORITIES... • 
ADDED PRIORITIES....... 12 
ITERATIONS............. 8' 
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THE RJGH! HAND SIDE 
79. 90 
56. 15. 
57. 19. 

IH. 21. 
63. 36. 
1~1. 19. 
61. __ 3. 
86. 51. 
5. O. 

I~B. o. 
65. 9. 
95. 31. 
62. 65. 
66. __ • 
55. 69. 
58. 3 __ • 

107. 25. 
108. 16. 
142. 27. 
162. " • 
123. 36. 

5 __ • 37360. 
59. 56. 

15 __ • 1. 
60. 18. 

120. 2 __ • 
92. 15. 

145. ~3D 
98. H. 

132. 17. 
43. o. 

113. 9. 
67. 60. 

AN EVALUATION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
__ 935.00 
3 1205.00 
2 186199."" 
1 0.00 
o 0.00 
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SUCK ANAUSIS 

ROW AVAILABLE POS-SlJ( NEG-SLK 

1 69.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
2 15.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
3 19.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
4 34.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
5 56.00000 0.00000 0.00011 
6 18.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
7 43.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
8 65.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
9 36.00000 0.00000 0.00000 

10 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 
11 9.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
12 4.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
13 60.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
14 60.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
15 60.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
16 50.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
17 60.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
18 17.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
19 110.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
20 11.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
21 0.00001 37359.89060 0.00000 
22 0.00001 68.99998 0.00000 
23 0.00001 14 .99999 0.00000 
24 0.00001 18.99998 0.00000 
25 0.00001 33.99998 0.00000 
26 0.00001 55.99985 0.00000 
27 0.00001 17.99994 0.00000 
28 0.00001 42.99998 0.00000 
29 0.00001 64.99989 0.00000 
30 0.00001 35.99998 0.00000 
31 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 
32 0.00001 8.99999 0.00000 
33 0.00001 3.99998 0.00000 

.----... ------ -



VARUBLE 

13 
18 
15 
20 
82 
29 
41 
"2 
16 
96 
51 
88 
5" 
26 
19 
32 
66 
"1 

1 

AMOUNT 

9.00012 
21.00002 
18.99995 
50.99916 
0.00001 

30.99986 
2".9999" 
15.99995 
26.99995 
3.99999 

3'5.99998 
1.00001 

23.99995 
15.00000 
"2.99995 
1".00000 
11.00000 
9.00000 

59.99919 
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PRIORITY UNDER·ACHIEVE~ENT 

~ 934.9985' 

3 120'.99780 

2 186799.43700 

1 0.00011 

ARTIFICIAL 0.00000 
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